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lmost 50 years ago, Georgetown University Law
Center put law school clinics on the map. We have
continued to be a leader in clinical education ever since.
In the last decade we have been at the forefront of another landmark innovation in experiential learning as we
have developed more than 30 practicum classes, which
combine seminars with field placements and provide
students with opportunities they can’t get anywhere
else. Between our clinical offerings, our practicum and
our other experiential course offerings, we can now
guarantee our second- and third-year law students an
experiential course every semester.
Another “first” may not just revolutionize legal education but the legal profession
itself. Starting this September, we embarked upon a unique experiment: We are teaming up with two law firms, DLA Piper and Arent Fox, to create a new law firm that
serves people whose incomes make them ineligible for free legal services but who can’t
afford the $200 to $300 an hour it costs to hire a lawyer in Washington, D.C. The
D.C. Affordable Law Firm (see page 24) consists of six of our newly minted graduates
trained to provide low bono legal services in the areas of elder law, domestic relations,
housing, immigration and nonprofit transactional law. They will receive an LL.M.
in advocacy — and their clients will receive the legal help they so desperately need.
Millions of Americans can’t afford a lawyer, but it is our hope that the D.C. Affordable
Law Firm will help address that social justice crisis. As far as we know this kind of
partnership is a first — but it’s an idea we hope is replicated throughout the country.
Speaking of firsts, we recently celebrated the 40th anniversary of the Juvenile
Justice Clinic, which was the first clinic of its kind when it was founded in the mid1970s (see page 34). “Think of what it might mean for a 15-year-old to spend a year in
jail without a lawyer, …” Professor Wally Mlyniec has said. “So my first vision was to
implement the Gault decision.” Mlyniec, who has done an extraordinary job directing the clinic from the beginning, is stepping down to become its senior counsel.
Professor Kristin Henning (LL.M.’97), who first came to Georgetown in 1995 as a
Prettyman-Stiller fellow, is the clinic’s new director; a gifted teacher, scholar and lawyer, Henning will help us build on the vitally important work the clinic has been doing
since its inception.
Meanwhile, you — our alumni — continue to amaze me in every way. Your generosity is on full display in this issue, from the Opportunity Scholarships you fund (see
page 46) to the 939 applicants you’ve interviewed in 44 states and 14 countries. As our
Dean of Admissions Andy Cornblatt says, in an article celebrating his 35th year at the
Law Center (see page 8), “One of the joys of this job is that we are dream givers.” But
if Andy and his team are the dream givers, then you are the dream sustainers. Thanks
for all you do.

Sincerely,

William M. Treanor
Dean of the Law Center
Executive Vice President, Law Center Affairs
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Eight New Faculty Join the Law Center
College, she received an M.Phil. from
Cambridge University and a J.D. cum
laude from Harvard Law School, where
she was editor-in-chief of the Harvard
International Law Journal. She will teach
Taxation, International Business Transactions and the seminar Taxation in the
European Union.

“The Hidden Limits of the Charitable Deduction: An Introduction
to Hypersalience,” 92 Boston University Law Review 1307 (2012)
“Sovereignty, Integration, and Tax Avoidance in the European
Union: Striking the Proper Balance,” 48 Columbia Journal of
Transnational Law 117 (2010)

LILIAN FAULHABER
A.B. 2000
Harvard

M.Phil. 2001
Cambridge

J.D. 2005
Harvard

EXPERIENCE AND AFFILIATIONS
Climenko Fellow and Lecturer on Law, Harvard Law School
Associate Professor of Law, Boston University School of Law
Adviser to the Base Erosion and Profit Shifting (BEPS) Project,
Organisation of Economic Co-operation and Development

COURSES
Taxation I
International Business Transactions
Taxation in the European Union Seminar

REPRESENTATIVE PUBLICATIONS
“Tax Expenditures, Charitable Giving, and the Fiscal Future of the
European Union,” 89 Yale Journal of International Law 37 (2014)
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ALASTAIR ARTHUR

P

rofessor Lilian Faulhaber comes
from Boston University School of
Law. Since 2013, she has worked at the
Organisation for Economic Co-operation
and Development, where she has been
an adviser to the Base Erosion and
Profit Shifting Project. Before joining
the Boston University faculty, she was
a Climenko Fellow and lecturer on law
at Harvard Law School. Her research
and teaching interests include international tax law, federal income tax law,
tax policy, European Union law and
international law. She clerked for Senior
Judge Robert E. Keeton and Judge William G. Young, both on the U.S. District
Court for the District of Massachusetts,
and was an associate at Cleary Gottlieb
Steen & Hamilton LLP in New York.
She has published articles on international taxation, tax avoidance, charitable
giving and European Union law. A
magna cum laude graduate of Harvard

BRIAN GALLE
A.B. 1995
Harvard

J.D. 2001
Columbia

LL.M. 2006
Georgetown Law

F A C U LT Y N O T E S

Justice’s Computer Crime and Intellectual Property Section. Before that, he
clerked for Judge Betty Fletcher of the
U.S. Court of Appeals for the 9th Circuit
and Judge Mariana Pfaelzer of the U.S.
District Court for the Central District
of California. He earned his law degree
from UCLA and undergraduate degrees
in computer science and electrical engineering from Yale. After college, he spent
several years working as a computer programmer and network systems administrator. He will teach Information Privacy
Law, a Technology of Privacy Seminar,
and Criminal Justice, and he will serve as
a faculty director for Georgetown Law’s
Center on Privacy and Technology.

EXPERIENCE AND AFFILIATIONS
Law Clerk for Judge Robert A. Katzmann, U.S. Court of Appeals
for the 2nd Circuit, and Judge Stephen M. Orlofsky, U.S. District
Court, District of New Jersey
Attorney, U.S. Department of Justice, Tax Division, Criminal
Appeals and Tax Enforcement Policy Section
Professor of Law, Boston College Law School

COURSES

REPRESENTATIVE PUBLICATIONS
“Financial Incentives for Organ Donation: A Comparative Case
Study Using Synthetic Controls,” Journal of Health Economics
(forthcoming)
“Pay It Forward? Law and the Problem of Restricted Spending
Philanthropy,” 92 Washington University Law Review (forthcoming 2016)

PAUL OHM

“The Tragedy of Carrots: Economics and Politics in the Choice of
Price Instruments,” 64 Stanford Law Review 797 (2012)

B.S. 1994

P

rofessor Brian Galle arrives at the
Law Center from Boston College
Law School. Before that, he was on the
faculty at Florida State University College of Law. His research and teaching
interests include taxation, nonprofit organizations, behavioral law and economics,
federalism and public finance economics. He was a visiting professor at the
Law Center in the 2008-2009 academic
year and has been a visitor at George
Washington University Law School and
a visiting fellow at the Urban/Brookings Tax Policy Center. He was twice
selected to participate in the Stanford/
Yale Junior Faculty Forum, and appears
in Brian Leiter’s list of the top 10 most
highly cited legal scholars in taxation. A
graduate of Harvard College, he received
a J.D. from Columbia, where he was special issues editor of the Columbia Law
Review, and an LL.M. in taxation, with
distinction, from Georgetown. He will
teach Taxation and the Law and Economics Workshop at Georgetown Law.

Yale

J.D. 1999
UCLA School of Law

EXPERIENCE AND AFFILIATIONS
University of Colorado Law School, Associate Professor and Associate Dean for Academic Affairs
Federal Trade Commission, Senior Policy Adviser
United States Department of Justice, Computer Crime and Intellectual Property Section, Honors Program Trial Attorney

COURSES
Information Privacy Law
Technology of Privacy Seminar
Criminal Justice

REPRESENTATIVE PUBLICATIONS
“Sensitive Information,” 88 Southern California Law Review
(forthcoming 2015)
“The Fourth Amendment in a World Without Privacy,” 81 Mississippi Law Review 1309 (2012)
“Broken Promises of Privacy: Responding to the Surprising Failure
of Anonymization,” 57 UCLA Law Review 1701 (2010)

P

rofessor Paul Ohm comes to the
Law Center from the University of
Colorado Law School. His research and
teaching focus on information privacy,
computer crime law, Internet law and
criminal procedure. Much of his scholarship examines how evolving technology disrupts individual privacy. From
2012 to 2013, he served as senior policy
adviser to the Federal Trade Commission, and before becoming a law professor he worked as an honors program
trial attorney in the U.S. Department of

BRENT FUTRELL

Law and Economics Workshop

BRENT FUTRELL

Taxation I

JARROD REICH
B.A. 2001
Brandeis

J.D. 2004
Vanderbilt

EXPERIENCE AND AFFILIATIONS
Law Clerk for Judge William J. Haynes Jr., U.S. District Court for
the Middle District of Tennessee
Counsel, Boies, Schiller & Flexner, LLP, Armonk, New York
Legal Writing Professor, Florida State University College of Law

COURSES
Legal Practice: Writing and Analysis
Legal Writing Seminar: Theory and Practice for Law Fellows
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rofessor Jarrod Reich joins the Law
Center faculty from the Florida
State University College of Law, where
he focused his teaching on lawyering
skills, including courses in legal writing,
alternative dispute resolution, appellate advocacy and an in-house counsel
externship seminar. He also served as the
faculty adviser to Florida State’s dispute
resolution and undergraduate moot
court teams, and coached several of the
College of Law’s moot court and mock
trial teams. He was awarded the 2014
Open Door Teaching Award for his work
mentoring and advising students. Prior to
joining Florida State, he spent eight years
at Boies, Schiller & Flexner LLP as both
an associate and as counsel, focusing his
practice on complex commercial litigation. During his tenure there, Professor
Reich worked on some of the highestprofile litigation in recent memory —
most notably Hollingsworth v. Perry, the
historic civil rights case for marriage
equality in California — and represented
a wide range of clients in diverse matters in state and federal courts and in
domestic and international arbitrations.
In addition to his practice, from 2009 to
2013 he served as an adjunct professor at
the Benjamin N. Cardozo School of Law,
where he taught lawyering skills and legal
writing and a judicial externship seminar.
He served as a law clerk to Judge William
J. Haynes Jr. of the U.S. District Court
for the Middle District of Tennessee.
He graduated magna cum laude from
Brandeis University and with an Order of
the Coif from Vanderbilt University Law
School, where he was managing editor of
the Vanderbilt Law Review. He will teach
Legal Practice: Writing and Analysis and
a Legal Writing Seminar: Theory and
Practice for Law Fellows.

4
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NEEL SUKHATME
B.S. 2001
University of Illinois

J.D. 2005
Harvard

PH.D. 2015
Princeton

EXPERIENCE AND AFFILIATIONS
Law Clerk to Judge Vaughn R. Walker of U.S. District Court of the
Northern District of California and to Judge Ann Clair Williams of
the U.S. Court of Appeals for the 7th Circuit
Co-founder and creator of Spindrop.com, a patented music
technology company
Visiting fellow, NYU School of Law’s Engelberg Center on Innovation Law and Policy

clerked for Judge Vaughn R. Walker of
the U.S. District Court for the Northern
District of California and Judge Ann
Claire Williams of the U.S. Court of
Appeals for the 7th Circuit. He practiced
as an attorney at the law firm of Latham
& Watkins and has published in the
Harvard Law Review, William & Mary
Law Review, Washington and Lee Law
Review and Harvard International Law
Journal. He is the lead programmer and
patent counsel for Spindrop, a music
technology company that he co-founded
in 2010. Sukhatme also received a B.S.
in computer engineering (highest honors)
with a minor in mathematics from the
University of Illinois, and a J.D. cum
laude from Harvard Law School, where
he served as notes editor of the Harvard
Law Review. At Georgetown Law, he will
teach Corporate Finance and Empirical
Analysis for Lawyers and Policymakers.

COURSES
Corporate Finance
Empirical Analysis for Lawyers and Policymakers Seminar

REPRESENTATIVE PUBLICATIONS
“Regulatory Marketing and Differential Pricing in the Market for
Patents,” 71 Washington & Lee Law Review, 1855 (2014)
“Self-Realizing Inventions and the Utilitarian Foundation of Patent
Law,” 51 William & Mary Law Review 897 (2009), with Alan
Devlin
Note, “Making Sense of Hybrid Speech: A New Model for
Commercial Speech and Expressive Conduct,” 118 Harvard Law
Review 2836 (2005)

P

rofessor Neel Sukhatme joins the
Law Center from Princeton University, where he received his M.A. and
Ph.D. in economics. His dissertation
focused on empirical patent law, and
his other research interests include law
and economics, civil procedure and
corporate finance. Sukhatme has been
a visiting fellow at the Engelberg Center on Innovation Law & Policy at New
York University School of Law, and he
was awarded the 2014 Towbes Prize for
Outstanding Teaching at Princeton. He

YVONNE TEW
B.A. 2007
Cambridge

LL.M. 2008
Harvard

PH.D. 2013
Cambridge

EXPERIENCE AND AFFILIATIONS
Editor-in-chief, Cambridge Student Law Review
Hauser Global Research Fellow, New York University School
of Law
Associate-in-Law (Postdoctoral Fellow and Lecturer in Law),
Columbia Law School

F A C U LT Y N O T E S

counsel in the U.S. Department of the
Navy’s Office of the General Counsel
and as a cryptologic technician in the
U.S. Navy. She earned an undergraduate degree from Lawrence University, a
master of social science from Syracuse
University and a J.D. from the George
Washington University Law School,
where she was a dean’s fellow in the legal
research and writing program and senior
managing editor of the Public Contract
Law Journal. She volunteers as a pro
bono attorney serving veterans through
the Homeless Persons Representation
Project (Veterans’ Benefits Project) and
Maryland Legal Aid (Veterans’ Telephone Hotline). She will teach Legal
Practice: Writing and Analysis and a Legal Writing Seminar: Theory and Practice
for Law Fellows.

Law Center, she will teach Constitutional Law I and the Comparative Constitutional Law Seminar.

COURSES
Constitutional Law I: The Federal System
Comparative Constitutional Law Seminar

REPRESENTATIVE PUBLICATIONS
The Constitutional Core: Constitutional Adjudication in Southeast
Asia (Oxford University Press, 2016 forthcoming)
“Originalism at Home and Abroad,” 52 Columbia Journal of
Transnational Law 780 (2014)
Arbitrating God (work in progress)

JESSICA WHERRY
B.A. 1996
Lawrence University

M.S.SC. 2002
Syracuse University

J.D. 2005
George Washington University

EXPERIENCE AND AFFILIATIONS
Dean’s Fellow, Legal Research and Writing Program, George
Washington University
Assistant Counsel, Department of the Navy, Office of the General
Counsel
Cryptologic Technician, United States Navy

COURSES
Legal Practice: Writing and Analysis
Legal Writing Seminar: Theory and Practice for Law Fellows

REPRESENTATIVE PUBLICATIONS
The Legal Writing Companion: Problems, Solutions, and Samples
(Carolina Academic Press, 2014), with K. Murray
“The Theoretical and Practical Underpinnings of Teaching
Scholarly Legal Writing,” 1 Texas A&M Law Review 523 (2014),
with K. Murray
Scholarly Writing: Ideas, Examples, and Execution (Carolina
Academic Press, 2012), with K. Murray

BRENT FUTRELL

rofessor Yvonne Tew arrives at
Georgetown Law from New York
University School of Law, where she
was a Hauser Global Research Fellow.
She teaches and writes in the areas
of constitutional law and comparative
constitutional law. She has taught at
Columbia Law School as an associatein-law, the University of Cambridge in
the United Kingdom and the University
of Malaya in Malaysia. She also worked
as an attaché at the Permanent Mission of Malaysia to the United Nations
in New York. Her scholarship has been
published in the Columbia Journal of
Transnational Law, the Cambridge Law
Journal and several Commonwealth law
journals, and her book on constitutional
adjudication in Southeast Asia is forthcoming in 2016 with Oxford University
Press. She received her first law degree
from the University of Cambridge, graduating with Double First Class Honors.
She then graduated from Harvard Law
School with a Master of Laws (LL.M.),
after winning the Cambridge-Harvard
Law Link scholarship awarded to the top
final-year graduates from the University
of Cambridge admitted to Harvard Law
School. She completed her Ph.D. at the
University of Cambridge, where she was
a Gates Cambridge Scholar and served
as editor-in-chief of the Cambridge
Student Law Review. Her dissertation
was awarded the Distinction in Research
Prize in the Arts and Humanities by St.
Catharine’s College, Cambridge. At the

BRENT FUTRELL

P

JAMILLAH BOWMAN WILLIAMS
B.S. 2003
Georgetown University

P

rofessor Jessica Wherry arrives from
George Washington University Law
School, where she was associate professor of legal research and writing and
associate director of the legal research
and writing program. She was a visiting
associate professor of legal research and
writing at Georgetown Law from 2012 to
2014. Previously, she served as assistant

M.A. 2005
University of Michigan

J.D. 2011, PH.D. 2013
Stanford University

EXPERIENCE AND AFFILIATIONS
National Science Foundation Fellow
Associate, Paul Hastings LLP Employment Law Department
Visiting Scholar, American Bar Foundation

COURSES
Employment Discrimination
Contemporary Bias and Law Seminar
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Faculty Awards
and Recognition
REPRESENTATIVE PUBLICATIONS
Status Processes and Inequality in Organizations: The Social Psychology of Inclusion, doctoral dissertation (December 6, 2013)
Ammons, B., Bowman, J. & Mourad, R., “Who Are Our Students?
Cluster Analysis as a Tool for Understanding Community College
Student Populations,” Journal of Applied Research in the Community College, 15(2), 35-47 (2008)
“The Social Psychology of Inclusion: Antidiscrimination Law and
the ‘Business Case’ for Diversity” (in progress)

P

rofessor Jamillah Bowman Williams
arrives at the Law Center from the
American Bar Foundation in Chicago,
where she was a visiting scholar. Her
research focuses on contemporary bias,
the effectiveness of antidiscrimination
law and the capacity of law to promote
compliance and social change. More specifically, she uses psychological theory
and empirical analysis to examine the
impact of antidiscrimination law on the
individuals it was intended to protect.
Her teaching interests include employment law, employment discrimination,
law and society, and civil rights. A former
National Science Foundation fellow, she
worked as an associate in the employment law practice of Paul Hastings,
LLP in Chicago, where she specialized
in conducting privileged diagnostics
and employment processes and advising employers on diversity/inclusion
programs. She received a B.S. in business administration from Georgetown
University, an M.A. in higher education
from the University of Michigan, a J.D.
from Stanford Law School and a Ph.D.
in sociology from Stanford University. At
Georgetown Law, she will teach Employment Discrimination and the Contemporary Bias and Law Seminar.
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Professor Sherman
Cohn celebrates
50 years on the
Georgetown Law
faculty this year.
A longtime Hoya,
Cohn (F’54, L’57,
LL.M. ’60) has
been an instrumental part of the Law Center since he began teaching here in 1965.
In 1972, Cohn established the Appellate
Litigation Clinic and became its first director. Cohn will be feted at Reunion, held
this year October 16-18.
Professor Daniel
R. Ernst has been
named a Law and
Public Affairs
(LAPA) fellow at
Princeton University for the 20152016 academic
year. He is working on a book examining
the history of New Deal lawyers.
Professor Emma
Coleman Jordan
has been selected
as a 2015 recipient
of the American Bar
Association’s Margaret Brent Women
Lawyers of Achievement Award. Established by the ABA
Commission on Women in the Profession
in 1991, the Brent Award “recognizes and
celebrates the accomplishments of women
lawyers who have excelled in their field and
have paved the way to success for other
women lawyers.”

Professor Rebecca
Tushnet is a 2015
recipient of Public
Knowledge’s IP3
Award in the area
of intellectual
property. Previous
recipients include
former members of Congress, Sen. Jay
Rockefeller, D-W.Va., and Rep. Henry
Waxman, D-Calif. The honor was presented at the 12th annual awards ceremony
on September 24 in Washington, D.C. In
addition, Tushnet is being represented by
Public Citizen in a motion filed in federal
district court in Utah that seeks to unseal
parts of the record of SanMedica International v. Amazon.com, a lawsuit that was
allowed to move forward after the district
court released a heavily redacted ruling.
Professor Robin
West has been
elected a member of
the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, one of 197
new members that
also include actor
Christopher Plummer, singer-songwriter
Judy Collins and Janet Napolitano, former
secretary of homeland security.

Adjunct Professor
Alvaro Bedoya,
executive director
of the Georgetown
Center on Privacy
and Technology,
has been named
to Bisnow’s 2015 list of “Trending 40:
Lawyers Under 40.”

F A C U LT Y N O T E S

BILL PETROS

Professor Julie Cohen Installed as
Mamolen Professor of Law and Technology

Mamolen Professor of Law and Technology Julie Cohen

T

he relationship between information
technology and the law, according to Professor Julie Cohen, is often
incorrectly viewed as an irresistible force
(technology) meeting an immovable
object (the law). But technology can be
shaped by interested parties, and the law
in this seemingly novel relationship is
neither stationary nor neutral; instead, it
is one of the moving parts.
Cohen — an expert on communications and technology, intellectual
property and privacy law — was formally
installed as the inaugural Mark Claster
Mamolen Professor of Law and Technology on April 1. Her inaugural address,
“Information Technology and the Future
of Law,” explored how technology is
shaping our daily lives; emerging patterns
in this new landscape (including surveillance, the consumer data economy and
censorship); and how the law is already
responding to these developments.   

How information-based activities
should be regulated is not always clear,
Cohen noted. Nevertheless, the law
must be mobilized and realigned to ensure accountability — much like liability
for defective products and the modern
administrative state emerged to deal with
the rise of modern consumer capitalism.
“As we participate in the ongoing process of adaptation, we should be thinking
really hard about these previous eras” in
which the development of effective legal
institutions to protect ordinary people
lagged behind economic transformation,
she urged. Yet we cannot simply look
backward; legal institutions developed
for a previous economic era are “ripe for
reimagining.”
“If we are to make the law do more
than simply serve the needs of the new
information plutocrats, we must be willing to interrogate the possible futures of
a legal system that we have come to take
for granted,” she said.

Professor Rebecca Tushnet and
Dean William M. Treanor praised
Cohen as a dedicated professor and a
visionary scholar. “Julie recognized so
early where the law was going [with
respect to technology] and where we, as
an institution, should be going,” Treanor
said.
Cohen, a faculty director of Georgetown Law’s Center on Privacy and Technology, joined the Law Center faculty
in 1999. She teaches and writes about
copyright, information privacy regulation and the governance of information
and communication networks. She is
the author of Configuring the Networked
Self: Law, Code, and the Play of Everyday
Practice (Yale University Press, 2012),
which was awarded the 2013 Association
of Internet Researchers Book Award and
was shortlisted for the Surveillance &
Society journal’s 2013 book prize.
The professorship was created
with a gift from the estate of the late
Mark Claster Mamolen, who attended
Georgetown Law in the 1970s. Treanor
described at the event how a persistent
Mamolen had persuaded Jerome “Jerry”
Patterson (L’72), then Georgetown’s
director of admissions, to give him a
chance. The decision, Mamolen later
said, changed the course of his life; in
addition to the professorship, he also
created the Mamolen-Patterson Opportunity Scholarships. “He wanted to open
doors and help others because he knew
that doors had been opened for him,”
Treanor said.
For more on Mark Mamolen, see page 74.
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Dean Andy Cornblatt Celebrates 35 Years
at Georgetown Law

Dean of Admissions Andy Cornblatt

I

n the summer of 1980, Dean of
Admissions Andy Cornblatt had just
graduated from law school at Boston
College and was considering a few law
firm offers when he received a phone call
from a friend, telling him about an opening at Georgetown Law. “I had been a
high school teacher before attending law
school, and ‘assistant director of admissions’ sounded like a really nice blend
between law and teaching,” Cornblatt
says. “I was lucky enough to be offered
the job, headed south on 95 and here I
am 35 years later.”
For Cornblatt, who started work the
day after Labor Day — Tuesday, September 2, 1980 — Georgetown Law has
proved a good home and a good fit. From
“assistant director” and “director” in the
1980s, Cornblatt quickly moved up to
“assistant dean” and “dean,” becoming
at least partly responsible for admitting
70,000 to 80,000 people to the Law
Center; that’s 2,000 a year. While not all
of those admitted have come to Georgetown, it is safe to say that Cornblatt has
opened the door to more law students
8
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than anyone working in admissions
today.
Sometime during the 1990s, Cornblatt also developed the habit of penning
personal, handwritten notes of welcome
on those acceptance letters — by his
estimate, an astonishing 50 thousand
messages to date. “In a word-processed
world, blue ink shines and shimmers,” he
explains — noting that his wife, Mindy,
and children, Nathan (C’18) and Johannah (G’16), have been extremely understanding of why he often spends weekends with pen in hand. “It’s one of the
great joys of my job, to meet alumni who
say, ‘You know, you wrote a handwritten
note on my letter of acceptance all those
years ago, and it made all the difference
in the world.’”
Though the blue ink on her admissions letter is relatively recent, Jenadee
Nanini (L’17) says she, for one, will
never forget it. “Reading it let me know
I was becoming a part of a family that
genuinely cared about me,” she says.
Simon Latcovich (L’06), now a partner
at Williams & Connolly in Washington,
D.C., says that the legal world is full of
people who remember Cornblatt’s handwritten messages. Latcovich first met
Cornblatt via e-mail as a prospective law
student in the military, deployed overseas
on a destroyer in the Middle East. It was
Cornblatt who convinced Latcovich to
choose Georgetown. “What impressed
me was the administration’s personal involvement from the very beginning of the
process,” he says. “Andy sets the tone for
the entire Law Center by taking an early
and active interest in the students.”
Decades after law school, alumni still
remember Cornblatt fondly. “He doesn’t
view his job as over once a student is

admitted,” says Karen Friedman-Agnifilo
(L’92). “He stays with his students
throughout their time at Georgetown
Law and helps them navigate their educational experience with advice, wisdom
and kindness.”
What’s changed in law schools during
Cornblatt’s 35-year reign? Accessibility to information, for one thing; today’s
applicants are educated consumers
who no longer have to ask the Office
of Admissions every little thing. And in
1980, there were no law school rankings.
“I gave them a physical clunky catalog,”
he says.
But even in a digital, numbers-driven
world, Cornblatt has ensured that the
admissions process stays personal. Eight
years ago, he began doing group interviews in various cities and on college
campuses with 10 or 12 applicants at
a time; alumni also now conduct interviews one-on-one. “If I could grab a
megaphone, stand on top of a building
and shout out to the whole applicant
world, ‘You are more than just your GPA
and your LSAT,’ that’s what I would do,”
he says. “If all we cared about was numbers, you wouldn’t need me.”
Any admitted students who may have
just squeaked through? Cornblatt says
there are hundreds — but he won’t name
names. And as for the number of hearts
he’s broken (some 225,000, by his estimate), he won’t talk about that, either.
“One of the joys of this job is that we are
dream givers,” he says. “I can think of
several hundred where [the decision to
admit] wasn’t so clear. But something —
the essay, when I met them at the interview, just sung to us in a way that said,
this is someone we want at Georgetown.
It was our pleasure to admit them.”

F A C U LT Y N O T E S

Aiken, Mezey and Teitelbaum Assume
New Roles

Aiken

S

hortly before the new academic year
began, Dean William M. Treanor
announced changes in the associate dean
positions. Professor Jane Aiken (LL.M.
’85), associate dean, clinical education,
adds a new position as vice dean. Her
responsibilities include initiatives created
by the work of the long-range planning
committee (which she co-chaired along
with Professor Mitt Regan) and many
others. Aiken joined the Georgetown
Law faculty in 2007 after 10 years at
Washington University School of Law
where she was the William M. Van Cleve
Professor of Law and director of the Civil
Justice Clinic. Aiken has a B.A. from
Hollins College, a J.D. from New York
University School of Law and an LL.M.
from Georgetown Law.

Mezey

Teitelbaum

Professor Naomi Mezey is the new
associate dean for J.D. programs. Mezey
served as a law clerk for Judge Marilyn
Hall Patel of the U.S. District Court for
the Northern District of California and
as a legislative aide to the late Sen. Alan
Cranston, D-Ca., before arriving at the
Law Center in 1997. She received her
B.A. from Wesleyan, an M.A. in American Studies from the University of Minnesota and a J.D. from Stanford.
Mezey replaces Professor Peter
Byrne, who has returned to the faculty
after serving as associate dean for J.D.
programs since 2012. Byrne helped to
start several innovative programs including the financial literacy boot camp, a
new LL.M. in environmental law and a
revised Week One curriculum.

Professor Josh Teitelbaum is the new
associate dean for research. A member
of the faculty since 2009, Teitelbaum
clerked for Judge Richard M. Berman of
the U.S. District Court for the Southern
District of New York, practiced corporate
and securities law at Cahill Gordon &
Reindel in New York and was a visiting assistant professor at Cornell Law
School. Teitelbaum has a B.A. from Williams, a J.D. from Harvard, and an M.A.
and Ph.D. in economics from Cornell.
Teitelbaum replaces Professor Greg
Klass, who returned to the faculty after
serving in this position since 2011. Klass
helped to hire new professors and launch
untenured faculty on their careers, ran
named lectures and faculty retreats and
strengthened the Law Center’s scholarly
focus in many ways.
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FBI Director James B. Comey

FBI Director Comey, Assistant AG Caldwell
Speak on Cybersecurity
A

ttendees at the third annual Cybersecurity Law Institute, sponsored by
Georgetown Law CLE on May 20 and 21,
received insights and observations on cyber
risk straight from the top. Day One featured FBI Director James B. Comey, who
10
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discussed the biggest threats facing the FBI
in 2015, Bureau strategies for cybersecurity
and the role of the private sector in addressing the problem.
In a conversation led by WilmerHale’s
Ben Powell, Comey likened the threat

posed by cyber to an “evil layer cake” —
involving levels of actors including nation
states, criminal and terrorist users of cyber,
and “all manner of creeps, frauds … stalkers and pedophiles.”

Strategies for addressing the problem?
Focus resources on where they will have
the greatest impact, and impose costs and
consequences on the perpetrators.
Comey briefly discussed the difficulties of dealing with threats that move “at
the speed of light,” including accessing
encrypted information and the expiration
on June 1 of Section 215 of the Patriot Act
(containing critical tools for the FBI). And
like others at the conference, he urged
public and private sector cooperation in
addressing the cyber threat.
Cooperating early and investing in cybersecurity is in a company’s best interests,
he said. As for the Bureau, “We are trying
to approach all of cyber with an attitude of
humility, that we stand in the middle of the
greatest change in human relations … ever.
We are trying to understand that we may
not have it right. Let’s try this, get feedback
and then, iterate.”
As Assistant Dean Larry Center and
Dean William M. Treanor noted, the
powerhouse conference — attended by
300 people from eight countries — then
progressed from the sitting director of the
FBI to the assistant attorney general of the
criminal division of the U.S. Department
of Justice. Echoing the need for the DOJ
to work closely together with the private
sector as well as agency and international
counterparts, Assistant Attorney General
Leslie R. Caldwell gave an update on the
Department’s successes — including the
newly created Cyber Unit, announced at
Georgetown Law on December 4.
Caldwell also gave some practical cyber
guidance to corporate participants: have
the right response plan and the right people
in place; develop relationships with law
enforcement; and if attacked, don’t hack
back.
“Everyone in this room … feels the
threat. We feel it breathing down our
necks. We feel the sense of urgency, we
want all of you to have that same sense of
urgency,” she said. “The status quo is not
good enough.”

INES HILDE
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Virginia Gov. Terry McAuliffe (L’84), center, with Kate Zyla (L’14), deputy director of the Georgetown
Climate Center; Student Bar Association President Andrew Warner (L’16); Dean William M. Treanor; and
Professor Peter Byrne.

Virginia Gov. McAuliffe
Headlines SBA Luncheon
F

rom starting a driveway maintenance
company at 14 to serving as thenPresident Jimmy Carter’s finance director
at 22, Virginia Gov. Terry McAuliffe (L’84)
thrives on risk. He once literally wrestled
an alligator to secure a political donation
for his former boss. But for this energetic
Georgetown Law alum, the secret to success also includes being good to others and
knowing how to enjoy the ride.
On March 18, McAuliffe sat down for
a conversation with Student Bar Association President Andrew Warner (L’16) at the
SBA’s Distinguished Alumni Luncheon.
Warner — and other members of the
Georgetown Law community — got to quiz
the governor on various topics.
Why did this Syracuse native come
to Georgetown? “Greatest law school in
Washington. … I love Washington. I love
politics.” How did that same Syracuse native become the governor of Virginia? By
being “crushed” in the 2009 primary, learning from the experience, and coming back
to win in 2013.
And then there’s that high tolerance for
risk. McAuliffe had been at Georgetown
Law for a week when a friend told him that
Carter needed help with fundraising. Despite the fact that the president’s chances
of winning his 1980 reelection campaign
were slim, McAuliffe deferred law school
for a year and became the commander-in-

chief’s number-one fundraiser, wearing
fake glasses to appear older.
McAuliffe raised millions of dollars (including $15,000 when a potential
donor asked him to tussle with an 8-foot,
275-pound ‘gator for three minutes as part
of a Seminole tribal custom). After the
Carter campaign, McAuliffe had a wealth
of options but returned to Georgetown
Law. “[I was told] whatever you do, Terry,
get back and go to law school, because it
does train you to think differently and it
will be a great adventure you will always
have,” he said.
McAuliffe would go on to run former
President Bill Clinton’s (F’68, H’80) 1996
reelection campaign, chair Hillary Clinton’s
2008 presidential campaign, and serve as
Democratic National Committee chairman
in addition to founding a law firm, a bank
and more than 30 companies. His wife,
Dorothy (L’88), is also a Georgetown Law
alum.
His advice for students? “Always stay
positive — and do what you enjoy doing,”
he said, noting that he has had fun every
day of his life. “Don’t let anybody tell you
what you have to do. … Take risks; take
chances. You are going to fail, so what? …
I’ve had 30 different careers; I’ve enjoyed it.
I’d like to do 30 more. That’s just who I am.
But I tell people: It’s your life; live it, love
it — whatever that may be.”
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SCI Honors
Five Judges

BRENT FUTRELL

BILL PETROS

Adjunct Professor Paul Clement, former U.S.
solicitor general; Judge Richard G. Taranto
of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal
Circuit; Judge Cornelia (“Nina”) T.L. Pillard,
former Georgetown Law professor; Professor
Steven Goldblatt, Supreme Court Institute
faculty director; Dean William M. Treanor;
Judge Patricia Millett of the U.S. Court
of Appeals for the District of Columbia;
Judge Pamela Harris of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the 4th Circuit and former executive director of the Supreme Court Institute;
and Judge Sri Srinivasan of the U.S. Court of
Appeals for the District of Columbia at the
Supreme Court Institute’s year-end reception
honoring the five judges.

Students Present Model Bills to Judges in
First-of-Its-Kind Partnership Practicum
O
n April 23, students in the inaugural Legislating Privacy practicum course presented five model bills to a panel of
judges drawn from industry, NGOs and state and federal government. The class was a unique collaboration between Georgetown
Law and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology with students
and professors from both institutions. The class’s first meeting
was held at MIT in January, and faculty and students interacted
remotely via teleconference.
Special guests at the final class included Sen. Al Franken, DMinn., (center) and Dutch Data Protection Authority Chairman
Jacob Kohnstamm, who encouraged the students to pursue careers
in privacy protection.
Students presented such bills as a remedy for victims of revenge pornography, a check on the unregulated use of facial recognition systems to track shoppers in a store and the Mobile Health

12
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Information Act, which would protect consumers against the
potential privacy risks posed by wearable health and fitness apps.
Jadzia Butler (L’15) and Jim Davy (L’15), who designed the
Mobile Health Information Act, made up the Georgetown contingent of the winning team. Two MIT students, Cecilia Testart
Pacheco and Laura Moses, were also on the team.
Legislating Privacy was taught by Adjunct Professor Alvaro
Bedoya (second row, second from right), executive director of
the Center on Privacy and Technology; Professor David Vladeck, a
faculty director of the Center on Privacy and Technology (last row,
left of screen); MIT Professor Daniel J. Weitzner, principal research scientist at MIT’s Computer Science and Artificial Intelligence Laboratory (second row, far right); and MIT Professor
of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science Hal Abelson
(second row, right of screen).

INES HILDE
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Senior White House Adviser Alice Hill

“Let me be clear: the changes to our
environment are a matter of national
security,” said senior White House adviser
Alice Hill, speaking at Georgetown Law
on March 20. It was, as Hill pointed out,
something of a challenge to be speaking
of global warming as the snow fell outside Gewirz Student Center on the first
day of spring. But the trends she noted
— Arctic sea ice melting at a significant
rate, sea level rise around coastlines,
devastating hurricanes and drought —
indicate that climate change is real and
being felt in the United States as well as
around the globe.
Hill outlined the initiatives the Obama
Administration has taken to address
the national security challenges surrounding climate — including the President’s
Climate Action Plan, announced at
Georgetown University in 2013.
Assistant Dean Vicki Arroyo, executive director of the Georgetown Climate
Center, led a discussion on the national
security risks the U.S. government should
prioritize when thinking about climate
change. Arroyo was joined by John
Conger of the Department of Defense,
Sherri Goodman of the Consortium
for Ocean Leadership, Zvika Krieger of
the U.S. Department of State and Rear
Admiral Jonathan W. White of the U.S.
Navy. Georgetown Environmental Law
Review, the National Security Law Society
and the Environmental Law Society sponsored the event. Student leaders Michael
Smith (L’15) and Claire Schachter (L’15)
opened the discussion.

BRENT FUTRELL

DISCUSSING CLIMATE
AND NATIONAL SECURITY
Georgetown Law Professor Anne Fleming

Experts Examine Big Data,
Lending and Civil Rights
“C
redit bureaus were big data before big
data was cool,” said Ed Mierzwinski
of the U.S. Public Interest Group at a
conference on data, lending and civil rights
held April 8 at the Law Center. Panelists
tackled what fair access to credit means in
the 21st century, and how advocates, industry and regulators can promote data practices that benefit vulnerable communities.
The conference was co-sponsored
by Georgetown’s Center on Privacy and
Technology, the Leadership Conference
Education Fund and Americans for Financial Reform. Laura Moy of New America’s
Open Technology Institute and Professor
David Vladeck moderated the panels, and
Adjunct Professor Alvaro Bedoya, executive
director of Georgetown’s Center on Privacy
and Technology, was instrumental in organizing the conference.
While big data can play a positive role
— helping the government settle cases
of discrimination in subprime lending,
for instance — it also has the potential to
make things worse, said Wade Henderson, CEO of the Leadership Conference
on Civil and Human Rights, who gave a
keynote address.

“It’s important to note that today discrimination is frequently not just the product of malicious or biased human decision
making, …” Henderson said. “Discrimination can also result from the way Big Data
techniques are structured and used, meaning we not only have to monitor their intent
but their impact as well.”
Professor Anne Fleming gave a historical overview of consumer reporting legislation from the time it was first considered by
Congress in 1968. At that point, credit bureaus weren’t regulated at the federal level,
she said, and there was no federal ban
on lending discrimination against women
based on gender and marital status.
“I think without question the world
we live in today is shaped by both of these
laws,” she said, referring to the Fair Credit
Reporting Act and the Equal Credit Opportunity Act.
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Appellate Litigation Clinic Fellow Ruthanne Deutsch (L’04, LL.M.’19) and Professor Steven H. Goldblatt
(L’70) with Emily Merki (L’15), right.

Students Win Two Prisoners’
Rights Cases
A

s students in the Appellate Litigation
Clinic last year, Emily Merki (L’15)
and Ryan Sellinger (L’16) had to flip a coin
to determine who would be the one to
argue Incumaa v. Stirling in the U.S. Court
of Appeals for the 4th Circuit. Merki won
the toss, but Sellinger worked just as hard
as the pair practiced numerous moots of
the argument Merki presented on March
24. And together they drafted numerous
versions of the briefs under the guidance
of Professor Steven H. Goldblatt (L’70)
and clinic fellow Ruthanne Deutsch (L’04,
LL.M.’19).
In the end, the hard work paid off. The
4th Circuit held July 1 that the conditions
of Lumumba Incumaa’s 20 years of solitary
confinement in a South Carolina prison
implicated his procedural due process
rights. The case now returns to federal district court in South Carolina to determine
whether the Department of Corrections’
process for determining the release of those
in solitary confinement actually meets with
minimum due process requirements.

14
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The 4th Circuit’s opinion partially
reverses an earlier decision by the district
court favoring the state’s Department of
Corrections. “It’s been the best kind of victory, and for Ryan and me, our first victory,”
Merki says. “It was really satisfying to see
the court take the case in the exact direction we wanted it to go.”
The goal, according to Sellinger, was to
get the best result possible for the client.
Though Incumaa has been infraction free
for two decades, he has been, among other
things, subjected to strip searches and body
cavity searches and confined to his solitary
cell the vast majority of that time.
Goldblatt and Deutsch say the win has
national significance since it has historically been very difficult for prisoners to challenge the conditions of their confinement
in court. The clinic was assigned the case
by the 4th Circuit at the appellate level,
since Incumaa had previously been representing himself. “Mr. Incumaa has been
in solitary confinement for 20 years under
conditions that are awful and [which] raise

fundamental humanitarian concerns that
anybody, regardless of what they did, can
be treated this way,” Goldblatt says. “Hopefully this will lead to better decisions by the
federal courts on constitutional protections
against this type of incarceration.”
If Incumaa wasn’t enough of a reason to celebrate, the clinic won another
prisoner’s rights case in the 4th Circuit on
July 9. Elizabeth Purcell (L’15) and Clay
Greenberg (L’15) helped clinic Fellow Lola
Kingo prepare for oral arguments in Jehovah
v. Clarke on May 12 and also drafted the
supplemental and reply brief. And in
this case, the briefs definitely helped to
win the day.
“It was exciting to think of yourself as
going up against a state agency — and then
seeing the 4th Circuit agree with you,”
Greenberg says.
In Jehovah, the 4th Circuit revived a
suit by an inmate of the Virginia Department of Corrections claiming violations of
the Religious Land Use and Institutionalized Persons Act and the U.S. Constitution for prohibiting him from consuming
communion wine, requiring him to work on
Sabbath days, assigning him non-Christian
cellmates and demonstrating deliberate
indifference to his medical needs. The
July 9th opinion reverses a lower court
decision that favored Virginia’s Department
of Corrections.
For Purcell and Greenberg, it was
welcome news to win in the 4th Circuit
as they study for the bar and head off to
law firms this fall. “Liz and Clay really
functioned as associates and valuable team
members,” Kingo says. They helped make
the briefs and the arguments that much
better because of their dedication to the
client and to the clinic.”
And both wins, Goldblatt says, represent Georgetown Law clinical legal education at its finest. “You are not only giving
students an experience in a real situation,
you are giving an experience where they
actually have been able to affect the law —
not only to the benefit of their client, but to
the benefit of the law.”
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Professor Laura Donohue with Google’s Richard Salgado at the event, which also included 65 federal judges.

Judges Gather to Learn Latest Technologies
A

s lawmakers a few blocks away on Capitol Hill were voting
on the USA Freedom Act — ending the bulk collection of
Americans’ communications under Section 215 of the Patriot Act
— 65 federal judges came to Georgetown Law to learn the latest
on surveillance technologies.
“National Security, Surveillance Technology and the Law,”
sponsored by Georgetown Law and the Federal Judicial Center
and held on June 1 and 2, sought to assist the nation’s judiciary
by thoroughly explaining, for example, just how a Stingray device
helps law enforcement officers track cell phones. Panels then dove
into the legal questions surrounding the use of each particular
technology, whether it involved the Fourth Amendment or the
Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act.
Technology almost unimaginable when the Patriot Act was
signed just 14 years ago is creating novel challenges as everything
from hearing aids to refrigerators moves online. Will law enforcement be able to obtain information from an Internet hearing aid
service to determine if a suspect was in a noisy bar on the night of
a crime?
“I’ll just give an order to his hearing service provider to turn
on his hearing aids and transmit the data to me, …” said Philip R.
Reitinger of the Center for Strategic and International Studies in a
keynote address on the Internet of Things. “Why will [police] need
wires anymore? [The suspect] will have the wire in his body.”
Many judges participated as experts, including several well
known to Georgetown. M. Margaret McKeown (L’75, H’05) of the

U.S. Court of Appeals for the 9th Circuit helped Professor David
Cole, Judge David B. Sentelle of the D.C. Circuit and others
explore relevant Fourth Amendment decisions. Judge Stephen W.
Smith of the U.S. District Court for the Southern District of Texas
appeared in a session on computer architecture and remote access.
The expiration of the Patriot Act’s Section 215 created much
discussion on a panel moderated by Professor Viet Dinh. Judges
John D. Bates and Beryl A. Howell of the U.S. District Court for
the District of Columbia and Judge Leonie Brinkema of the U.S.
District Court for the Eastern District of Virginia shared their
expertise in national security matters while the Cato Institute’s
Julian Sanchez provided an (often real-time) update on what was
happening on the Hill.
Pulitzer Prize-winning reporter Barton Gellman of the Washington Post, Robert S. Litt of the Office of the Director of National
Intelligence, Google’s Richard Salgado and Adjunct Professor Marc
Rotenberg of the Electronic Privacy Information Center were
among the headliners in a session on cloud computing and global
communications led by Professor Laura Donohue.
In her closing remarks, Judge (and former Georgetown Law
Professor) Nina Pillard of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the D.C.
Circuit called the conference “spectacularly” successful. “This is
trying to prepare us for something that’s really impossible to be
fully prepared for ... to make decisions in this increasingly complex
world, with these very difficult and quickly changing kinds of technology,” she said. “The stakes, as we’ve heard, are [very] high.”
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Ambassador Melanne Verveer

VERVEER SPEAKS ON
WOMEN’S RIGHTS

Professor Paul Butler

Two Conversations on Race
L
ast semester Georgetown Law held
two important conversations on race.
In the first, held March 30, Professor
Sheryll Cashin discussed the Black Lives
Matter movement, a grassroots response to
the aggressive policing found in segregated,
high-poverty black neighborhoods. The
movement “has attracted a youthful generation of civil rights leaders that are organizing and articulating demands mainly to
hold police and American society accountable,” Cashin said.
Following the panel, Professor Naomi
Mezey and Adjunct Professor Carmia Caesar led breakout sessions on hosting conversations regarding race. The event was
sponsored by the Office of Public Interest
and Community Service, the Coalition and
the National Lawyers Guild.
On Friday, May 15, Professor Paul Butler, Associate Dean Jane Aiken and Dean
William M. Treanor brought members of
the Law Center community together again
to examine the death of Freddie Gray following his arrest in Baltimore.
“All of our [criminal justice] students
know the case of Illinois v. Wardlow,
which says that the police can stop you
if they believe that you are evading them
in a high-crime neighborhood; it’s reasonable suspicion,” said Butler, who led the
90-minute event. Butler noted that there
has been much discussion surrounding
16
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whether police could legally stop Gray in
the first place.
If Gray was carrying a legal knife as
opposed to an illegal switchblade, Butler
noted, then his arrest was unlawful. And
while the exact circumstances surrounding
the transport are unknown to the public,
six officers have been charged with criminal
offenses ranging from assault to seconddegree murder.
Aiken helped place these events in context, noting that according to the Baltimore
Sun, the city has paid $5.7 million in damages in police brutality cases since 2011.
And Gray’s neighborhood has lost a larger
portion of its population to prison than any
other Baltimore neighborhood, costing a
total of $17 million each year. “Imagine
what kind of programming you could do for
$17 million in this particular neighborhood
and it’s being used to incarcerate people in
the community,” Aiken said.
Faculty, staff and students — some of
whom were familiar with distressed areas of
Baltimore — discussed such topics as the
use of special prosecutors, the role of the
media, changing police culture and how
law professors and students can help.
“Most of you are going to be lawyers,”
Aiken said. “This is really a ripe opportunity
for us to enter at many, many points and
make a difference in people’s lives.”

Twenty years after the United Nations’
Fourth World Conference on Women in
Beijing in 1995 — hailed as a milestone
for gender equality — the record of
women’s rights worldwide “is a record of
progress.” But there is still a long way to
go, according to Ambassador Melanne
Verveer, executive director of the Georgetown Institute for Women, Peace and
Security.
Verveer, who served as the first U.S.
ambassador for global women’s issues
from 2009 to 2013, spoke March 24 at
the International Women’s Day Symposium organized by the fellows of the
Women’s Law and Public Policy Fellowship Program (WLPPFP).
Jessy Tolkan of Tolkan & Co. interviewed Verveer in the half-hour discussion regarding the hopes and challenges
of women worldwide. Earlier in the day,
moderators including Professor Susan
Deller Ross of the Law Center’s International Women’s Human Rights Clinic and
Visiting Professor Rachel Camp of the
Domestic Violence Clinic led panels on
barriers to education for girls, ensuring
the advancement of women in post-conflict regions and international perspectives on sexual violence.
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Adjunct Professor Jennifer Podkul and Shelly Pitterman of the U.N. High Commissioner for Refugees.

Dash Conference Celebrates 10 Years
T
he first group of panelists to appear at
the 10th-annual Samuel Dash Conference on Human Rights were Georgetown
Law students who had just spent the
academic year participating in the Human
Rights Institute’s fact-finding practicum.
Andres Echeverria (LL.M.’15), Noah
Gimbel (L’16), Lindsey Keiser (L’16),
Odile Leonard (LL.M.’15), Mary Nelson
(LL.M.’15), Aileen Nguyen (L’16) and
Nicholas Stefaniak (L’15) presented their
findings and recommendations at the April
13th conference before an audience that
included the U.N. Special Rapporteur on
the Rights of Migrants, François Crépeau.
The report, called “The Cost of Stemming
the Tide,” was released to the media several
hours earlier. Adjunct Professors Michelle
Brané and Jennifer Podkul taught the class.
Nguyen explained how the students
traveled to Guatemala and Southern
Mexico — a route for migrants traveling

north from South America — in January
to investigate migrant children’s access to
international protections. Others described
how migrant children are often detained in
the Mexican immigration system for long
periods of time and are not informed of
their right to seek asylum and other forms
of humanitarian assistance.
Crépeau congratulated students on
the publication of their report and shared
insights from his role as U.N. Special
Rapporteur regarding the protection of
the rights of migrants at the borders and
beyond. A key focus of the conference
was the issue of border externalization,
which occurs when the United States or a
European country, for example, intercepts
migrants in international waters and takes
them to a transit country where human
rights protections might be weak.
“Criminalization and externalization
aren’t adequate answers to a normal human

phenomenon …” said Crépeau, who noted
that migrants have been able to escape
Nazi Germany, the present Syrian civil war
and violence in Central America to build
better lives for themselves. “Many migrants
have actually made the right choice for
themselves and their families by migrating irregularly and by using the services of
smugglers. … One needs to recognize the
agency and dignity of those migrants and
refugees.”
Professor from Practice Andrew I.
Schoenholtz, who directs the Human
Rights Institute and the Center for Applied
Legal Studies Clinic at Georgetown Law,
and Adjunct Professor Ian M. Kysel introduced the conference, which was established to honor the contributions of the late
Professor Samuel M. Dash to international
human rights and domestic civil rights.
Dash’s daughters, Judy and Rachel, were
also in attendance.
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FAUCI OPENS SUMMER PROGRAM
“With this disease, you have to get to zero,” said Dr. Anthony Fauci of the National
Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases describing the lessons learned from the
West African Ebola epidemic. “Having smoldering cases go on indefinitely is a potential disaster.” Fauci’s address kicked off the weeklong Summer Program on Infectious
Diseases and the Law June 22-26 at the Law Center, sponsored by the O’Neill Institute
for National and Global Health Law.
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Daria Fisher Page, director of Georgetown Law’s Community Justice Project, with Jeanne Atkinson of the Catholic Legal Immigration Network. Armando Borja of
the Jesuit Refugee Service/USA.

Jesuit Law Schools Release Report on
Asylum Seekers
L
ast January, Georgetown Law and a dozen other Jesuit law
schools partnered with the Jesuit Referee Service to study
Central American child migrants in the United States and to advocate for their protection. The first fruits of their collaboration are
found in a report addressing the plight of child migrants and their
families. The report was released in June and discussed July 16 at
Georgetown Law.
“A Fair Chance For Due Process” describes the legal, procedural and logistical challenges facing asylum seekers and vulnerable migrants and recommends such policy changes as ending
expedited processing for children and families and recognizing
gang-based asylum claims.
“Gang-based persecution is by and large not recognized as
protective grounds, so we need to set our client apart,” said Emily
Robinson, co-director and clinical attorney at the Loyola Immigrant Justice Clinic at Loyola Law School in Los Angeles. She
described one of her clients, a teenager from El Salvador, a straight
“A” student who refused a gang’s request to transport drugs and
fled the country when gang members tried to kill him. “We’re
not opening the floodgates by offering these individuals protection,” Robinson said, though she did acknowledge the difficulty of
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helping individuals who “don’t always come to this country with
their bags packed full of police reports and other evidence” to help
lawyers win their asylum claims.
Also speaking were Jeanne Atkinson of the Clinical Legal Immigration Network, Alyson Sincavage of the American Immigration
Lawyers Association and Hannah Sullivan of the Catholic Immigration Law Project at Saint Louis University School of Law. Armando Borja, national director of the Jesuit Refugee Service/USA,
introduced the panel, which was moderated by Daria Fisher Page,
director of the Community Justice Project at Georgetown Law.
“This partnership is really unique, and it is a critical step in addressing the complex problem of how the U.S. treats these vulnerable migrants,” Fisher Page said. “It is so exciting that this partnership is harnessing the dedication, the passion and the expertise of
Jesuit law schools, their faculty, students and partners.”
Georgetown Law Dean William M. Treanor, former dean of
another Jesuit law school, Fordham, said it was a privilege to be
involved in an issue “of such fundamental importance for all of us
with our great social justice mission and concern for making a difference and opening doors.”

LECTURES AND EVENTS

GRADUATION

2 015

PHOTOS BY SAM HOLLENSHEAD

On Sunday, May 17, more than 1,100 J.D. and LL.M. students received diplomas at the Law Center’s 143rd
commencement. Honorary degrees went to Stephen B. Bright, left, president and senior counsel at the Southern Center for Human Rights, and Guatemala’s first female attorney general Claudia Paz y Paz Bailey (being
hooded by Dean William M. Treanor and Georgetown University President John J. DeGioia). Excerpts from
Bright’s prepared remarks follow.
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I

have great admiration and respect for the
Law Center based on the long relationship I’ve had with the students and faculty
here. I’ve taught at the law school several
times and had the honor of speaking at the
dedication of the Office of Public Interest
and Community Service in 1997. I have
had a particularly close relationship with
the E. Barrett Prettyman program – many
Prettyman Fellows have come to work at
the Southern Center. We have two there
now. And many of my students from both
my classes and internships with the Center
became Prettyman Fellows. And ever since
I had the privilege of having her in my class
at Yale, I’ve admired the incomparable Kris
Henning, who heads up the juvenile clinic.

Of course, this honorary degree recognizes the work of everyone at the Southern
Center for Human Rights over the last 33
years, the extraordinary staff, the student
interns, the people who have volunteered
and provided pro bono assistance, and the
family and friends who provide encouragement and moral support, celebrate our
successes, and comfort us in our darkest
hours. I have been exceptionally fortunate
to have had throughout my life in the
law the love and support of extraordinary,
committed, brilliant people. And whatever
we have accomplished, we have done it
together.
I know Georgetown is a law school with
a mission that includes encouraging a life

Graduating students. Stephen B. Bright, Claudia Paz y Paz Bailey and Dean William M. Treanor.
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lived generously in the service of others.
And I know you are looking for those places
where love and hope and faith are needed,
so that you may lift up the suffering, the
weak, the poor.
And you are well prepared by the great
education that you have received here and
elsewhere in the past. You have also had
the good fortune to have the gifts of intellect that got you here and got you through
here. Not every person has the gift of an
intellect that enables him or her to understand, to analyze, to reason, to express himor herself eloquently in writing and orally.
So this has been a great gift. You have
improved on it, but you were fortunate to
be born with it.

GRADUATION 2015
And now the question is how do you
live life generously in the service of others.
There are a lot of people who are
hurting in our society who have no access
to the legal system. Chief Justice John
Marshall said that “[t]he very essence of
civil liberty certainly consists in the right of
every individual to claim the protection of
the laws, whenever he receives an injury.”
Yet many have suffered the most grievous injuries, have already lost their cases
because they have no lawyer and no way to
bring a case.
There are parents who have lost their
children and children who have been taken
away from their parents, who are helpless
because they have no lawyer.
There are people who have built a life
and have families who are facing deportation without a lawyer.
There are people suffering racial and
gender discrimination in their workplaces
that may be so severe they lose the jobs
necessary to provide their families with
food and shelter.
Parents in Baltimore and other communities all over the country have been hurting — afraid for their sons and grandsons
to leave the house for fear they may be
arrested, abused, even killed.
Their children are hurting, knowing
that they are more likely than white children to be stopped by police, more likely
to be abused during the stop — perhaps
put in a chokehold or shot — more likely
to be arrested at the end of the stop, more
likely to be denied bail, and likely to be
more seriously charged, and more severely
sentenced.
If they had access to lawyers and if the
courts were responsive to their cries for
help, the mistreatment and abuse might
have been stopped before it became part of
the culture and resulted in fatalities.
In the prisons all over this land, men,
women and children are being deprived of
their rights — denied medical treatment,
placed in solitary confinement, and not
protected from brutal physical and sexual
assaults that result in serious injuries and

death – but they have no access to lawyers
to invoke the protections of the law.
Nor does a person who has been wrongfully convicted and desperately needs a
lawyer to file a petition for a writ of habeas
corpus.
And the same is true for a poor person
accused of a crime — constitutional
protections do not mean a thing if they do
not have lawyers or they get incompetent
lawyers who do not assert their rights.
Debtors prisons were outlawed years
ago, and the Supreme Court has repeatedly
held that people cannot be jailed if they
are unable to pay fines or child support. Yet
there are debtors prisons throughout the
country.
Adel Edwards, a 48-year-old black
man with an intellectual disability, who
cannot read or write, and who lives on
food stamps, was fined $500 for burning
leaves in his backyard without a permit.
Because he could not pay on the day the
fine was imposed, he was jailed. He was
later released and ordered to pay on the
installment plan — $44 per month for 12
months, plus $500 in “probation supervision fees” to a private probation company.
Vera Cheeks got a $135 traffic ticket
and was jailed because she could not pay
it that day. She pawned her wedding ring
to get $50 that she paid to get out that day.
She too was ordered to pay in installments.
Those who cannot pay their fines in installments go to debtors prisons. Katherine
Hanson asked for a lawyer in a municipal
court, but was told she did not need one.
She was required to pay her fine in installments in person. This required her to make
a 430-mile round trip from where she lived
to where the fine was imposed every week,
which was impossible. She was arrested
and jailed and her 4-year-old daughter was
taken into state custody.
As these cases illustrate, there are no
small cases. Many people who are arrested
later have all the charges dismissed. But if
they are denied bail until the charges are
resolved, they may lose their jobs, homes,
cars. Although guilty of no crimes, they are

severely punished for being poor.
Tragically, having a lawyer is no guarantee that one accused of a crime will receive
the protections of the Constitution.
In criminal courts all over the country,
people accused of a crime meet a lawyer
for a few minutes, are told of a plea deal,
enter guilty pleas and are sentenced. It’s
called meet ’em and plead ’em. When it
occurs, everyone in the courtroom sees
the complete corruption of the system.
The judge, the prosecutors, the defense
attorney, the person entering the plea and
all the people in the gallery watching know
that no legal representation occurred in
those few minutes. There was no attorneyclient interview, no review of documents,
no investigation, and no assessment of
legal issues in the case. The judge asks the
defendants if they are satisfied with their
lawyers even though the defendants may
have no idea what kind of representation
would be provided by a real lawyer. The
judge will also ask whether they understand
and are giving up their constitutional rights.
It is a charade, a cover-up of the complete
disregard of the Constitution that has just
occurred.
Lawyers with the awesome responsibility of representing someone condemned to
death have missed the statute of limitations
for filing for federal habeas corpus review
in over 80 cases. Those cases will never
be reviewed by life-tenure federal judges
who have the independence to vindicate
constitutional rights that elected state court
judges do not have.
It hardly seems fair to execute a person
sentenced to death in violation of the Constitution because of the incompetence of
his lawyers, but it happens all the time.
People have been sentenced to death
who were represented at trials by lawyers
who were grossly incompetent – who
lacked knowledge of the law, failed to
conduct any investigation, and, in several
cases, could not stay awake during the trial
or were under the influenced of alcohol or
drugs.
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Robert Wayne Holsey, executed by
Georgia last December, was represented
by a lawyer who drank a quart of vodka
every day of trial. His concern was not
about Holsey, but that he was about to
get indicted and disbarred for stealing
client funds.
Glenn Ford was released last September after 30 years on death row in Louisiana for a crime he did not commit. He was
suffering from cancer and has about four
months to live. He was one of four men
released from death rows in the past year
— the others were one from Alabama and
two from North Carolina — after spending
30 years in the hellish conditions of death
row, their lives ruined.
Glenn Ford was represented at his
capital trial by an oil-and-gas lawyer and a
slip-and-fall lawyer. Neither had ever tried
a case — civil or criminal. The prosecution
struck all the blacks so that Ford, a black
man, was tried, as is so often the case, by
an all-white jury.
It turns out this promise of equal
justice under law is not true. It never has
been. The Supreme Court used to say,
“There can be no equal justice when the
kind of justice [a person] receives depends
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upon the amount of money he [or she]
has.” We say in the pledge of allegiance to
the flag, “with liberty and justice for all.”
But nothing is more important to the kind
of justice a person receives than how much
money he or she has. It is better to be rich
and guilty than poor and innocent.
Now, it is your responsibility to make
good on providing equal justice to all; to
providing access to the courts to settle
disputes. President Kennedy said that
those who make peaceful change impossible make violent change inevitable. We
already see signs of that, and there will be
more violence in our communities and in
our prisons if justice cannot be obtained in
the courts.
Prosecutor Martin Stroud who sent
Glenn Ford to death row 30 years ago,
recently wrote a letter to editor of the
Shreveport newspaper. He apologized to
Ford, the victim’s family, the jury, to the
judge for sending an innocent man to death
row. He said this:
“When I prosecuted Ford, I was 33
years old. I was arrogant, judgmental, narcissistic and very full of myself.
I was not as interested in justice as I
was in winning.

I did not question the unfairness of
Mr. Ford having appointed counsel who
had never tried a criminal jury case . . . . It
never concerned me that the defense had
insufficient funds to hire experts.
[He struck all the black potential jurors
because the law allowed it.]
My mindset was wrong and blinded me
to my purpose of seeking justice, rather
than obtaining a conviction of a person who
I believed to be guilty.”
There are some lessons here.
Most of you are going to be 33. Some of
you will have the power that Martin Stroud
had. And, at that time, you will probably
observe in others arrogance, egotism, narcissism, and righteous confidence, but you
may not see it in yourself.
So it’s worth giving some thought to
how you avoid that. How you maintain
some humility. How you accept that this
human system makes mistakes. And that
you as a human in it will make mistakes.
You may also want to give some thought
to the fact that people are more than the
worst things they ever did.
You may want to decide right now, if
you have not already, not to take advantage
of people who are poor, who do not have a

lawyer, or who have an incompetent lawyer.
There is a special place in hell for lawyers
who do that.
And every lawyer needs to think about
how you are going to stay in touch with the
homeless, the mentally ill, the intellectually
disabled, the destitute, and the people who
through no fault of their own have been
punished all their lives.
You may be surrounded with so much
wealth, that you never see the poor, never
see those who are hurting and crying out
for justice in voices too faint to be heard.
You can give them voice. You can listen.
You can counsel them. You can be their
advocate.
So many people in the legal system —
civil and criminal — have no idea what is
going on. It is like being dropped in a foreign land, unable to speak the language or
understand the customs. Too many lawyers
give their clients short shrift. They do not
explain things to them. Take time with your
clients. Recognize their dignity.
I commend the words of Elie Weisel
when he accepted the Nobel Peace Prize
in 1986: our lives are not our own; they
belong to those who need us desperately.
If you ask, where am I needed; if you go

to those places where there are desperate
needs; and if you lift up — in your listening, your counseling, your advocacy, and
your love and compassion — the suffering,
the weak, the poor; you can live a very good
and fulfilling life in the law.
The New York Times reported Thursday
that lawyers who make less money – including public defenders and legal services
lawyers – are happier than lawyers who
make more. It is hardly a surprise. You
did not come to this law school to achieve
mindless extravagance, but to do good,
to offer a helping hand to those who
needed it.
Remember that it is no sacrifice to receive the same income as that received by
teachers, farmers, workers on the assembly
line, police officers, fire fighters and other
good, decent working men and women who
raise families and contribute to their communities.
But for all — no matter what kind of
law you practice — you have a responsibility to see that the legal system works for
everyone. As lawyers, you will become the
trustees of the legal system; your challenge
is to make it into a system of justice for all.
Solon, the great Athenian justice, once

observed that justice will not come until
those who are not hurt feel just as indignant as those who are.
Lawyers have a monopoly on legal services — and that has made many lawyers
very rich. But that’s not supposed to be the
purpose of it. It is supposed to protect the
public, but it has failed miserably there
because so many lawyers have priced themselves out of the reach of most people who
need them.
You must see that we not let the pursuit
of wealth completely obliterate the pursuit
of justice. You must see that there is sufficient funding for public defenders, legal
services, immigrants rights programs, and
other public interest programs. You must
lobby bar associations and legislatures for
funding for public defenders and legal
services. And you can give generously to
those programs.
To borrow from James Baldwin, I know
that what I’m asking is impossible. But in
our situation the impossible is the least we
can demand if we are to make good on a
promise broken for centuries. For justice
has become impossible for so many.
I wish you the best in your pursuit of
the impossible. Good luck and Godspeed.
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Millions of Americans Can’t
Afford a Lawyer
The D.C. Affordable Law Firm
Plans to Change That

BRENT FUTRELL

By Anne Cassidy
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Experiment on K Street

The apartment was almost uninhabitable. A sewage backup that had caused one tenant
to vacate the building was making life miserable for the family that lived upstairs. Water
had flooded a common stairwell and a foul odor wafted through the air. The noxious
aroma was so pervasive in the family’s second bathroom that it had to be closed off
completely. For nearly two months the landlord did no maintenance or repair work to
remedy the problem.

B

ut this family was lucky. They found a legal services lawyer who helped them learn about their rights under the
District of Columbia’s housing law and wrote a letter demanding immediate action from the landlord. Within 24 hours, the
situation was under control.
Most people aren’t so fortunate. According to a report
prepared by the D.C. Access to Justice Commission, approximately 100,000 people in the District lack access to legal
representation in civil matters. Approximately 97 percent of
defendants in landlord-tenant court represent themselves,
and more than 98 percent of plaintiffs in both child support
and domestic violence cases have no lawyer. Nationwide, the
numbers are much the same. Millions of Americans cannot
pay for legal services when they need them.
“Just walk into any court in any major city in this country,
and what you’ll see — particularly in high-volume courts like
landlord-tenant court — is that almost no one has a lawyer,”
says Professor Peter Edelman, who has devoted his career
to poverty and access-to-justice issues. “It’s a quiet crisis,”
he says, not only for clients who are eligible for free services
but can’t find them but also for the “millions more who don’t
qualify for free services but can’t afford a lawyer. It’s a huge
problem.”
But it’s a huge problem with a tantalizing new solution.
The D.C. Affordable Law Firm, which opened September 1,
is a unique partnership between Georgetown Law and two
major law firms, DLA Piper and Arent Fox. The new firm consists of six freshly minted Georgetown J.D.s who will receive
an LL.M. in advocacy at the end of their 15-month fellowship. Georgetown is paying fellowship stipends to the firm,
Arent Fox is donating office space, the DLA Piper Foundation
is providing a $50,000 grant and all three organizations are
offering supervision and training.
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The firm serves people whose incomes fall between 200
and 400 percent above the poverty line, which translates to
between $23,500 to $47,000 for an individual and $48,500
to $97,000 for a family of four. Clients pay a fraction of what
they would at most D.C. firms, where hourly rates average
between $200 and $300.
The D.C. Affordable Law Firm is a bold and original approach to what has come to be known as “low bono” legal services. Before the firm even opened, it was attracting media attention. The American Lawyer calls it a “novel effort to address
the civil legal needs of lower-income people.” It’s a departure
from the most common method of providing counsel to those
of modest means — an “incubator” practice sponsored by a
law school or local bar association.
“To our knowledge this is the first time in the country that
there’s been this kind of a partnership between a law school
and major law firms,” Edelman says. “There are many incubators around the country that simultaneously serve people who
can’t pay the full freight of the market prices and young lawyers who are interested in being solo practitioners ... but there
isn’t any place that combines what we have combined.”

The Story
The idea of low bono representation has long been important
to Edelman. “Peter came to me early in my deanship and
said this is something that we should be doing,” says Dean
William M. Treanor. The idea crystallized when Edelman was
at a party with Judith Sandalow, a former Prettyman Fellow
in Georgetown’s Juvenile Justice Clinic and the executive
director of the Children’s Law Center. “You know, you ought
to sponsor a law firm for people who can’t get free services
but can’t afford to pay a lawyer,” Edelman recounts Sandalow

MELISSA RYAN DORN

“Just walk into any court in any major city in this country, and what you’ll see — particularly in high-volume courts
like landlord-tenant court — is that almost no one has a lawyer. It’s a quiet crisis. … It’s a huge problem.”
— Professor Peter Edelman

as saying. As it turned out, Treanor was also at that gathering,
so Edelman pulled him into the conversation, too. Treanor
asked Edelman to look into the idea further, and Edelman did,
soliciting the help of attorney Mark Herzog, with whom he
had worked at the D.C. Bar.
Edelman is the chair of the D.C. Access to Justice Commission and a national expert on the justice gap. But even
Edelman came to realize that Georgetown Law couldn’t do it
alone, that the school would need one or more partners.
Enter Marc Fleischaker, former chairman of Arent Fox.
Fleischaker had worked with Edelman on legal aid and other
pro bono activities, and he was much in favor of the low bono
firm idea. So were others in Arent Fox, and the firm pledged
crucial early support. “One of the main things we could
provide that would ease the budget of the new law firm would
be to give it space,” says Fleischaker. And the 1,200 squarefoot office right off the main lobby of Arent Fox’s new K Street
building is now the headquarters of the new firm.
The project got another boost when Treanor offered to
create six fellowships through a fund for graduates who work
at public interest firms and government jobs. The new firm
would have six attorneys who would also be earning an LL.M.
in advocacy from Georgetown. It would be “a great way for
our graduates, already so well prepared for practice, to prepare
even better, to take it to the next level,” Treanor says. “They’re
getting incredible experience in negotiation, incredible experience in court, the kind of experience nobody can match.”

When Sheldon Krantz joined Georgetown Law’s Center
for the Study of the Legal Profession in August of 2014, the
project was not quite ready for prime time. Krantz, too, had
thought long and deeply about the legal community’s responsibility to those in need. The former dean of the University
of San Diego Law School and a retired partner at DLA Piper,
Krantz co-teaches (with Adjunct Professor Lisa Dewey) a Law
Center practicum on civil access to justice. Treanor asked
Krantz if he would work on the new law firm, too. “I learned
very quickly that the project would be more likely to succeed
if we had another law firm,” says Krantz, and he knew just the
one — DLA Piper.
It was after these pillars were in place that Treanor asked
Professor and Vice Dean Jane Aiken to shepherd the project
through its final, crucial stages — drafting memos of understanding and bylaws and smoothing DCALF’s way through
Georgetown University’s legal counsel’s office.
Aiken admits that she was skeptical when she first heard
about the project a couple of years earlier. As the associate
dean of clinical education and director of the Community
Justice Project at the Law Center, she was quite aware of
the need for low-cost representation — but she wasn’t sure if
this partnership could be pulled off. By the time she became
involved, however, she realized that not only was it possible
but it was going to happen.
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SAM KARP

“We’re going to look at ways to involve non-lawyers because a lot of the problems people have go beyond law. They go
into areas like business. They go into social needs that could be fulfilled by social workers … so we want to work with
other professions as well.” — Adjunct Professor Sheldon Krantz, Managing Partner, DCALF
“This is a huge thing. It’s the biggest thing I’ve ever been
involved in,” Aiken says. “We know there are so many people
in this country who need lawyers … and we have lawyers who
need jobs,” she continues. “We just need an economic model
that will make it possible for [lawyers] to provide these kinds
of services. … And I think we have found it.”

The Model
The economic model involves three entities sharing startup
costs through direct outlays and donated office space and
training. Georgetown is sharing its clinical expertise, and “we
have a lot of pro bono support from both Arent Fox and DLA
Piper lawyers providing training, supervision and mentoring,”
says Krantz. Part of that pro bono support is Krantz himself,
who is serving without salary as DCALF’s first managing partner. (Next year a member of Arent Fox will take the top spot.)
DCALF charges only what a client can pay, based on a
sliding scale and at a fixed rather than an hourly rate. Because
DCALF is a nonprofit and has tax-exempt status, fellows can
opt for both the Law Center’s Loan Repayment Assistance
Program (which provides assistance with monthly low payments in the form of interest-free loans from Georgetown) as
well as federal loan forgiveness (which limits repayment on
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federally guaranteed loans to 7 to 10 percent of a borrower’s
annual income and forgives the balance after 10 years for
those in government or nonprofit work).
The new nonprofit firm has also obtained 501(c)(3) status
so that it can accept tax-deductible charitable contributions,
apply for grants and make use of interns and donations. More
to the point, Aiken says, it clarifies DCALF’s commitment.
“When you make a decision to be a charitable nonprofit you
make certain principled commitments about who you’re serving and why you’re serving them.”
DCALF was carefully planned with stability in mind. Partners have signed on for three years, guaranteeing a significant
outlay of time and services to get the firm up and running.
And although the six fellows are earning a small salary they
are receiving world-class training and a master of laws degree.
“When Georgetown Law made the commitment to make an
LL.M. fellowship program out of this, I thought, this is going
to make this program unique,” Fleischaker says. “It’s going to
attract the best students and give us a credibility we wouldn’t
have otherwise. For me, it was an aha moment.” And indeed,
graduating students were quick to recognize a good deal.
Although the application request went out relatively late in
the school year, competition was stiff and the six fellows faced
a selective screening process to nab the positions.

BRENT FUTRELL

“We know there are so many people in this country who need lawyers … and we have lawyers who need jobs. We
just need an economic model that will make it possible for [lawyers] to provide these kinds of services. … And I think
we have found it.” — Vice Dean Jane Aiken

For the first few months DCALF fellows are receiving
intensive instruction in advocacy and practice area skills
so they’ll be ready to represent clients once bar results are
available in November. There will be the nuts and bolts of
business training as well, so that the fellows can run their own
firms some day if they so desire. “They’re going to get more
training than virtually any law firm would provide,” Krantz
says. (For more on the fellows, see page 31.)
Clients will come from referrals — the kind legal aid
organizations must turn away because the organizations don’t
have adequate resources or because client incomes are over
the poverty line. Judith Sandalow says that the Children’s Law
Center “sees people every day we can’t serve” and is planning to refer them to DCALF. But the new firm’s principals
are confident that once the word is out, the work will flow in.
Just to be sure, they plan to speak in church basements and
community centers, spreading the news that there’s a place for
people of moderate means to find legal help.
As for practice areas, these were still being fine-tuned as
of press time, but housing, family law, elder law, immigration
and consumer matters will likely be represented — issues that
touch on some of the deepest and most important aspects of
human life: where you live, who you live with, the safety and
security of your workplace.
“If you’re making $50,000 or $60,000 a year and you go
into the hospital … that creates more bankruptcies in this
country right now than anything,” Fleischaker says. “It’s an
example of the kind of people who are going to be able to use
a law firm like this.”

DCALF also plans to serve small businesses and nonprofits that serve distressed communities. “We want to encourage
entrepreneurship that addresses critical needs in these communities. We want to encourage the growth of nonprofits in
this city — and legal issues [incorporation and liability insurance, for example] are important for them,” says Fleischaker.
“Our goal is to go beyond simply representing individuals and
to represent all entrepreneurs and nonprofits that want to
grow.”
		

The Need
A couple of years ago Sheldon Krantz wrote a book called The
Legal Profession: What is Wrong and How to Fix It (LexisNexis,
2013). “One of the things I pointed out in the book is that
there has been an assumption for a long time that the legal
profession has had a history of providing service to the underclass or the disadvantaged of society.” In fact, Krantz says,
Alexis de Toqueville in his visit to America in 1831 quickly
learned that “the legal profession is part of the aristocracy in
this country and has really aligned itself with business interests. And although there was a movement during the 1960s
and 1970s to encourage lawyers to get more involved with
matters other than representing businesses, the movement has
not largely been successful. We are … trying to develop new
ground here … to focus on a portion of the population that
the legal profession has ignored almost since its inception.”
There’s been a steep price to pay for this orientation. As
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SAM KARP

“If we’re successful and other firms like ours are successful, we’re going to create a group of lawyers who will know
how to make a good living, a successful living, charging $100 an hour rather than $800 an hour … representing people
at mid-level incomes rather than just corporations or wealthy individuals.”
— Marc Fleischaker, former chairman, Arent Fox
detailed in the District of Columbia’s Access to Justice Commission’s 2008 report, “The consequences of unaddressed civil
legal problems can be devastating and spill over into other
aspects of life.” A person who loses disability benefits may
wind up homeless; a woman stuck in an abusive relationship
puts both herself and her children at risk. The fact is, clients
who lack civil representation simply don’t fare as well as those
who do. Fifty-one percent of tenants without lawyers in eviction cases lose their homes, while only 21 percent of tenants
with lawyers do.
Everyone involved with DCALF — and many others,
too — believe that low bono is an idea whose time has come.
“Conversations are flourishing across the country,” says Katie
Dilks, assistant director of the Office of Public Interest and
Community Service at Georgetown Law. “There are state bars
that are starting low bono sections and modest-means referral
panels cropping up in state and local bars across the country.”
Before DCALF there were several established methods
of delivering legal services to people of modest means, Dilks
explains. One is the incubator model, in which schools support recent graduates who are looking to launch their own
solo practices. The young lawyers incorporate, pay their
malpractice insurance and are very much their own entities,
but they have access to a support network to help them get
started. The other, a residency model, is to operate a low bono
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clinic directly from a law school, providing training and direct
supervision. “This looks more like a postgraduate clinic than
anything else,” Dilks explains. A third option is the referral
panel, often staffed by law students, which puts clients in
touch with attorneys who can help them.
Dilks has been part of “Looking Into Low Bono,” a yearlong conversation series sponsored by the Washington Council
of Lawyers. The series examined incubators, referral panels,
technology and models of support. The Council is also considering an “incubator without walls” pilot program that would
engage young lawyers with more experienced attorneys within
practice areas and build a modest-means referral system, starting with family law. In addition, a consortium is in the works
to provide resources and information for lawyers embarking
upon low bono work.
“I definitely think that low bono’s time has come,” Krantz
says, though he thinks it should be augmented with other
changes, such as altering practice rules so that law students
can be more actively involved with legal service providers,
breaking down barriers to non-lawyers working on related
issues or even the so-called “Civil Gideon,” a movement to
require lawyers in civil justice cases where basic human needs
are at stake.

SAM KARP (2)

Tabitha King (L’15)

Chris Griesedieck (L’15)

Experiment on K Street The Fellows
3L Tabitha King (L’15) was just finishing up at Georgetown’s
Center for Applied Legal Studies (CALS) Clinic when a job
posting for the DCALF fellowship showed up in her inbox. The
fellowship was so precisely what she hoped to do after graduation that “it was like somebody had read my mind,” she says.
When she worked at CALS, she and her clinic partner
represented a client who was seeking asylum in the United
States. King submitted documents, contacted family members,
researched the client’s native country and — more importantly
— worked closely with him for months.
Because our client was detained we had to do interviews
with him with a video telephone conference system or drive
three hours to the detention center,” King explains. Working
with her client, giving him that “comforting, direct interaction” had shown King just how much she liked working oneon-one. That and the opportunity to earn an LL.M. in advocacy
were the main reasons why she applied for DCALF — and why
she’s thrilled to be in its inaugural fellowship class.
Though King focused more on human rights and migration
issues during law school, she is familiar with many low bono
issues and is adamant about their pervasiveness and importance. “I don’t know if it would be called the elephant in the
room but it’s something that is right before your face that you
never really think about,” she says, describing the plight of
people just a paycheck or two from real distress. Helping those
with low incomes “is instrumental to the long-term goals of
anyone who’s focused on social justice issues,” she says.
Jessica Berger (L’15) came to Georgetown to do poverty
law. She interned at various legal aid organizations throughout
her time in law school, including Community Legal Services
of Philadelphia and the Legal Aid Society of D.C., and has
volunteered to help food stamp recipients, domestic violence
survivors, whoever needs assistance. Through the Community
Justice Project, a clinic led by Vice Dean Jane Aiken, Berger
and her team represented a new nonprofit for formerly incarcerated women re-entering the community.
Berger is acutely aware of the needs of those below the
poverty line and emphasizes that those needs have most cer-

tainly not been filled. But that doesn’t mean we should ignore
the needs of the low bono world. “In the last few years, there
has been more attention to this other population that is also
lacking access to justice, and perhaps a different model would
serve them. … A whole new way to provide legal representation and increase access to justice is incredibly exciting and
important,” says Berger, who thinks that DCALF’s model can
— and should — be replicated.
“This country has been in crisis for a long time for lowincome folks and those with limited resources, …” she says.
“So I think that knowing your population and understanding
that it’s related to the overall goal of achieving access to justice
for all people is really important to keep in mind.”
When Chris Griesedieck (L’15) saw the e-mail soliciting applications for the DCALF fellowship program, he says he “got
pretty excited pretty quickly.” It’s a topic he had been thinking
and writing about as an undergraduate and a law student.
Like all the DCALF fellows, Griesedieck accumulated plenty
of clinical experience at Georgetown. He focused on consumer
protection and civil rights enforcement during an externship
with the Department of Transportation’s Office of General
Counsel, and he tackled disability justice issues during an
internship with Lawyers for the Public Interest, a nonprofit firm
in New York. He also worked with the nonprofit Advocates for
Justice in Education with the Community Justice Project.
More to the point, Griesedieck wrote an undergraduate
thesis on the history of access-to-justice issues in Boston from
the 1960s to the 1980s, a period during which the city opened
its first wholly state-funded criminal defense system. There
was a strong movement to improve access to the civil legal
system then, too, he says.
“A lot of very innovative methods were used at the time,
including things that really looked like [DCALF].” Short of
“completely overturning a whole lot of things in American
society that would completely eradicate poverty,” Griesedieck
thinks DCALF has the best chance of helping the vast unlawyered middle as anything else he’s heard of. And it’s an
amazing opportunity for a young lawyer, he says. “To me, this
is sort of like a dream start.”
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Experiment on K Street
The Questions
Why the current interest in low bono? It’s hard to ignore the
reordered priorities of law firms and law schools in the wake
of the recession. “When law firms started to lay people off and
there was a crisis in the law school world about how people
are going to get jobs, there was some broader discussion in the
community about … how we make sure that folks coming out
of law school are employed,” says Sandalow, explaining the climate that made it more likely the low bono law firm idea she
came up with would flourish. “Georgetown has always through
their clinical program been a leader in serving low-income
people so it seemed a natural fit to me.”
But DCALF must prove that it is financially feasible.
“People seek to become lawyers with the expectation that they
will have some level of financial success,” Dilks says, “and
figuring out how to make these practices financially sustainable for the long haul, particularly with student debt as it now
stands, is a huge burden.”
Nonprofit status and loan-forgiveness programs help, but
Krantz is well aware that of all the questions the firm needs to
answer, first and foremost is whether it can generate revenue.
“We’re going to be looking at a number of different models
of how to represent people. We’re going to look at ways to
involve non-lawyers because a lot of the problems people have
go beyond law, they go into areas like business, they go into
social needs that could be fulfilled by social workers … so we
want to work with other professions as well.”
Krantz has also been collaborating with Professor Tanina
Rostain, using DCALF as a laboratory to study the economics of small-firm practice supported by sophisticated technological tools. “Legal technologies are making practice more
efficient, and creating good self-help tools is part of access
to justice,” says Rostain, who teaches the experiential class
Technology, Innovation and Legal Practice. “I’ve been working
with Sheldon to help him figure out what tools will be useful.”
Rostain and Krantz are investigating what types of cases, fee
arrangements, digital technologies and referral networks can
yield a sustainable delivery model.
Another question — even a concern — is to make sure
that DCALF’s low bono work doesn’t detract from what’s
already being done by nonprofits and solo practitioners. “We
don’t think this is going to be a problem,” Fleischaker says.
“We’ve seen this need go unanswered for so long.” Adds Benjamin Boyd, co-managing partner of DLA Piper’s Washington,
D.C., office and a DCALF board member, “In our complex
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legal system, a lawyer’s assistance can make an enormous difference, but a substantial percentage of the population neither
qualifies for free representation nor can afford a lawyer. This
gap in access to justice is wide and DCALF will work to fill
that void.”
Low bono is a response to legal services priced above the
reach of many. Will there be a time when firms like DCALF
are no longer necessary because the cost of services is more in
line with what most people can pay? “I’m sorry to say I don’t
think the need for this is going to go away,” Edelman says. “In
a way it goes along with the inequality in our country.”

The Future
Which makes this experiment on K Street all the more crucial. “We’re proud of the support this organization is providing,
we’re proud of the work it’s doing, but we’re just as proud of
an initiative that we think will be a model and will transform
legal practice in this country,” says Treanor.
It’s no coincidence that Treanor and others talk about
DCALF as if it’s serving the nation and not just the District.
Though the firm’s first and most important goal is to help the
moderate-income residents of D.C., it’s hoping to become a
national model. “We want to be able to show — and we’re going to have social scientists’ research from the very beginning
to demonstrate — that the kind of model we’ve created should
be replicated throughout the country,” Krantz says.
Although the District is known for its thriving pro bono
community — which other parts of the country may find
harder to duplicate — what DCALF is after is no less than
creating another culture, another set of expectations.
“If we’re successful and other firms like ours are successful we’re going to create a group of lawyers who will know
how to make a good living, a successful living, charging $100
an hour rather than $800 an hour … representing people at
mid-level incomes rather than just corporations or wealthy individuals,” says Fleischaker. “There’s a huge market out there
… [and] we’re willing to talk to and share information with
anyone who’s interested in moving into this space.”
It’s a space that’s bursting with innovation, energy — and
need. It’s a space that desperately needs to be filled. And it’s a
space into which DCALF is bravely venturing.
To view a video of DCALF, visit video.law.georgetown.edu.

NATHAN PINGEL

Talos Law Staff

Niloufar Khonsari (L’09)

Experiment on K Street The Trailblazers
Some Georgetown Law alumni have found their own unique
paths into a low bono practice. Daniel Hornal (L’11) started
Talos Law with the goal of “staying sustainable and growing a
practice while providing the services that D.C. really needs.”
Talos takes on tenants’ rights, consumer and civil rights
cases. Much of it is contingency, fee-shifting work. Clients pay
full price, a small fee or nothing at all.
“We have a sliding scale for everybody, depending on
income level and needs,” says Hornal, who’s seemingly a
one-man alumni hiring machine. On his staff are Kelsey Phipps
(L’11), Dan Snow (L’12), Seung-Ho Jung (L’13) and Andrew
Schweitzer (L’16) — and this does not include summer interns
brought on board through grants from Equal Justice Works.
Niloufar Khonsari (L’09) decided to open her own immigration practice after the Bay Area nonprofit where she had been
working closed its doors. She did an informal survey of senior
immigration practitioners and grassroots advocacy groups, and
learned that there was a huge need for deportation defense
attorneys. No one was hiring but one organization offered her
a desk.
With her overhead at least temporarily guaranteed, Khonsari started her own nonprofit low bono firm, Pangea Legal
Services. Pangea was “earth’s original continent, when it was
one connected land mass, and it symbolizes the unity and the
oneness of the people we represent.” Khonsari had gained
invaluable deportation defense experience through her work
with the CALS Clinic. “I kept going back to my CALS materials
because of their quality and depth in addressing all issues.”

Khonsari charges her clients small fees of $100 to $500
a month. It was difficult at first to ask for anything at all, she
says. “But now I realize the importance and the value of asking for fees.” Many clients are able to afford low fees, she
says, and the income enabled her to grow her practice, which
means she can help that many more people in the low-tomoderate-income scale.
In two years Pangea grew from one full-time and one
part-time employee to five full-time employees, one of them
Georgetown Law alumna Bianca Santos (L’10). In 2014 Pangea
represented 290 clients, and won all 30 of its asylum cases.
“That was pretty fulfilling,” Khonsari says. In addition to direct
representation, Pangea also does community education and
policy advocacy work. Because Pangea is incorporated as a
nonprofit, it has been able to apply for and receive foundation grants. And Khonsari can take advantage of Georgetown’s Loan Repayment Assistance Program and the federal
loan forgiveness program, which are, she says, “like a second
salary.”Khonsari has heard about DCALF. “It’s such an empowering experience, empowering both for the new advocates
and for the community that will have services without being
on a wait list. … I’m really excited about it.”
The staff of Talos Law includes (first row) Jordan Liew (L’16),
Melissa Doura (L’17); (second row) Daniel Hornal (L’11), Daniel
Snow (L’12), Evan D’Aversa, Kelsey Phipps (L’11); (third row)
Andrew Schweizer (L’16), Seung-Ho Jung (L’13), Emmanuel
Tedder, Samantha Godwin (L’12). Not Pictured: Ephraim “Eph”
Unell (L’13).
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At 40 Years (Plus!), The Juvenile Justice Clinic Is Going Strong
By Ann W. Parks
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A

llie Federoff (L’14), now a staff attorney at the
Children’s Law Center, will never forget the client
she represented in Georgetown Law’s Juvenile
Justice Clinic during the 2013-2014 school year: a 17-yearold mother who was arrested for stealing diapers and baby
wipes from a grocery store. A full-time student with no
history of drug use, the girl had no relationship with her
parents, no support from the six-month-old baby’s father
and was living with a relative who was allegedly spending
the benefits that should have gone to her child. “She didn’t
have any money and she didn’t have any adult to help her,”
Federoff says.
With her client charged with second-degree theft and

“I saw my role as providing representation
for these kids. Think of what it might
mean for a 15-year old to spend a year in
jail without a lawyer, and nobody exactly
explaining why …” — Professor Wally
Mlyniec, founder and former director,
Juvenile Justice Clinic

shoplifting, Federoff had to consider whether to go to
trial or to take a plea offer, which meant pleading to one
of those two misdemeanors. “We did our ‘pros and cons’
chart, which we do with all of our clients in the clinic; the
store had a clear surveillance video, so going to trial would
have meant pretty clearly losing. We ended up pleading to
shoplifting.”
The girl received six months’ probation, during which
time Federoff concentrated on helping her in other areas of
her life: getting Temporary Assistance for Needy Families
(TANF) and Social Security benefits switched to her own
Professor Judy Areen with Director and Professor Wallace J. Mlyniec
(L’70). The Law Weekly from January 18, 1988, marking the clinic’s
15th anniversary in 1987. Mlyniec with Executive Assistant Wanda
D. Duarte and fellow Mary C. Kennedy (LL.M.’88). All photos except
those noted courtesy Georgetown Law archives.
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name when she turned 18, connecting her to a diaper bank
and Bread for the City, creating a budget, helping her look
for an apartment. “I was happy to have gotten to know her,
but it still makes me incredibly frustrated and angry to
think that she got into the criminal justice system basically
because of her poverty,” Federoff says. “Does she steal
diapers or does she let her child go without? Obviously I
would not condone stealing, but at the same time, I don’t
know what many people would do if they were in her
position.”
Since 1973, thousands of young people charged with
delinquency in the District of Columbia have been
represented by more than 600 current and former students
of the Georgetown Law’s Juvenile Justice Clinic, founded
by Professor Wally Mlyniec (L’70) and former Dean
Judy Areen. More recently, the work of the clinic has
benefited from the leadership of Professor Kristin Henning
(LL.M.’97), who took over the director role from Mlyniec
on July 1.
Prospective students now come to the Law Center for
the express purpose of taking the clinic; others are inspired
early in their law school careers to participate — often
after meeting Henning, who has served as the JJC’s codirector since 2001. Many graduates, like Federoff, go on
to represent the interests of children in organizations like
the Children’s Law Center or the D.C. Public Defender
Service. Others have created youth-centric organizations of
their own, like D.C. Lawyers for Youth — led by R. Daniel
Okonkwo (L’05) and Eduardo Ferrer (B’02, L’05) — or
Pennsylvania Lawyers for Youth, recently launched by
Maheen Kaleem (F’07, L’13) and Elana Baurer (L’13).
All Juvenile Justice Clinic alumni remember their
clinic clients: the 16-year-old crying in the back of the
courtroom because he’s been charged with stealing a cell
phone or the 17-year-old facing yet another arrest for gun
possession because he fears for his life. While there are
plenty of frustrating moments in the clinic, most students
experience the satisfaction of making a bad situation better
for a juvenile offender.
“They haunt the deepest part of our minds…” said
Mlyniec, speaking at a long-awaited 40th anniversary
celebration of the clinic on June 6. The clinic’s first clients,
he noted, are in their 50s and 60s today. “We aren’t able
to follow all of our clients as their lives move on, we don’t
know what happens to all of them. All we can do is hope
for the best.”
THE RIGHT TO A LAWYER
On May 15, 1967, the Supreme Court handed down its

landmark decision in In Re Gault, the case of a 15-year-old
committed to juvenile detention for six years for a single
lewd telephone call — one he claimed was made by a
friend. The Court held that juveniles tried for crimes in
delinquency hearings should have the same due process
rights as adults, including the right to counsel. “Gault was
the foundation of all our work,” Mlyniec says today. “If
Gault hadn’t said that children get lawyers, nothing would
have happened.”
As fate would have it, the Court’s decision was
handed down just as young Mlyniec was graduating
from Northwestern University; he entered law school at
Georgetown that fall. “The [D.C. Superior Court] realizes
that there are 5,000 kids in this system without lawyers
and they are trying to figure out how to deal with that, so
they just called for volunteers to come in and help them
cull cases,” Mlyniec recalls. “I thought I was going to be an
international lawyer, go back to Chicago and run for mayor
or something. But there was a notice on the bulletin board
[at the Law Center] and I thought, well, I can do that.”
By the time that Areen, who was teaching family law,
was looking for a director with courtroom experience
to head the Juvenile Justice Clinic, Mlyniec (L’70) was
practicing in juvenile court on a grant from the Circuit
Judicial Conference. He got the job and began leading
what would be the first clinic of its kind, closely followed
by New York University’s.
“I saw my role as providing representation for these
kids,” Mlyniec said, noting that before Gault, juveniles
might be in jail for a year without going to trial. “Think of
what it might mean for a 15-year old to spend a year in jail
without a lawyer, and nobody exactly explaining why … so
my first vision was to implement the Gault decision. To
implement the notion that lawyers are there, that lawyers
have meaning, and that our lawyers are going to be the best
lawyers possible because we are going to train them to do
this right.”
POLITICAL ANIMALS
Since the beginning, the clinic has attracted a special
kind of student: passionate, dedicated to helping children
and as focused on world events outside of McDonough
Hall as on their studies within. “The students, especially
at the beginning, came in because they were concerned
about poverty, concerned about families, concerned about
children,” Areen says. “They were willing to resist the
description of it as the ‘kiddie clinic.’”
The clinic didn’t just attract students who wanted to
learn to be better lawyers. “We got students who wanted
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to be the revolutionary leaders of changing this structure
that seemed to be at best unconcerned about the plight
of people, at worst intentionally keeping down women,
keeping down African Americans, keeping children in their
place,” Mlyniec says, noting that the first students were
“political animals” who were determined to change all that.
“One student, when the case was over — we were trying
to deconstruct the whole case, [examine] it piece by piece.
And he said, ‘Stop this crap, just give me another case!
There are people out there who need me.’”
The first student accepted into the clinic was Mary
E. Lupo (L’74), who would actually go on to prosecute
children in juvenile court in Florida — a job that no one
else wanted to do. She was then elected to the bench in
Palm Beach County a mere four years out of law school
and served until her retirement in 2004. “She was one
of the more innovative judges, coming up with programs
for young offenders for an early version of drug court,
understanding that people needed treatment, not just
punishment,” Areen says.
Lupo says that her clinical experience actually gave her
second thoughts about representing juveniles, though
she came to law school as a high school teacher who also
taught night classes to convicted felons. Her first client, a
14-year-old accused of stealing a watch, assured her with
unusual confidence that the charges would be dropped.
Lupo wondered how her client had been so sure, especially
when the victim failed to show up for court, as predicted.
There was no foul play; as it turned out, the juvenile
snatched the watch in the bathroom of the Smithsonian on
a Thursday morning — meaning the victim was a tourist —
and the juvenile knew that a tourist would never return to
D.C. for a trial in juvenile court.
Michael Eig (L’75), whose D.C.-area firm now aims to
secure special education status for children, came to law
school as a former teacher wanting to work on education
issues; he finished his undergraduate degree in 1970. “I
wanted to do more,” says Eig. “I was empowered to try to
find cases in which there could be special education rights
[leading] to advocacy opportunities. … I started doing
hearings in special education during that clinical year.”
The client he remembers most vividly is the one who
claimed to have followed a burglar into a neighbor’s house.
“A good citizen, he claimed he went in after the bad man
… and when the police and the police dogs arrived, he was
up in the attic with the lady’s camera because he was afraid
of the police dogs,” Eig says. “That was his story — and
that was my first defeat in representation.”
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A VOICE FOR THE VOICELESS
Those who have joined the clinic since the 1970s are
equally determined to be a voice for the voiceless. After
graduating from Yale Law, Professor Henning came to
Georgetown in 1995 to serve as the Prettyman-Stiller
fellow, working in the Criminal and Juvenile Justice
Clinics. “At a time when most of my classmates were
thinking about judicial clerkships I knew that I wanted
to go straight into client representation,” she says. “I
really needed to be on the ground representing folks who
needed our help. Not only did the Prettyman program
have an excellent reputation in turning out excellent public
defenders, but it also had a reputation for building a cadre
of good clinical teachers.”
Henning would spend several years with the D.C. Public
Defender Service — helping to develop a specialized
juvenile unit — before returning to Georgetown as
a visiting and later, permanent, professor. “You really
don’t learn how to be a good lawyer and a good public
defender until you have a class full of students asking you
questions,” she says.
And today’s students are no less passionate. Kaleem
was working as an advocate in the California juvenile
courts after college, helping young people who were being
arrested for prostitution even though they were victims of
sex trafficking. “I raised my hand one day in court because
there was this case where this girl was clearly a victim,
and they were charging her with robbing this man who
was abusing her. I said, ‘I don’t know anything about the
law, but this feels unjust.’ And the judge said, a little bit
sarcastically, ‘if you don’t like it, go to law school.’ So I did.”
The work of the clinic has changed over the years,
reflecting the changes in the city and in society; among
younger alumni, humorous clinic stories are rarer.
“Washington in the 1980s was a center for cocaine
trafficking in ways that were hard to imagine,” Mlyniec
says. “People were dying, gunfights on the street were
not uncommon. In the 1980s, we lost our first client to a
murder… it was pretty tough on all of us in that period.”
If those problems have lessened — at least for clinic
students — others have taken their place. “When I was
in the clinic, it was guns, drugs and stolen cars,” says
Visiting Professor Eduardo Ferrer (L’05), the legal and
policy director for D.C. Lawyers for Youth who teaches in
the clinic and a related practicum. “Now it’s a lot of simple
assaults, some in the home, some in the community. With
the proliferation of small electronic devices, we’ve seen a
substantial increase in robberies, although that’s now back

on the decline.”
What has not changed, he said, is inequality and
systemic racism: Owing to who gets arrested in D.C. and
who qualifies for clinic representation, it is rare for law
students to have a white client. “It really is amazing the
dichotomy between the kids who are getting in trouble
and the kids that aren’t,” says Caitlin Cocilova (L’15),
who came to law school to help the most marginalized
in society. “Especially this year with all the protests
and Michael Brown and police brutality, in light of the
Black Lives Matter Movement — just walking into the
courtroom, all you see is black families. When we would

“It’s an opportunity to have an impact on
the life of a child who is arguably in one
of the most difficult times of his or her
life.” — Professor Kristin Henning, Director,
Juvenile Justice Clinic

see a nonblack family, we would say, oh my gosh, they must
have done something so horrible [to get arrested].”
Clare Kruger (L’14) — who came to law school because
she wants “to work in jails” — met her first client, a
16-year-old, crying in the back of the courtroom after
being charged with two felonies for a “phone snatching”
situation. “I have three little brothers, and [sometimes I
thought,] time and again with my clients or my friends’
clients, my brothers would do some b.s. thing like that,”
A proclamation issued by former D.C. Mayor Marion Barry proclaiming
March 9, 1989, “Juvenile Justice Clinic Day.” A Law Weekly article
from the ‘80s featured clinic students Rosemary Healey (L’83), Phyllis
Tatik Bookspan (L’83) and Janice Kim (L’83). Former Dean David
McCarthy with Rufus G. King III (L’71), then chief judge of the D.C.
Superior Court.
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she says. “But they are white kids in a nice neighborhood,
so I doubt that they would have the same consequences.”

NORMAL KID BEHAVIOR?
Ask any student in the Juvenile Justice Clinic to describe
their first client — or several of their clients — and you’re
likely to hear some overwhelmingly positive responses:
“A really incredible kid.” “Such a normal kid.” “A really
nice kid … he was very patient with me.” “The sweetest
boy ever.” “I enjoyed meeting and getting to know them
and their families.” These are kids in the juvenile justice
system?
“D.C. tends to criminalize what is normative adolescent
behavior or manifestations of trauma, and D.C. tends to be
very reactive,” Ferrer says. “A lot of times they have to get
in trouble to have anyone pay attention, [to get] services
… a lot of these kids don’t need to be part of the criminal
justice system.”
Suzanne Kritzberg (L’15) represented a girl who was
charged with simple assault on a sibling. “This young
lady was babysitting for her younger sister and they got
into a verbal altercation and then a very minor physical
altercation and when the little sister complained to the
mother, the mother came home and called the police,” she
said. The client would plead guilty to simple assault.
Daniel Okonkwo (L’05) represented a girl who was
removed from her home because of family issues and
placed in a group home, where other girls were picking
on her. She got into a fight trying to defend herself, which
resulted in three charges being brought against her. “At
trial, we got one charge dismissed, one she was found not
guilty of, and [the third] she was found guilty,” Okonkwo
said. “But by the virtue of the investigation that I did under
the guidance of Professor Kristin Henning we were able to
get her sanction down to almost nothing.”
Henning says that regardless of the types of offenses
or how serious they are, the underlying root causes of the
behavior stay the same. “It’s the kids’ natural tendency for
risk taking, it’s what we know to be true about adolescent
development — the kids are influenced by their peers
Class of 1981 clinic students: (front row) Lizbeth Levinson, Maria
Rodriguez and Patricia Howard; and (back row) Gary Silversmith
(LL.M.’83), Clydene Edmonds, Dorothy Clarke (F’66), an unidentified
student, Phil Barber and Dudley Williams. Res Ipsa Loquitur marked
the clinic’s 15th anniversary in a 1988 issue. Class of 2013 clinic
students: (front row) Nicole Mortorano, Maheen Kaleem (F’07), fellow
Texys Morris (LL.M.’14), Abigail Kohlman, Harlan Dalzel (LL.M.’13),
Shanna Bayer, Executive Assistant Wanda Duarte, Professor Kris
Henning, Naike Savain; and (back row) Kelsy Bennett, Austin Brunson,
Ericka Aiken, Lauren Dollar, Abigail Marshak, Elana Baurer, Mlyniec,
Noel Miller and (partially pictured) Montana Mallett.
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— it’s what we know about kids not thinking through the
consequences, being more concerned about the immediate
rewards.”
And even when their clients have real problems, law
students soon learn where these kids are coming from.
“She had one of the worst attitudes I had ever seen in
the first few months of our relationship,” says Lula Hagos
(L’09, LL.M.’12) of a client charged with Metro fare
evasion. “But I soon realized that the source of her anger
and her frustration was related to a very tumultuous home
life. Her father had just gone to prison … she wasn’t
getting along with her mom. I got a look into her home life
and I understood what was going on.”
HOPING FOR THE BEST
No matter what the circumstances, generations of
Georgetown Law students, more than 600, have continued
to provide highly effective representation to thousands of
clients. “It’s an opportunity to have an impact on the life of
a child who is arguably in one of the most difficult times
of his or her life,” Henning says, noting that it’s also an
opportunity for students to grow as lawyers, particularly in
an urban court setting. “[Students learn] skills that are not
only critical to being a great public defender but are also
transferable across all types of lawyering.”
There are plenty of success stories. Kruger’s final clinic
client was a 17-year-old charged with possession of a
firearm. Still, Kruger became very close to him and his
family. “I would get so anxious and not sleep, [thinking],
the work I do affects this child,” she says.
She spent a lot of time investigating the case — a
luxury that public defenders do not typically have — and
learned that the police had searched her client’s house
without a warrant. She wrote a motion to dismiss based on
the illegality, and the government dropped the case. “He
was crying because he got to go home, and his mom was
crying,” she says.
Federoff, who represented the teen mother who stole
diapers for her baby, also represented a 13-year-old who
spent his 14th birthday in jail for felony assault and
assault with a dangerous weapon. He and his friends were
shooting BB guns at bottles when another child was hit.
“In my mind I had envisioned that most of my clients
would be 16, 17, but I got this little 13-year-old who was
so innocent, not in the legal sense of the word, but wideeyed, no idea what has happened,” she says. “I got him
fortunately pretty quickly out of the jail and into a group
shelter house, and the staff from the beginning said, ‘Why
is this kid here?’”

Working with the child’s “very involved parents,”
Federoff submitted a file to the judge containing positive
recommendations from a junior ROTC teacher, a church
pastor and others. “He was charged with five different
charges, three of which were felonies, and we ended up
pleading just to simple assault … they realized that they
had overcharged him and that he was a good kid. He
clearly did not need to be in the juvenile justice system. I
heard about six months later that his family had moved to
the suburbs in Maryland and they were excited because he
was going to be in a different school with different peers.
So that one turned out well.”
THE FUTURE
If the first 40-plus years of the Juvenile Justice Clinic
were successful, the next 40 are shaping up to be even
more so. At the celebratory dinner on June 6, before 170
clinic alumni, Vice Dean Jane Aiken made the bittersweet
announcement that as of July 1, Mlyniec would be
stepping down as director and assuming the role of senior
counsel. Henning would take over as director.
Henning — who received a standing ovation and
much praise along with Mlyniec and longtime executive
assistant Wanda Duarte — described the work of the clinic
going forward, including the new Georgetown Juvenile
Justice Initiative to train practicing attorneys and shape
policy. “One of the things that I found since I have been
here is that there is still so much more to do,” Henning
says. “There is a space for the Juvenile Justice Clinic here
in the city; we [can be] a voice for children individually in
the courtroom, more systemically in the city council and
elsewhere.”
And though they celebrate the past, clinic alumni also
look forward to the future. “I can’t get over how, in 40
years, the clinic has expanded,” said Lupo. “They are
teaching representation to lawyers, running an intensive
summer program for attorneys, looking into representing
kids in front of the school board … representing
committed kids within the system, kids that are just
pushed around and dumped from place to place like
pawns. I’m just so thrilled and proud.”
If you’re wondering about the math — the Juvenile
Justice Clinic started in the 1973-1974 school year —
clinic staff simply didn’t have the time to mark the 40th
milestone prior to 2015; they’ve been so busy. “The fact
that it wasn’t actually held on the 40th anniversary is just
absolutely perfect; it really shows the clinic the way it was,”
Lupo says. “They are concerned with the important things.
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A Juvenile Justice Clinic Alumna Remembers By Katie Kronick (L’12, LL.M.’ 15)

On December 6, 2011, I heard the two most amazing
words a judge can say to a 15-year-old kid who is
accused of a crime: “Not guilty.” And these are not just
words that every defendant waits to hear, but as the
student attorney representing this 15-year-old, I was
almost as thrilled as my client. As a student attorney
in the Juvenile Justice Clinic (JJC) here at Georgetown,
I had the amazing opportunity to conduct my first
trial, and the luck to be assigned a good, winnable case
with a client whose innocence I believed completely.
Student attorneys in JJC can get assigned any case
where a juvenile needs a public defender (as long
as it will not likely be transferred to adult court).
Students can be assigned felonies, misdemeanors or a
combination of the two. And all they know when the
case is assigned is basic information — almost no facts.
Whether a case will result in a trial, a plea, or dismissal
is unknown to student advocates, sometimes for weeks.
This was the second case I was assigned in the clinic,
and it was a winnable one. My client never wavered
from asserting his innocence, and many of the facts
pointed in his favor. Except one. The judge. No clinic
student or fellow had ever won a case before her. My
client, though, was adamant — he would not plead
guilty to something he did not do.
So to trial we went. My client did not have a prior
record, so if I lost this case, he could be facing two
felonies. And, for the most part, this was all on me. My
supervisor and clinic fellow, Lula Hagos (LL.M.’12),
was amazing and I could not have prepared without
her, but she made it clear that this was my case. My
clinic-mates came with me on stake-outs and countless
witness interviews and I could not have done it
without them. I would be the one, however, doing the
opening, conducting cross and direct examinations,
arguing motions and doing the closing. We prepared
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endlessly. The last week and a half, I think I met with
my supervisor almost every day to run through the
questions, tweak words and perfect my tone.
Then, the trial began. During my opening, the
judge interrupted me (a fairly rare occurrence and
definitely unexpected). I had to cross-examine a scared
16-year-old, one of the two complaining witnesses, to
try to poke holes in his story and create doubts of his
credibility. I cross-examined a hostile police detective
who tried to fight every question I asked. I objected
to leading and vague questions, hearsay and anything
else that seemed appropriate. I called my client’s mom
as a witness, and then in one of the riskiest moves, we
called the other complaining witness to testify that my
client was not there.
This went on for four days, running into
Thanksgiving. I thought we were going to lose — the
judge seemed to be against us from the beginning. But
then, on December 6, she said those magic words, “not
guilty.” My client did not know what to do. He almost
read what he was going to say if we lost. But then it hit
him, and I had never seen him smile so big. I am pretty
sure that I had never smiled so big.
I survived my first trial and through mostly luck and
a lot of work had that unbelievably satisfying feeling of
knowing that my client was not going to be punished
(or rehabilitated, as we like to say in the juvenile world)
for something he simply did not do.
I am now prepping for two more trials, and while it
is a lot of work again, I feel so much more comfortable
in this role. I know that as a trial attorney, and
particularly as a public defender, a heartbreaking
loss can be as common, or more, as a gratifying win,
and these next two trials could easily both be losses.
But whether we win or lose, some of our clients have
never had someone who is their advocate, their voice
— someone fighting as hard as possible for them. And
in the midst of all the impossibly hard work, building
a client relationship, making sure your client has the
best advocacy, best deal and best sentence, is the most
gratifying part of this work.
After graduating from Georgetown Law in 2012, Katie
Kronick (L’12, LL.M.’15) clerked for Judge Neil E. Kravitz
of the District of Columbia Superior Court and became an
E. Barrett Prettyman fellow. She wrote this piece for a March
2012 issue of Law Weekly. Reprinted with permission.

BILL PETROS [2]

Not with being exact and not with being self-absorbed.”
Mlyniec noted that in some ways, it is not possible to
describe or quantify the clinic’s accomplishments during
the past 40 years. “We have changed the law in D.C. for
the better; we have changed legal education, becoming a
model for the integration of theory and practice; we have
embodied the spirit and traditions of Georgetown and left
it a better place,” he says. “Most important, however, we
touched the lives of so many young people who deserved
better than the hand life dealt them. In some cases, we
have actually brought justice to those young people. As
I step aside and hand the reins to Kris, that is what I am
most proud of.”

“I can’t get over how, in 40 years, the
clinic has expanded. They are teaching
representation to lawyers, running an
intensive summer program for attorneys,
looking into representing kids in front of the
school board … representing committed
kids within the system … . I’m just so
thrilled and proud.” — The Honorable Mary E.
Lupo (L’74), first student accepted to Juvenile
Justice Clinic

And as Areen noted, actions taken today might be still
be sending ripples into the future 40 years later. “I did the
indispensable thing … I hired Wally Mlyniec, …” she told
the attendees at the June 6th event. “I want to wish you
the joy of celebrating 40 years from now something you are
working on today.”

Henning, now the clinic director. Blue & Gray marked the clinic’s
20th anniversary in a 1994 issue. Mlyniec, now the clinic’s senior
counsel.
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A SECOND CAREER IN JUVENILE JUSTICE

Careers in juvenile justice can have incredibly diverse
origins. Prior to coming to Georgetown Law, Suzanne
Kritzberg (L’15) was a professional ballerina for more
than 20 years with the Minnesota ballet.
“When you stop performing as a dancer or retire you
either stay in dance forever or you do something totally
different. So obviously I opted for the totally different,”
says Kritzberg, who took the Juvenile Justice Clinic as a
3L and continued to work on cases during the summer
of 2015. “I was always interested in the law and always
thought, I wish I was a lawyer, I could figure out the
answer to this question — issues with friends who had
custody and child support problems.”
Even as a dancer, Kritzberg showed hints of her
future; she worked with children during her entire
dance career.
As a 1L, Kritzberg approached Visiting Professor
Eduardo Ferrer (L’05) of D.C. Lawyers for Youth at a
juvenile justice event to find out how she could help.
He put her in touch with a local Court Appointed
Special Advocates Program, in which lay advocates
investigate and represent a child’s interests in court.
Kritzberg also took Ferrer’s practicum course, The
Role of the Juvenile Defender for Committed Youth.
The class focuses on post-commitment issues after
juveniles have been found delinquent: whether they are
getting the services they need, whether they are getting
the right education and therapy, whether they should be
reevaluated for release. For her class project, Kritzberg
researched residential treatment centers in various
states.
It’s all solid preparation for her second career as a
guardian ad litem — after an upcoming clerkship with
Judge Hiram Puig-Lugo, presiding judge of the Family
Court at D.C. Superior Court. But you still might find
Kritzberg around the Washington Ballet occasionally.
“I’ve been substitute teaching a few [dance] classes
again, which I miss,” she admits. “So that’s been
fun.”

BILL PETROS [3]
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Dean William M. Treanor, Henning, Mlyniec, Areen, Mary Lupo
(L’74) and Ed Ricci (L’73). Mlyniec with Paul Helms, Anne Geraghty
Helms (L’03) and Shawn Ullman (L’01). Class of 2013 members
Abigail Marshak, Elana Baurer, Nicole Mortorano, Shanna Bayer,
Director Kris Henning, Harlan Dalzel, Naike Savain, Lauren Dollar
and Texys Morris.

Lawyers for Youth
ALEX BUSANSKY (L’87)
didn’t have juvenile work
in mind when he served
in Georgetown Law’s
Criminal Justice Clinic
under the guidance of the
late Professor William
Greenhalgh in 1986-1987.
His first client in that clinic,
in fact, was a mentally
disturbed adult who jumped
a fence and ran across
the White House lawn, believing he had to get to a
meeting with the president. “Today, that incident would
be on the front page of the newspaper as a felony,
but it’s amazing how times have changed,” Busansky
says. “I worked with the Secret Service and local D.C.
prosecutors and we were able to get him treatment.”
Though he started out as a prosecutor, he later
turned to juvenile work, serving in a variety of roles in
the criminal justice system. “It’s hard to work in justice
systems and not begin to see that you are not just
talking about adults, you are talking about the whole
trajectory of their lives,” he says. “You need to have a
holistic approach, to be able to look at the front end.”
To that end, in March 2015, Busansky launched
Impact Justice, an organization committed to reducing
the number of people involved in the juvenile and adult
systems, improving conditions for those who remain
incarcerated, providing meaningful opportunities for
those rejoining a community and improving justice
outcomes for crime victims. “No one system can do it
alone,” he says. “There’s no single app that’s going to fix
it all.”

“I always had an interest
in helping kids who I think
are on the wrong side of a
mistake,” says R. DANIEL
OKONKWO (L’05). A
Yale graduate, Okonkwo
played professional
basketball overseas for
five years before coming
to Georgetown Law but
was inspired, among other
things, by his experiences
as a tutor at a youth detention center in New Haven.
Since 2011, Okonkwo has served as the executive
director of D.C. Lawyers for Youth (DCLY), the
organization founded in 2007 by Juvenile Justice Clinic
alumni from the classes of 2005 and 2006.
“If there was a fight at my high school, we had an

officer on campus, but he would more likely take
you down to the principal’s office than use his police
powers,” Okonkwo says. “Here in the District, the
opposite of that happens; a lot of schools just don’t
have the capacity to deal with those incidents in
a manner that doesn’t involve the criminal justice
system.”
During 2014-2015, the full-time staff of DCLY
also included Legal and Policy Director Eduardo
Ferrer (L’05) and Legal Fellow Clare Kruger (L’14).
Projects to date have included advocating for youth
in front of the D.C. City Council; working with other
youth-focused organizations in the District to develop
common policy and legislative goals; trying to get youth
tried as adults out of D.C. jails and into more youthappropriate facilities; and other reforms of the juvenile
system.
“It’s important for young lawyers to realize how much
they’ve been given and how lucky they are to have been
able to go to good schools and get good jobs,” Ferrer
says. “We have a responsibility to stay involved, find
something [we’re] passionate about in the community
and go to work on it.”

ELANA BAURER (L’13)
and MAHEEN KALEEM
(F’07) were participating
in the Human Rights
Institute’s fact-finding
practicum their second
year of law school when
they met the founders
of D.C. Lawyers for
Youth — members of the
Georgetown Law classes
of 2005 and 2006 who
were by then celebrating the fifth anniversary of their
organization. In their 3L year, Baurer and Kaleem
served as investigative partners in the Juvenile Justice
Clinic. So by the time they moved to Philadelphia for
a while after graduation, Baurer and Kaleem were
inspired to start Pennsylvania Lawyers for Youth (PALY)
while working full time at other jobs.
Current goals include setting up direct services,
fundraising, developing relationships with nonprofits
including law schools and implementing a know-yourrights presentation, Baurer says. The pair was profiled
in a Philadelphia Inquirer article in April.
Kaleem is presently at a two-year fellowship for
Rights4Girls, run by Malika Saada Saar (L’01); Baurer
is manager of operations at Jewish Voice for Peace.
“Maheen and I are a really great team because we have
each other’s backs.
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THE POWER
OF SERVICE
OPPORTUNITY SCHOLARSHIPS CREATE AN ENDURING CHAIN OF LOYALTY AND GOOD WILL

“I

t has made things so much easier,” says one Opportunity Scholarship recipient. “At the end of the day …
contributions really do make a difference.” 		

The generosity of alumni “opens doors for people,” says another.
A third says that the donor’s investment in her education “means the world to me.”
In the following pages, you will meet three Opportunity Scholars, deserving, high-merit law students who

are benefiting from the generosity of three Georgetown Law alumni.
You will also meet three donors, whose gifts of $30,000 ($10,000 a year for three years) provide some of
our most qualified J.D. candidates with access to a Georgetown Law education.
These alumni give to help students and honor loved ones. They give because they believe in the power of
service to a greater good. They give because the experience they had at Georgetown continues to inform and
enrich their lives and careers. They give because once someone helped them, and it made all the difference.
What happens when a student receives this help? He or she is inspired to give in return — which creates
an enduring chain of loyalty and good will.
The Opportunity Scholarships ensure a talented student body for generations to come — and they inspire
future giving as well. For more information about Opportunity Scholarships, please contact giving@law.
georgetown.edu.
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JENADEE NANINI

A

s a direct descendant of Montana’s Blackfeet Native
American tribe, Jenadee Nanini (L’17) understands the
importance of emulating those who have gone before
and assisting those who will follow. “I’m deeply passionate about
public service, and the way I was raised — by my family and in
the Native American culture, which is very community-oriented
— taught me to take what your elders have given you and give it
back,” she says. “Georgetown is a place that emphasizes justice
and public service in that way. I really connected with the Jesuit
roots and the emphasis on compassion for people, using the law
in a broader sense for that.”
One year into law school, Nanini has more than lived up to the
Georgetown Law mission. Two weeks after arriving on campus,
she connected with the American Friends Service Committee’s
Human Rights Project as part of her 1L Pro Bono Pledge and
began teaching human rights to D.C. middle and high school
students in the Shaw-Howard District every Wednesday night.
The first semester, Nanini’s students focused on the problem
of police brutality — sponsoring community panels, protesting,
creating rap music and poetry. For the second semester, they
focused on human trafficking, which they associated with
pimping in their own neighborhoods. “They were thinking, we
should get laws passed, because no one is going to care if we
protest about human trafficking, no one is going to care if we
rap,” Nanini says. “I said, ‘OK. Now we are going to spend the
next four weeks combing through the D.C. Code and finding
holes in the law that will help solve this problem.’”
That led to a meeting with D.C. Councilmember Brianne
Nadeau and the Council’s Committee on the Judiciary, which led
to the high school students presenting 12 draft laws to committee
staffers who just happened to be working on a human trafficking
bill relating to children. Though their contribution is still a work
in progress, the efforts of Nanini’s students earned them the
President’s Volunteer Service Award, as part of the AFSC, in
April. “They just didn’t have the tools or the language to advocate
at the beginning, so it’s been awesome to watch them grow,”
Nanini says. “They were really excited to go to the Capitol for the
award, super excited to be a part of that.”

‘SOLID TOOLBOX’
Growing up in a rural community next to an Indian reservation,
Nanini witnessed firsthand the plights and struggles of a people
for whom poverty was common and higher education was the
exception more than the rule. By the second grade, she was
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telling others that she wanted to be a lawyer. “I have always
seen the law as an avenue to help other people,” she says.
And though her family supported her in every way it could,
her own trajectory to college and law school was hardly a given.
She was awarded multiple scholarships to Washington State
University, working toward one degree in economics and public
policy, a second in political science, and a third major in ethics
philosophy — in order to have a “solid toolbox” to attack civil
rights and poverty issues.
After graduating from college, Nanini’s route back to
Washington involved a three-year stopover in West Dallas, to
gain an understanding of inner city schools through Teach for
America. She also mentored her students in the community and
coached them in several sports. And she again saw ways that the
law could be used as a tool to improve people’s lives, not only in
education but in areas such as housing and voting rights.
Georgetown Law was her dream, but after being accepted,
Nanini realized that her goal would be impossible without
financial help. She reached out to the school and received an
Opportunity Scholarship through the generosity of Rep. John
K. Delaney (L’88), D-Md., and April McClain-Delaney (L’89).
“I have the passion, I have the knowledge, I have the drive;
it’s just having access to money; that’s something that so many
people don’t have,” she says. “Having that given to me and that
investment in me as an individual just means the world to me.”
As a Public Interest Fellow, Nanini reveled in learning Civil
Procedure in Section 2 from Professor Philip Schrag, Property
from Professor Rebecca Tushnet and Criminal Justice from
Professor Paul Butler. “There are pressing civil rights issues going
on right now, and he really pushed our thinking about what does
the Constitution say and what are your values and how you are
going to advocate for them with the power you are going to have
[as a lawyer],” she says of Butler.
In her 3L year, Nanini plans to participate in Georgetown
Law’s Juvenile Justice Clinic — since, as she puts it, she finds it
hard not to be working directly with youth on civil rights issues.
She spent the summer of 2015 working for the NAACP Legal
Defense Fund, whose issues include education, housing, criminal
justice and economic justice. Nanini would love to work there
full-time after graduation.
She also wants to become a U.S. senator. While it’s a lofty goal,
a number of Georgetown Law 1Ls before her have achieved it,
including Sen. Mazie Hirono, D-Hawaii (L’78), and Sen. Patrick
Leahy, D-Vt. (L’64, H’94). And once she gets to Capitol Hill, you
can be sure that she will reach back to pull up those future 1Ls.

BARR BENYAMIN

T

here is a phrase in Hebrew, “Kol Yisrael arevim zeh la-zeh,”
which means, “All the people of Israel are responsible
for one another.” The parable has played a role in the life
of Barr Benyamin (L’17) — only he applies it more broadly, to
everyone. “It means being compassionate toward people, helping
people, being tolerant of others and helping people through their
problems,” he says. “Because you never know when you are going
to need help from a fellow friend.”
As a first-generation college and graduate school student,
Benyamin has been greatly helped by an Opportunity Scholarship
from Joel Hoppenstein (L’84) — a generous gift that has lessened
financial concerns for him and his family. Both of Benyamin’s
parents came to this country from Israel in the 1980s. His
father is an electrical contractor with a small business in Los
Angeles; his mother is a former elementary school teacher and
full-time mom.
“Going in, I thought to myself that I probably would need to
ease some of the debt load and to take some pressure off,” he
says. “But with the scholarship, I feel very fortunate … it [has]
allowed me to focus more on school and not worry about doing a
work study job or a part-time job.”

TRADITION OF SERVICE
Benyamin is taking responsibility for others by assisting the next
class of incoming 1Ls with their legal research and writing skills
as an LRW fellow for Professor Julie Ross. “In the legal research
and writing program, every professor has a few law fellows,”
he explains. “They are like personal mentors to those students
in helping them improve their writing, giving them feedback,
reviewing the papers they are submitting.”
Benyamin wasn’t thinking of law when he started his
undergraduate career at the University of Southern California in
the fall of 2009. That changed when he took legal writing to fulfill
an upper-level writing class his junior year. “It was probably the
most intellectually stimulating class I took in college and it was
amazing; we were exposed to all of these legal issues, we wrote
memos, we had to analyze legal problems,” he says. “After that
class I [thought], this is what I want to be doing, and I think I
found my calling. It was a very good experience that sealed the
deal for me.”
During his time at USC, he also fell in love with Washington,
D.C. Benyamin came east the summer after his junior year to
intern for the Republican National Convention in the midst

of the 2012 presidential election. He returned to D.C. after
graduation in 2013, but before diving into more legal memos,
he interned for an additional year on Capitol Hill full time: five
months on the House side — for Rep. Mike Coffman, R-Colo. —
and five more in the Senate, for Sen. Marco Rubio, R-Fla.
In the meantime, he applied to law schools. “I really thought
Georgetown would be the perfect fit for me in terms of the large
class size, the incredible faculty, the wide course offerings. And
the fact that it was down the street from Capitol Hill definitely
did not hurt either,” he says.
How did legal writing at Georgetown compare with that
undergraduate class? “I’d call it a natural evolution,” he says,
noting that Ross is one of his favorite instructors. “It was just take
what you’ve learned already, use these new skills and progress
from there.”
Benyamin also was happy to get Professor Lawrence Solum —
who he calls “straight up brilliant”— for Constitutional Law and
Professor Irv Gornstein for Criminal Justice during his 1L year.
“He’s argued 36 cases before the Supreme Court,” Benyamin
says of Gornstein. “It was super cool that for some of the cases
we were reading he was able to pull up some of his own oral
arguments for those cases and explain to us what was going on,
how he argued those.”
For the future, Benyamin has set his sights on Federal Courts
and the Federal System, which Gornstein teaches; Professor
Steven Goldblatt’s (L’70) Appellate Litigation Clinic and most
definitely the Separation of Powers seminar with Lecturers Viet
Dinh and former Solicitor General Paul Clement (F’88), both
currently partners at Bancroft. In the meantime, Benyamin
returned to Los Angeles for the summer of 2015 to intern for
Judge Dolly Gee of the U.S. District Court for the Central
District of California.
The end game is private practice and possibly appellate work,
though for now Benyamin is enjoying his time at Georgetown
Law. “I never in my wildest dreams thought I would have the
opportunity that I was given in terms of the scholarship, and it’s
just made things so much easier,” he says. “At the end of the day,
these contributions really do make a difference in people’s lives.”
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MELISSA DOURA

I

f there’s one thing that Melissa Doura (L’17) would like to tell
alumni about Georgetown Law’s Opportunity Scholarships,
it’s that they “open many doors for people” — students who
are high merit but also high need.
“I had to go to a school that met my need, and without the
scholarship, I would probably have had to go to another school
that offered me more money,” she admits. “But when I got it
[Doura’s scholarship is funded by Leslie Turner (L’85)], I thought,
okay, Georgetown is attainable; it’s achievable. I can go to my
dream school, which made me happy.”
Many of the doors along Doura’s educational journey have
opened due to hard work combined with serendipitous good
fortune. A first-generation American born in Miami to a Haitian
mother, Doura returned to Haiti with her mom for a few years in
the 1990s before political unrest forced them to Goshen, New
York, a town near the one where her adult sister lived. “We were
so lucky that my mom just stumbled onto Goshen, because there
isn’t any sizeable immigrant population there,” Doura says.
And when Doura’s mother went to enroll her daughter in
elementary school, she discovered that the condominium where
she had chosen to live was in a different school system than the
condo next to it — which put Doura in a more desirable school
district. “The first thing I heard when I walked into [high school
was], you have to start thinking about colleges,” Doura says. “It’s
fully expected that you graduate high school and you go to a fouryear college and then you go beyond that.”
Doura’s work ethic — she was at the top of her class in high
school — propelled her through Fordham University in New York
City, where she graduated with a degree in political science just
before coming to Georgetown Law. Part of Doura’s decision to
attend Georgetown was to continue the Jesuit tradition of service
she experienced at Fordham. But another part involved a chance
occurrence that was not so good: witnessing what happened
when her mom contacted two different lawyers for advice on a
family law matter.
“You see on TV that when you go to a lawyer, they are supposed
to help you, and that wasn’t the case,” Doura says, asserting that
her family’s legal problems seemed to be last on the lawyers’ lists
of priorities. “I thought, I want to go to law school so that there
can be one less lawyer who doesn’t put their clients first. When a
client comes to me, whether they are pro bono or a paying client,
I want them to know that I will put them first. I went to law
school to fix the problem that I saw.”
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I COULD BE A LAWYER
In that sense, those lawyers, whoever they were, seem to have
done the world a favor. Researching law schools, Doura took note
of the Affordable Housing Transactions Clinic, run by Professor
Michael Diamond, which represents tenant groups in the District
that are seeking to purchase their buildings or to negotiate with
an owner regarding management of building operations. “I’d like
to be able to use the skills I learn as a lawyer to help people in
the District with their landlords, so I thought this is the clinic
I want.”
Coming from New York, she also loved the idea of D.C. “When
you go to a new city, that grows you as a person. You have to adapt
to the Metro and the lingo of the District,” she says. “So the
location is great.”
Talking to Hoya alumni one-on-one didn’t hurt either, as she
discovered when interning at a New York firm the summer before
law school. “They told me which classes to take, which professors
to take … and even though Georgetown Law is a big school,
alumni said, ‘The professors knew my name.’”
As a 1L in Section 2, Doura enjoyed Civil Procedure with
Professor Phil Schrag and Constitutional Law with Professor
Rosa Brooks. She also served as a student ambassador in the
Office of Admissions — “I want prospective students to love
Georgetown as much as I do” — and participated in the Pro
Bono Pledge, giving up her free time to work on immigration and
housing-related matters.
Doura is looking forward to Diamond’s housing clinic this
year; the Opportunity Scholarship is helping with that, too,
since because of it, she doesn’t have to work at a separate job
while trying to represent clinic clients. She spent the summer
at a small pro bono law firm working on landlord-tenant and
consumer protection issues — funded by a separate Georgetown
Law initiative, the Equal Justice Foundation summer fellowship.
“I would love to work at some kind of organization that offers
housing services in the inner city in New York,” she says. “I’d love
to do that in the future.”
And don’t count out her mom back in Goshen, who now reads
up on U.S. Supreme Court cases. “She tells me, ‘Melissa, the sky
is the limit. … I could be a lawyer, too,’” Doura says. “I just say, of
course, Mom, you could. She is just so proud.”

RAMONA ORTIZ

R

amona Ortiz’s (F’89, L’94) favorite picture from her
Georgetown Law commencement shows the graduate
after the ceremony with her mother, Louise. Ramona’s
mother, a teacher’s aide, and Ramona’s father, a retired
construction worker, never attended college, but they saved every
penny they could to further their daughter’s education. So in this
photo, Louise is the one wearing the cap. “I put my hat and tassel
on my mother as an honor, a way of demonstrating that this was
her accomplishment as much as mine,” Ortiz says.
Later in life, Ortiz would honor her parents, now deceased,
with an Opportunity Scholarship in their name. “My mother in
particular understood the importance of education, helping to
ensure that although we lived in a low-income neighborhood,
that would not be my reality in the future,” she says. “The reason
I named [the scholarship] after my parents is in recognition and
tribute to the sacrifices that they made.”
The hard work of all three landed Ramona, originally from
Buffalo, New York, at Georgetown University’s School of Foreign
Service — although she admits that her desire for a family led her
to pursue a career in the U.S. instead of going overseas. “I visited
a woman at the State Department to talk about her career, and
when I walked out of there I said, ‘I have to think of something
else.’ I’d spend years in the most remote places as a single
minority woman, never get married and have a family. I need a
Plan B,” she laughs. (Today, Ortiz’s family includes husband, Bill
Stamps, and “our future Hoyas,” Gavin, age 5, and Alexis, age 3.)
Ortiz at first considered getting an MBA but decided that a law
degree was more versatile. “I loved Georgetown and Washington,
and there’s no better school to be in than Georgetown Law if you
are going to be in D.C.”

MAKING A DIFFERENCE

At ExxonMobil, she’s been a litigator, worked on the TransAlaska pipeline, and is currently counsel in the compliance law
organization, lending her expertise to such matters as the Foreign
Corrupt Practices Act. “I often think about how well Georgetown
prepared me not only with the fundamentals of the law but also
with skills to think critically through the application of the law to
the real world, and to express the ideas in a very clear way that
others are able to follow. … Part of being a good lawyer is usually
being a good writer.”
And if law school and a corporate career were challenging
at times, Ortiz would look — and still does look — at a
framed poster on her wall designed for a 1994 law conference
commemorating the 40th anniversary of Brown v. Board of
Education. The poster shows the Norman Rockwell painting
of six-year-old Ruby Bridges, the first African American child
to attend an all-white elementary school in Louisiana, being
escorted to school by federal marshals in 1960. The poster dates
from her law school days. “I stopped by Professor Peter Edelman’s
office to admire the poster and asked if I might have it when the
conference was done,” she says, noting that of course Edelman
said yes. “It’s such a symbolic demonstration of how many have
to persevere to get an education and how valuable an education is
to those for whom it might otherwise be out of reach.”
Accordingly, she tries to encourage friends and fellow graduates
to remember that scholarships are a meaningful and tangible
way to make a difference in the lives of others trying to find their
way in the world. “I love Georgetown,” she says, adding that she
has the “HOYA” license plate in Texas. “I always joke and say
that I bleed blue and gray; I recognize that, after my parents, my
undergraduate experience at Georgetown helped me become
the person that I am, intellectually, spiritually and civically.
Georgetown Law furthered all of those things.”

Though going in-house wasn’t on her radar when she entered
law school in the fall of 1991, Ortiz clerked at ExxonMobil’s
Houston headquarters between her second and third years —
and something clicked. “I thought, this would be a really
interesting way to practice law, handling real-world practical
issues on a daily basis. Even now, 21 years later, every day is
still a new opportunity to figure out how to use the law to solve
a real-world issue.”
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JOEL HOPPENSTEIN

I

n 1985, the late Georgetown Law Professor Sam Dash
became the first American to visit Nelson Mandela, then
the imprisoned leader of the African National Congress, in
a South African jail. Dash later became involved in mediation
efforts that eventually led to Mandela’s release. Facilitating
these endeavors was a South African diplomat named Abe
Hoppenstein, who was also a lawyer. So today it is fitting that
one of Georgetown Law’s Opportunity Scholarships — supported
by Abe’s son Joel Hoppenstein (L’84) and his wife, Monica — is
named in honor of the late Sam Dash.
“Professor Dash was a family friend who reached out to me
and took a personal interest in my well being at the Law Center,”
Hoppenstein explains, stating that his Georgetown Law education
and accompanying opportunities would not have existed but for
Dash’s “interest and concern for my future.”
While the Hoppensteins have always supported Georgetown
Law’s Annual Fund, they decided to take giving a step further in
2013, after hearing Dean William M. Treanor speak at an alumni
event in Miami discussing the need for financial aid.
“I thought it was an excellent way of giving back,” says
Hoppenstein, who went on to become a citizen of the world
like Dash and his diplomat father. Currently thriving from the
Hoppensteins’ generosity is law student Barr Benyamin (L’17).
“You are personally impacting a student, one on one, and I
thought that was really a nice thing to do. We wanted to have
that kind of [impact on] a student — and to give back, to give
back to the school.”

GIVING BACK
Joel Hoppenstein grew up in South Africa. But after his father
became a political counselor in South Africa’s Washington, D.C.,
embassy — and later, the South African Consulate General in
New York and Washington — it was only natural that the younger
Hoppenstein would come to D.C. too. He attended American
University before enrolling in law school at Georgetown.
Though he liked politics and earned his undergraduate degree
in accounting, Hoppenstein soon developed a third, unexpected
interest during law school: entertainment law. Back then,
Georgetown was one of the few law schools outside of California
to offer a class in the subject, thanks to Professor Richard Alan
Gordon.
Gordon “had been a college roommate [at Georgetown
University] of William Peter Blatty (C’50), who wrote ‘The
Exorcist,’ and that’s how he got into entertainment,” explained
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Hoppenstein, who learned torts and copyright law from Gordon
as well. “I enjoyed the class immensely.”
The perfect job, in Hoppenstein’s eyes, would combine
those three interests, wherever it took him. So after graduating
from Georgetown Law, he took a job with Columbia Pictures
International — travelling back to South Africa to work with film
distributors there. He liked the work, but after a few years he
became frustrated with the political situation; in the days before
Mandela, the country seemed to be going backward, not forward.
“It was time to move on,” he says.
With job prospects in Hollywood being limited, he ended
up returning to Washington in 1988 to work as a lawyer with
fellow Georgetown Law alum John P. Sears (L’63), specializing
in government relations and financial transactions. They also
did a number of deals relating to Africa, helping countries with
projects that were in process at the World Bank. “The skills from
Georgetown really helped in all of that; the thought processes
involved in the law and the way it was taught,” he says.
In 1995, Hoppenstein founded his own company, Newlands
Financial, which he still runs today. Yet he continued to work
with Sears, serving most notably as mediators in the historic 1998
multistate agreement between 46 states and the tobacco industry.
The $246 billion-dollar agreement was, in Hoppenstein’s words,
“the largest business transaction in the history of the world.” It
required tobacco companies to pay the states, which promised to
use a portion of the funds to fight tobacco use.
The experience had other benefits for Hoppenstein when he
realized the process used in reaching the tobacco settlement
agreement could be improved upon and patented as a business
method. “It took me five years, but I eventually got a business
method patent and that’s what I’ve been doing, trying to license
my patent to companies and industries.”
Today, he credits Georgetown Law for his ability to think
logically and coherently, for his ability to write and for the D.C.
advantage. “Being in Washington was a tremendous springboard
into the political world … you meet a lot of different people,” he
says. “I was able to develop contacts, and then those contacts
developed into other contacts and so on. I was able to put myself
in a position where I could meet different people and do different
things.”
And today, of course, he’s in a position to give back, as Dash
once did for him. “We wanted to make the possibility of a
Georgetown Law education a reality for a deserving student, who,
I am sure, will contribute positively to the world.”

LESLIE TURNER

L

eslie M. Turner (L’85), senior vice president, general
counsel and secretary of the Hershey Company, has one
of the sweetest jobs on earth. But for Turner, it isn’t the
Kisses or even Reese’s Pieces that makes her career special.
“Milton Hershey was always known for ‘doing well by doing
good,’ and the everyday work is part of that doing good,” Turner
says, noting that the company’s founder gave his entire fortune
and his controlling interest in the company to support a school he
started for underprivileged children. “The school is a controlling
shareholder and our success helps support the school, so it’s
rewarding to come to work every day knowing that you are
contributing to changing the everyday lives of young people.”
Turner is changing lives at Georgetown as well, thanks to
the Opportunity Scholarships. As a full-time law student in the
1980s, she committed herself to corporate law to pay the bills,
but she always kept her eye on social justice and pro bono
service. She also worked as a physical therapist outside of classes,
serving as an independent contractor in D.C. to make ends meet.
“It was a pretty intense time, working and going to school,” she
says. “One of the reasons why I am committed to supporting
the Georgetown scholarship program is so students have a
choice. The choice of where they want to practice, how they
want to practice.”
In the corporate world, she notes, people are viewed as the
greatest asset. “If that’s true, then we have to make sure that we
are preparing people to come into the workforce and be an asset,”
she says. “They ought to have the ability to be fully present …
and not have to worry so much about how they are going to pay
for school.”
A second reason she contributes is to achieve diversity in the
profession. “In the changing times that we are in, there are fewer
people of color going to college, fewer in the legal profession,”
Turner notes. “It’s painful to know that in 2015 we are still
dealing with the same issues about diversity in the profession, so
it really is important to me to support the scholarship program.”
Turner’s Opportunity Scholarship is currently defraying tuition
costs for Melissa Doura (L’17).

MAKING CHOICES
Turner learned about service early in life. Her mother was a
registered nurse and a divorced parent who sent all seven of her
children to Catholic school because she believed in the value of
education. “She had a large book of Dr. Albert Schweitzer on the
coffee table and that was very impressive; you’d look at it and see

the story of this man who went around the world in the medical
profession with a focus on outreach and community service.”
Though no one in her family was a lawyer, Turner wanted to
be one, thanks to TV’s Perry Mason. “He would have all these
surprise witnesses coming in … and that piqued my interest
in wanting to go into law,” she recalls. “As I got to know more
about the law, the sense of the ability to be a voice for people who
didn’t have the opportunity to speak for themselves really drove
my interest.”
And though she started out as a political science major at
Rutgers University, Turner found a job in the medical field to
make her legal career possible. She transferred to New York
University and became a certified physical therapist, which
enabled her to support herself even as she applied to law schools;
meanwhile, her sister, who went to Tufts Medical School, just
happened to mention Georgetown to Turner as a place to go to
law school.
Once enrolled, she focused on corporate law while staying
immersed in social justice through the Appellate Litigation Clinic
and the Center for Applied Legal Studies. It would become a
common theme: as a lawyer at Akin Gump, Turner would one
day lead the firm’s Washington, D.C., pro bono office. (She also
clerked for a judge on the D.C. Court of Appeals.) She left the
partnership track in 1993 to join the Clinton Administration,
working among other things as assistant secretary for the Office
of Territorial and International Affairs in the Department of the
Interior, focusing on indigenous rights.
Turner returned to Akin Gump and was serving as a partner
when a 2006 phone call from Coca-Cola sent her in-house. The
fact that she had stepped off the partnership track earlier in her
career to go into government, it seemed, had worked in her favor.
Turner recalled that during the interview process with Coke,
“They said the fact that I had taken this risk is something that
was of interest to the company. … They told me the company
wanted leaders who were comfortable being risk-takers.”
In 2012, she got another phone call — this time from Hershey,
where she’s been happily ensconced ever since. In what other
company can the chief in-house lawyer work on getting candy —
wrapped in star-spangled foil with the paper flag proudly waving
— shipped from Pennsylvania to Pennsylvania Avenue? “If you
go to the White House, you can get a gift box of our Hershey’s
Kisses,” Turner explains. “From our iconic U.S. company.”
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Parenthood: Sacred Trust
or Sacred Right?
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An excerpt from The Constitutional Parent: Rights, Responsibilities, and the
Enfranchisement of the Child by Jeffrey Shulman

F A C U LT Y A R T I C L E

T

here are good reasons why the right to parent has not
enjoyed a fundamental status in the law. To begin
with, the right to parent is not one, but many, things — a
bundle of different interests, each implicating the authority of parent and state in different ways and to different
degrees. No surprise, then, that “[f]ar from the absolutist’s assumption of strict scrutiny for every incursion, the
Court’s cases reveal a willingness, at least implicitly, to
tailor the nature and strength of judicial scrutiny to the
facts of each family privacy controversy.” Yet all parental
rights cases have one thing in common that even more
emphatically cautions against strict scrutiny: They involve
a third party, and one who is unable to defend its own
interests. Other liberty interests establish a constitutional
shield against governmental impairment of individual
rights, but conflicts involving parental rights — Justice
John Paul Stevens made this important if, one would
think, self-evident point — “do not present a bipolar
struggle between the parents and the State over who has
final authority to determine what is in a child’s best interests.” The interests of the child — who may well need
the protection of the state, not protection from the state
— and the state’s interest in the child invariably affect
the legal reckoning.
By its very nature, the “right” to parent is a different creature than, say, the right of free speech. No one
is required to speak responsibly. No one is required to
speak at all. Yet would anyone object to the proposition
that parents are required to exercise the right to parent
responsibly? Or that a parent has no right not to parent?
By definition, then, the parent’s right to be let alone, to
parent free from governmental interference, is and must
be conditional and limited. Far from carrying with it a
fundamental right, the decision to parent is inevitably
a choice to forgo rights otherwise available to adults. It
is always a choice to give up to some extent, and often
to a great extent, the right of individual choosing. There
are compelling reasons why parents want to assume the

weighty burden of child-rearing, and there are good reasons why the state wants to give parents plenty of room
to do their job; but parental authority over the child is not
justified — not in our legal tradition and culture — by
the proprietary interests of the parent as a rights-holder.
Obviously, not every break with the past is a bad
thing; and, as Martha Minow reminds us, the case
against rights can too easily be “levied by people who do
not want to change existing patterns of hierarchy and
domination.” Just as clearly, and our history unhappily
bears more than sufficient testimony to this fact, the parens patriae authority of the state can be badly abused. To
say that a parental rights orientation is not deeply rooted
in our traditions, even to say that parental rights as a
normative matter should not be considered fundamental,
is not to declare that a particular policy decision is right
or wrong. It is simply to say that it is a question of policy
whether and how the state should regulate parent-child
relations. Should we allow, say, parents to homeschool
their children? Is homeschooling in the best interests of
the child? Perhaps; perhaps not. Should we allow parents
to spank their children? To compel religious observance
(against the wishes of the child, or against the wishes of
a former spouse)? To restrict visitation from third parties?
The questions are as varied as the myriad duties parents
undertake. If we think of parenting as a set of responsibilities, not rights, we will not all miraculously reach
the same legal and cultural prescriptions — fiduciary
principles do not inexorably lead in an anti-parentalist
direction; individually, the prescriptions we reach may not
always fall into neat ideological (conservative or liberal)
categories — but we will think of these questions as matters fit for democratic deliberation. To say that a parental
rights orientation is not deeply rooted in our traditions is
not to answer the question. It is to ask it. But by giving parents the right to homeschool children, or compel
religious observance, or restrict third-party visitation —
or, more generally speaking, by giving parents the right

From The Constitutional Parent: Rights, Responsibilities, and the Enfranchisement of the Child by Jeffrey Shulman, published by Yale University Press in July 2014. Reproduced by permission.
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to bring up their children as they want to — parental
rights advocates would forestall public debate on deeply
contested questions relating to the care and welfare of
children. They would take these questions out of the
public domain by keeping the home under constitutional
lock and key. The question would no longer be one of the
child’s welfare, but of parental entitlement.
This book looks at four related areas of the law —
parental custody, state regulation of education, religion
and parental rights, and non-parental third-party rights.
In each,
1. historically, the authority of the parent has been
treated as a sacred trust, a delegation of state
power made on the presumption that it will be
employed to promote the eventual enfranchisement of the child (this is the subject of Chapter
2); and
2. the emergence of a rights orientation has threatened to uncouple the traditional linkage of rights
and responsibilities, subordinating the best interests of the child and the legitimate needs of the
state to parental preferences (this is the subject
of Chapter 3); and
3. a renewed reliance on the trust model of parentchild relations would better serve both the
developing personhood of the child and the civil
society to which he or she belongs (this is the
subject of Chapter 4).
In each area of the law, we face the same historical
reality: It is the rights orientation that breaks with deeply
rooted legal traditions and cultural values, rejecting timehonored trust principles of family law meant to protect
both private and public interests. For the common law’s
careful calculation of privileges and duties; for its vision
of children’s needs as a source of positive claims on the
state; for its sensitivity to evolving cultural mores, a focus
on parental entitlement substitutes a negative rights wall
behind which parents may bring up their children free
from both state and non-state interference. In this way,
the “presentist” assumption that parental rights “were
always thus” creates the entitlement mistakenly assumed
to be a longstanding legal legacy. If we better understand
that, as a descriptive matter, the right to parent is at
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odds with a cultural tradition of shared responsibility for
the welfare of the child, we might be more ready to ask
whether, as a normative matter, the right to parent should
have a fundamental status in the law. We might be more
willing to consider how old equitable principles can lead
to new ways of accommodating the interests of parent,
child, and state.
On occasion, the Supreme Court has put the trust
model to productive use. In adjudicating the due process
claims of unmarried fathers, for example, the Court has
said that the rights of parents “are a counterpart of the
responsibilities they have assumed.” This linkage of right
and duty, according to the Court, is the true legacy of
its seminal due process parenting cases. Constitutional
parenthood embraces the Lockean principle that “[c]hildren are born to reason, and the law of nature commands
a parental duty to secure for them that equal Right that
every man hath to his Natural Freedom, without being
subjected to the Will or Authority of any other Man.”
On this commitment to the child’s self-determination
is predicated the Founders’ theory of human dignity
and, of particular salience for parent-child relations, the
parallel theory of human development — the normative psychology of the law, we might say — that, taken
together, sustain the Constitution’s promise of personal
as well as political freedom. It is the carrying-out of this
commitment that defines the trust assumed by parents
and against which parental efforts must be constitutionally measured and rewarded. Our political charter does
not allow for — in or outside the home — “a utopian
conception of society according to which an order having
been laid down all that remains to do is to conform to it.”
“Parental rights do not spring full-blown from the
biological connection between parent and child,” Justice
Stewart has said. “They require relationships more enduring.” But it is not every enduring parent-child relationship
that merits constitutional protection. If this were the
case, then compulsory schooling laws would fail against
constitutional challenges brought by caring parents. Yet
few would disagree that all parents are obligated to look
after the educational welfare of their children. It is the
trust model of parent-child relations that directs us to
the particular charge that is the sine qua non of parental

Like a doctrinal will-o’-the-wisp, the fundamental right to parent continues to
beckon constitutional travelers. It is a pursuit driven more by psychology than law.
The rhetoric of parental rights speaks to a yearning for control, for possession of
something that is “mine.”

power: to secure the child’s “equal Right” to intellectual
and moral autonomy (Locke’s “Natural Freedom”); or,
more simply, to see that children, when they become
adults, can choose what life they want to lead, what values they want to honor, what god they want to worship.
This duty presupposes that the child is free to form
relationships with those outside the circle of the nuclear
family. Hovering over the right to parent is the long-lingering shadow of a property entitlement. Today, the right
to parent is fashioned as a right to personal autonomy, a
right of privacy; yet it remains, essentially, a right to do
what one wants with what is “mine.” But if the child, at
birth, “becomes a member of the human family,” then
parents are not free to seclude the child from outside influence. “If we ask ourselves what actually enables people
to be autonomous,” Jennifer Nedelsky writes, “the answer
is not isolation, but relationships — with parents, teachers, friends, loved ones — that provide the support and
guidance necessary for the development and experience
of autonomy.” Thus, our children are not, and cannot be,
“ours” — at least not exclusively, not permanently. (We
ought to be as careful as Shakespeare with possessive
pronouns. When Hermia awakes from her tumultuous
midsummer night’s “dream,” she finds Demetrius “like a
jewel/Mine own, and not mine own.”) From birth, they
are members of a familial community outside and beyond
the nuclear family; from birth, they are members of a
political community outside and beyond the family. It
is only by belonging that children can learn, by and for
themselves, where they want to belong.
A trust model of parenting, with its assumption
of shared authority over the child, need not evoke the
specter of state paternalism. With regard to the child’s
upbringing, the state also is, and also must remain,
merely an educational trustee. The liberal state holds
what Locke calls a “Fiduciary Power to act for certain
ends.” Like the parent’s authority, the state’s power over
the child is conditional and limited. Ideally, the state
(like the ideal parent) would cultivate the child’s capacity to think and choose freely; it would foster the child’s
courage to challenge any closed set of values, public or
private, liberal or conservative. The liberal state wants to
pass on its traditions of freedom, equality, and tolerance,

and no doubt the state (like real parents) can behave less
than liberally toward its young people; but the surest way
not to pass on these traditions would be to present them
as moral absolutes to be accepted uncritically.
For children, though, the threat to freedom of choice
and conscience is no less grave when it comes from
private orthodoxies, and the injury to the child caused
by private coercion is no less grievous. In Meyer and
Pierce, the Court feared that the state, through a regime
of mandatory public education, would “standardize its
children.” Yet children sent to private schools, or those
kept at home, might more easily suffer this fate. We are
well cautioned by the pioneering scholar and children’s
advocate Barbara Bennett Woodhouse that “[s]tamped
on the reverse side of this coinage of family privacy and
parental rights are the child’s voicelessness, objectification, and isolation from the community.” For this reason,
courts should look skeptically at any educational scheme
that seeks to restrict “the right to receive information and
ideas.” The realm of intellect and spirit is invaded when
children are forced to believe what other people believe,
or kept from believing what other people do not believe,
even if — and, perhaps, especially when — these others are their parents or educational and religious mentors. Thus, if we are not “to strangle the free mind at its
source,” the state’s parens patriae duty must “cut[] against
the differential regulation of public and private schools.”
All children are entitled to an education that is, in the
fullest sense “public”: that transports them beyond familiar boundaries; that provides a check on the narcissism
of their guardians, both public and private; that burdens
them with the necessity of moral judgment and makes
them truly free — free to stand and free to fall. A public
education is the portal by which children find a place
(or places) on “the great sphere” that is their world and
legacy. It is their means of escape from, or free commitment to, the social group in which they were born. It is
their best guarantee of an open future.
On this basis, the courts should refuse to allow
parents to opt out of state-mandated educational requirements that they consider morally objectionable. On this
basis, too, the courts should not allow parents to make
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the public school classroom a forum for their personal
religious agenda. Yet if the classroom really is, as the
Supreme Court has said, “peculiarly the ‘marketplace of
ideas,’” the voices of religious children must be allowed
to be heard, too. The educational market is a poorer place
when school officials cleanse the classroom of religious
references or deny children freedom of religious expression. To this end, the study of religion should be a regular
part of a common curriculum. The public school classroom at every level should be a forum where students are
exposed to diverse viewpoints, secular and religious. The
idea that students benefit from exposure to otherness
makes sense only if this benefit flows in all directions.
A truly public education may well divide child from
parent. We should be entirely forthright and unapologetic about this. The state as educator is no ideologically
neutral actor. The philosophical foundations supporting a truly public education are the liberal biases of
our nation’s intellectual forbearers, biases in favor of a
nonauthoritarian approach to truth, of free argument and
debate — what Thomas Jefferson called truth’s “natural
weapons” — and of a healthy sense of human fallibility.
The open world of public schooling should be a place
where children use these “weapons” to think about
values, whether those values belong to parent or state
or to the “omnivorous peer-culture,” or to the cultural
oligarchs of the marketplace and the media. We should
admit as well that these biases will be more compatible
with the beliefs of some religious groups than others.
Still, it would be a misrepresentation of trust principles
to associate them with antireligiosity. Indeed, a commitment to the child’s open future may be the best guarantee
of a society with rich and robust religious traditions.
Children are natural religious seekers. (Recently, there
has been talk of a religious generation gap — or, perhaps
better put, a reverse religious generation gap — with
children choosing lives of faith, much to the concern, if
not dismay, of their more secular-minded parents.) As
young adults, some will choose new spiritual paths, and
some will choose to abandon religious ways altogether,
but many, if not most, will find their faith in traditional
places, arriving where they started — and perhaps knowing the place for the first time. For religious freedom to
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flourish, however, these choices must be genuine ones,
based on knowledge and experience gathered, as it were,
out of a multitude of tongues. For the child’s sake, for its
own sake, the state that protects the freedom of adults to
choose a religious or a nonreligious path must also ensure
that the freedom of children to choose their path will not
be taken from them. Like adults, children must be free to
seek, as well as to find, a spiritual home.
The Constitution’s guarantee of personal freedoms is
only meaningful if we, as parents, accept the responsibilities from which parental authority arises, and the constitutional strength of parenting privileges should depend
on our willingness to do so. The real question is whether
parenting furthers the prospective independence of the
child. No doubt, there are many ways to achieve this goal.
Treating parental authority as a trust does not mean denying to parents the opportunity, in the words of political
theorist William Galston, to introduce their children “to
what they regard as vital sources of meaning and value.”
It does mean that parents may not deny their children the
opportunity to be introduced to new sources of meaning
and value; it does mean that parents may not as a matter
of right refuse to share authority for the upbringing of
their children. There is, after all, more than one form of
unlimited government to which children are vulnerable,
and Justice Stevens is certainly correct to caution that
“[t]he constitutional protection against arbitrary state
interference with parental rights should not be extended
to prevent the States from protecting children against the
arbitrary exercise of parental authority that is not in fact
motivated by an interest in the welfare of the child.”
The trust model of parent-child relations heeds this
admonitory note. In their consideration of parenting
claims, courts ought not to treat the legal question as one
of parental rights divorced from parental duties. Our legal
traditions teach that parenthood is first and foremost a
responsibility, a fiduciary duty owed equally to the child
and the state. This time-honored tenet has great room
for play in modern times. If allowed to, the form that this
responsibility takes will evolve, for our understanding of
children’s best interests — indeed, our very conception of
childhood — evolves. Our duty to the child, however, will
remain unchanged.

With all its attendant joys, parenting is a somber task, for it entails, in a profound
and poignant way, the loss of the child. It is the parent’s task — it is a political as
well as a personal obligation — to enable each child to form his or her own selfimage rather than merely to conform to some parental likeness.

Like a doctrinal will-o’-the-wisp, the fundamental
right to parent continues to beckon constitutional travelers. It is a pursuit driven more by psychology than law.
The rhetoric of parental rights speaks to a yearning for
control, for possession of something that is “mine.” It
evokes some Edenic time when parents, by right, could
tell the state to mind its own business. It evokes some
Edenic place where parents, by right, could command
obedience from their children. But there never was such
a time and place, certainly not in the law. In Meyer,
the attorney Arthur Mullen stood before the Supreme
Court to denounce the power of the state “to take the
child from the parent.” No state, Mullen argued, should
“prescribe the mental bill of fare” the child will follow.
His argument supposes that by legal tradition the child is
the parent’s to begin with, that the parent can prescribe
the child’s mental bill of fare. To the contrary, trust principles of parenting testify to the “moral fact that a person
belongs to himself and not to others nor to society as a
whole.”
Though John Milton protested pre-publication censorship, Milton’s God was less troubled by restrictions
on the spectrum of available knowledge. When God’s
children disobey his sole commandment — a commandment, interestingly enough, that would deny Adam and
Eve the knowledge of good and evil — they are cast out
of their childhood home and sentenced to death for their
disobedience. In Milton’s telling, their fall, it turns out, is
a fortunate one, their disobedience a prerequisite to “[a]
Paradise within . . ., happier far.” The law of parent-child
relations has long embodied a similar belief that education (a “leading away from”) is the path away from childhood and toward intellectual and moral enfranchisement.
Unless children are to live under “a perpetual childhood
of prescription,” unless we are to deny them the pursuit
of happiness, perhaps in the fond hope of providing happiness, they must be exposed to the dust and heat of the
race — intellectually, morally, spiritually.
With all its attendant joys, parenting is a somber task,
for it entails, in a profound and poignant way, the loss of
the child. It is the parent’s task — it is a political as well
as a personal obligation — to enable each child to form

his or her own self-image rather than merely to conform
to some parental likeness. If we could, we might shield
our children from the sufferings that accompany individuation. If we could, we might shield ourselves from the
pain that accompanies the child’s separation from our
hands. Is it any wonder that we would want to transform
the sacred trust of parenthood into a sacred right? But
such a right comes at too great a cost. When Adam and
Eve leave Paradise, as Milton recounts the story, they
shed some natural tears, but “the World was all before
them,” as it should be for all children as they enter on the
path to adulthood.

A member of the Georgetown
Law faculty for almost 10 years,
Professor Jeffrey Shulman
(L’05) holds a Ph.D. in English
Literature (University of
Wisconsin-Madison, 1980) as well
as a J.D. (Georgetown University
Law Center, 2005, magna cum
laude). From 1984 to 2005, he taught in the Department
of English at Georgetown University, with a focus on the
literature of the English Renaissance. Upon graduation
from the Law Center, Professor Shulman worked for the
Washington, D.C., Public Defenders Service as a D.C. Bar
Pro Bono Fellow. He was an associate at Sidley Austin
(Washington, D.C.) from 2005 to 2006. In 2015, Shulman
won the annual Frank Flegal Excellence in Teaching Award.
The award recognizes Shulman’s many years of excellence
in teaching, his dedication to students and colleagues and
his generosity in mentoring students inside and outside of
the classroom. Shulman was described as “an exceptional
educator and human being” in the award citation.
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1970

1971

1975

Alan H. Goodman
was named a
fellow to the
Litigation Counsel
of America. He is
a partner in the
New Orleans
office of Breazeale,
Sachse & Wilson and his practice has
included all areas and types of
litigation, including complex
commercial matters and bankruptcy.

Weldon H.
Latham was
named to Savoy
Magazine’s “2015
Most Influential
Black Lawyers”
list, which
recognizes
attorneys in the private and public
sectors who are blazing trails in the
legal profession and setting the tone
for emerging business leaders. He is a
shareholder in the Washington, D.C.,
office of Jackson Lewis, advising
Fortune 200 companies, major
government agencies and other
complex organizations in crisis
management, diversity representation, government relations and more.

Paul W. Shaw was recognized in the
2015 Chambers and Partners Guide
in the area of health care law. He
practices in the Boston, Mass., office
of Verrill Dana.

Jack Waddey Jr. is
a partner at Waller
Lansden Dortch &
Davis in Nashville
and co-leader of
the firm’s IP
practice group. He
was recently
named to the Patent Mediation Panel
of the American Arbitration
Association and was asked by the
Tennessee Supreme Court to serve as
a commissioner on the court’s
Alternative Dispute Resolution
Commission. He also serves on the
board of governors and as treasurer of
the International Academy of
Mediators. “I am currently splitting
time between Nashville and Malibu,
where I am teaching a course on the
mediation of IP cases at the Strauss
Institute for Conflict Resolution at
Pepperdine Law School, and I
continue to serve on the Lipscomb
University Center for Conflict
Management Advisory Board,”
Waddey writes.
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1974
Robert G. Dwyer
(B’70) received
the 2015 Louis J.
Tullio Community
Service Award at a
“Celebration of
Excellence” held
by the Erie (Pa.)
Regional Chamber and Growth
Partnership in April. He practices at
Knox Law in Erie, focusing his
practice on transactions involving
acquisitions, dispositions and mergers
of business entities, closely held
organizations involved in successorship planning and more.
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1979
Richard Galin has
joined Kolesar &
Leatham, a
full-service law
firm in Las Vegas,
Nev. His practice
areas include
mergers and acquisitions, corporate governance,
securities law, business contracts and
banking. He also serves as chairman
of the State Bar of Nevada’s
administrative law section and
director of the Japan America Society
of Nevada, and he writes a blog called
Business Contracts and Raising
Capital at www.richardgalin.com.

1980
Greg Falk
(LL.M.) has
joined BDO USA,
an accounting and
consulting
organization, as
the principal and
tax lead of the
transaction advisory services practice.
He works in the New York City office.

James T. Lantelme has earned a
Master of City Planning degree
from the University of Pennsylvania.
Prior to his return to school, he had
served as assistant general counsel
overseeing regional open bank offices
for the Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation.

1981
Bishop Dr. Cynthia Bolden Gardner
(F’78) announces her “Elevation to
Apostle [on] June 28, 2015, and my
assignment as presiding bishop of the
National Regeneration Fellowship of
Christian Churches.” An author of
many books, Gardner writes: “I finally
attained Amazon Kindle bestseller
status for Castaway Cradles, and the
sequels Crumbsnatchers and God,
Grace & Grit for the King’s Kids
Bootcamps are published.”

1983
Kim J. Askew, a partner with K&L
Gates in Dallas, received a 2015
Spirit of Excellence Award from the
American Bar Association’s Commission on Racial and Ethnic Diversity in
the Profession during an award ceremony luncheon last February at the
ABA Midyear Meeting in Houston.
This award recognizes lawyers who
work to promote a more racially and
ethnically diverse legal profession.
Askew was also honored in April with
the “Maura Women Helping Women”
award, recognizing those who have
led the way in improving the lives of
women and girls in North Texas.

ALUMNI

Ilise Levy Feitshans writes, “I have
the honor of preparing a handbook
for parliamentarians of the Council
of Europe regarding the convention against counterfeit medicines
and similar crimes, the so-called
Medicrime Convention. My thesis
award speech for the 2014-2015 academic year, ‘Forecasting Nano Law
Implications for Public Health,’ was
presented at the University of Lausanne on May 8, followed by a stay as
scholar-in-residence at the Brocher
Foundation in Switzerland and then
teaching at the ‘Nanotexnology’
summer institute at the University
of Aristotle in Thessaloniki, Greece.
Husband is well; son graduated law
school last year and is engaged to
be married in Texas; daughter is a
poet and librarian … at Columbia
University.”

1984
Laura O’Hara has
been named
executive vice
president and
general counsel of
Santander Bank,
responsible for
providing overall
legal support. O’Hara has more than
30 years of legal experience, most of
them in the financial services
industry. She comes to Santander
from the Royal Bank of Scotland/
Citizens Financial Group, where she
spent three years as executive vice
president and general counsel for the
consumer and commercial banking
divisions.

Diane Shapiro
Richer has been
named to the 2015
edition of
Washington, D.C.,
Super Lawyers in
the field of real
estate law. She is a
principal in Ober|Kaler’s real estate
and finance groups.

1985
Stephen Siegel, of
counsel in the
Miami office of
Broad and Cassel,
has been named to
the Greater Miami
Chamber of
Commerce board
of directors. Siegel’s experience and
depth of knowledge in the health care
arena and his service as vice chair of
the health care committee led to his
appointment to the board. Siegel is a
member of Broad and Cassel’s health
law and white-collar defense and
compliance practice groups and was
recently certified in health care
compliance by the Health Care
Compliance Association.

Leslie B. Kiernan has joined Akin
Gump as a partner in its litigation
practice in Washington, D.C. Kiernan
served most recently as senior adviser
to the U.S. Mission to the United
Nations. From 2011 to 2014, she
served as deputy assistant to the
president and deputy White House
counsel. Prior to her tenure with the
White House, Kiernan was a litigation partner at Zuckerman Spaeder.

1987
Alex Busansky,
along with a
leading group of
national juvenile
and criminal
justice reform
experts, recently
launched a new
nonprofit organization called Impact
Justice. Impact Justice is “a national
innovation and research center that is
committed to reducing the number of
people involved in our juvenile and

adult criminal justice system,
improving conditions for those who
remain incarcerated, providing
meaningful opportunities for success
for those rejoining our communities
and improving justice outcomes for
crime victims,” he writes. “I would
love to hear from any of my old
classmates at abusansky@impactjustice.org.”
Phil West (LL.M.)
is chair of Steptoe
& Johnson and
head of the firm’s
transactions and
tax department.
He is consistently
ranked among the
best tax practitioners in publications
such as Chambers USA, Chambers
Global, and the Legal 500.

1981 Rudolph Houck (LL.M.)

1986
Gina Carter
(F’78), a
shareholder in the
Madison, Wis.,
office of Whyte
Hirschboeck
Dudek, has joined
the Redwood
Credit Union (RCU) Services
Group’s board of directors. The
Redwood Credit Union is one of the
largest credit unions in northern
California, and it sets strategy and
policies for RCU Services Group, a
credit union service organization that
offers consumer and business
insurance. Carter leads the credit
union law team at Whyte Hirschboeck Dudek. She has been selected
by Chambers USA as an outstanding
IP litigator every year since 2005,
selected as one of the top 250
Women in Litigation by Benchmark
Litigation since 2012, and selected as
one of the Best Lawyers in America
in Intellectual Property Law and
Litigation since 2011.

KARSTEN STAIGER/GKNY

EB5 Capital
announced that
Leslie (Lulu)
Gordon is now
serving as the
firm’s senior vice
president and
general counsel.
With over 25 years of experience in
law and finance, Gordon oversees the
firm’s legal affairs including offerings,
contracts, compliance and outside
counsel. She also manages project
filings, investor reporting and other
operational functions for the firm.
She is admitted to practice law in
both California and New York, and
operates out of EB5’s San Francisco
office.

Rudolph Houck (LL.M.) writes that he received the German Order of
Merit (Verdienstkreuz am Bande), the equivalent of the U.K.’s Order of
the British Empire. “Not many Americans have it and those are mostly
naturalized Germans,” he writes. “I mention this to Georgetown
because its exchange program with the University of Frankfurt during
1979-81 was the start of the career which led to the honor.”
Houck is pictured with Consul General Brita Wagener.
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Alumni Awards, Recognitions and Appointments

Shauna Prewitt (L’09) with Brian Duwe, Keith Ann Stiverson (L’83), Yousef T. Jabareen (S.J.D.’03), Nancy Chi Cantalupo (F’95, L’03), Navy Capt. Darse E. “Del” Crandall (L’92)

Elizabeth A. Abdoo (C’80, L’86) was one of
two distinguished women graduates honored
with the 2015 Alumnae Award at Georgetown
Law’s annual Women’s Forum on February
27. Abdoo is executive vice president, general
counsel and secretary for Host Hotels & Resorts.
She leads the company’s global legal, compliance
and corporate governance functions and advises
the board of directors, CEO and management on
these matters. Prior to joining Host, she was senior vice president and assistant general counsel
at Orbital Sciences Corporation, a developer and
manufacturer of space and technology systems.
Peter V. Berns (LL.M.’83) was appointed a
member of the President’s Committee for People
with Intellectual Disabilities in May. Berns is CEO
of The Arc, the world’s largest community-based
organization of and for people with intellectual
and developmental disabilities, a position he has
held since 2008. Berns was first appointed to the
President’s Committee for People with Intellectual Disabilities in 2011 and was re-appointed
in 2014. He has been named to The Nonprofit
Times’ “Power and Influence Top 50” list five
times over the past 15 years.
Nancy Chi Cantalupo (F’95, L’03) became a
professor at Barry University School of Law in
August. She was previously the associate vice
president for equity, inclusion and violence prevention at NASPA-Student Affairs Administrators
in Higher Education. Cantalupo, a victims’ rights
attorney, researcher and gender-based violence
expert who has served as an adjunct professor
at Georgetown Law, has 20 years of experience
combating sexual harassment and violence in
education and has written nine law review/journal articles on the subject.
Navy Capt. Darse E. “Del” Crandall (L’92) was
appointed by President Barack Obama to the
rank of rear admiral and will assume duties as legal counsel to the chairman of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff at the end of September. He was confirmed
by the U.S. Senate in July. Crandall is currently
serving as assistant judge advocate general,
operations and management, in the U.S. Navy’s
Office of the Judge Advocate General.
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Yousef T. Jabareen (S.J.D.’03) was elected last
March to the Knesset (Israel’s Parliament, composed of 120 members total). Jabareen, a human
rights activist and scholar, says that his training at Georgetown provided him with unique
experience and tools to succeed in his career. “I
majored at Georgetown in minority rights,” Jabareen writes, “and after a few years of teaching,
I decided to pursue a public career in order to
devote my knowledge and experience to work to
enhance Arab-Jewish relations on an equal basis
in Israel and specifically to advance the minority
and indigenous rights of the Arab-Palestinian
community in Israel.”
Terrell McSweeny (L’04) was one of two distinguished women graduates honored with the
2015 Alumnae Award at Georgetown Law’s annual Women’s Forum on February 27. McSweeny
was sworn in as a commissioner of the U.S.
Federal Trade Commission in 2014. Previously,
she was chief counsel for competition policy and
intergovernmental relations for the U.S. Department of Justice’s Antitrust Division. She joined
the Antitrust Division after serving as deputy
assistant to the president and domestic policy
adviser to the vice president from 2009 to 2012,
advising President Obama and Vice President
Biden on policy in a variety of areas, including
health care, innovation, intellectual property, energy, education, women’s rights, criminal justice
and domestic violence.
Ajay K. Mehrotra (L’94) is the new director of
the American Bar Foundation, a Chicago-based
research institute dedicated to advancing justice
through rigorous research on the law, legal
processes and the law’s impact on society. After
graduating from the Law Center (as a member of
the first Section 3 class), Mehrotra was an associate in the Structured Finance Department in the
New York City offices of J.P. Morgan. He received
a Ph.D. in history from the University of Chicago,
which he pursued while he was also a doctoral
fellow at the American Bar Foundation. He
began his teaching career at Indiana University’s
Maurer School of Law, where he has been associ-

ate dean for research and a professor of law. His
book, Making the Modern American Fiscal State:
Law, Politics, and the Rise of Progressive Taxation,
1877-1929 (New York: Cambridge University
Press, 2013), won the annual book award of the
Society for U.S. Intellectual History for 2014.
Efe Poturoglu (L’03), an attorney and shareholder based in Butzel Long’s Washington, D.C.,
office, received the Lawyer of the Year Award,
presented by the American-Turkish Association of
Washington, D.C (ATA-DC). Poturoglu received
the award during the association’s 50-year anniversary and gala fundraiser on April 11 at the
Ronald Reagan Building in Washington, D.C.
Shauna Prewitt (L’09) was selected as this
year’s recipient of the Chicago Bar Foundation’s
Weigle Exceptional Young Lawyer Award. The
award was presented at the Chicago Bar Association and Chicago Bar Foundation’s 17th annual
Pro Bono and Public Service Awards Luncheon
on July 14. Prewitt has been instrumental in
developing and passing state and federal laws
strengthening protections for women with
children conceived by rape. She also helped draft
a bill known as the Rape Survivor Child Custody
Act that was signed into law earlier this year.
Darlene M. Soltys (L’90) was nominated by
President Barack Obama in July to serve on the
Superior Court of the District of Columbia. She
has been an assistant United States attorney in
the District of Columbia since 2003 and serves
as a senior attorney in the Violent Crime and
Narcotic Trafficking Section.
Keith Ann Stiverson (L’83) was installed as
president of the American Association of Law Libraries in August. Stiverson is director of the law
library and senior lecturer at the Illinois Institute
of Technology’s Chicago-Kent College of Law.
Kara Farnandez Stoll (L’97) is a judge on the
U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit.
She was nominated by President Barack Obama
on November 12, 2014, and confirmed unanimously by the U.S. Senate on July 7, 2015. Stoll
took her oath of office on July 17.

ALUMNI

Ian C. Ballon
(LL.M.), a
shareholder at the
international law
firm Greenberg
Traurig, was
named to the 2015
Daily Journal’s list
of top intellectual property lawyers in
California. Ballon, selected as one of
the Top 75 IP Litigators, has
consistently been named to the Daily
Journal’s “Top Intellectual Property”
list since its first publication in 2003.
Daniel T. Brier, a founding partner at
Myers Brier & Kelly in Scranton, Pa.,
has become a fellow of the American
College of Trial Lawyers, admitted
during the College’s 2015 spring
annual meeting in Key Biscayne,
Fla. He has been named one of the
“Top 100 Attorneys in Pennsylvania”
annually since 2011, has been chosen
a Pennsylvania Super Lawyer every
year since 2005 and has received the
highest ranking available from his
peers by Martindale-Hubble for more
than a decade.
Barry S. Schaevitz
has joined Fox
Rothschild’s New
York office as a
partner in the
litigation and
corporate
departments.
Schaevitz, an experienced attorney
and former New York assistant
attorney general, will continue his
corporate litigation, regulatory and
government relations practice.
Juan Villar published articles in the
March 2014 issue of Intellectual
Property Magazine and in the September 2014 issue of the Federal Circuit
Bar Journal (Vol. 24 No. 1) relating to
the America Invents Act.

1989
James Moriarty
(LL.M.) has
joined Chesapeake
Utilities as vice
president, general
counsel and
corporate
secretary. He will
oversee the company’s legal affairs by
managing the company’s internal legal
functions and managing outside
counsel. Moriarty has over 25 years of
experience representing leading

companies on diverse energy projects.
He was previously a partner at Locke
Lord in Washington, D.C.

2015 SUPREME COURT
SWEARING-IN CEREMONY

Carol Steinour Young, a member of
the law firm of McNees Wallace and
Nurick, was inducted into the Libris
Society of Chestnut Hill College at
the school’s 90th anniversary gala.
Created in 2005, the Libris Society
recognizes graduates who exemplify Chestnut Hill’s motto of fides,
caritas and scientia (faith, charity
and knowledge) and are outstanding
representatives of their alma mater.
She graduated from Chestnut Hill
in 1982.

1990
Edwin M. Larkin
III (C’87) has
joined Harter
Secrest & Emery
as a partner in the
firm’s litigation
practice, working
in Rochester and
New York City. Previously, Larkin was
with Edwards Wildman Palmer in
New York, where he focused his
practice on complex commercial
litigation matters and electronic
discovery issues, conducting trials
and arbitrations in state and federal
courts. Larkin is among the country’s
most experienced electronic discovery
practitioners.
Mark K. Lewis,
the managing
partner of
Bracewell &
Giuliani’s
Washington, D.C.,
office, has been
appointed vice
chairman for the dean’s advisory
board of the Robert H. Smith School
of Business at the University of
Maryland. His term commenced on
July 1 and will run for one year, after
which Lewis will become the
chairman for a one-year term.

1991
Steven B.
Nesmith has
joined the
Washington, D.C.,
office of Reed
Smith as counsel
in its financial
industry, financial
services regulatory and government
relations groups and as a member of

BILL PETROS

1988

The Supreme Court swearing-in ceremony is an annual event sponsored by the Law Center’s Office of Alumni Affairs for alumni who become members of the Supreme Court Bar. Thirty-one alumni took part
in this year’s ceremony on June 22; the list includes a married alumni
couple, Riana and Adam Studner, both L’10. Congratulations!

Samir Arora L’10

Daniel Nooter L’05

Amanda M. Baer L’11

Nicholas M. Nyemah L’10

Felipe Berer LL.M.’05

Shakisha A. O’Connor L’10

Jon Stenman Bouker Jr. C’92,
L’95

Sima S. Patel L’03

Thomas E. Brown L’80

David C. Ripma L’76

Keith Patrick Carroll C’91, L’95

David Seth Sanders L’95

Spencer R. Fisher L’05

Adam M. Studner L’10

Brandon D. Hadley LL.M.’05

Riana A. Studner L’10

Russell R. Husen L’10

Caren Z. Turner L’85

Dotie Joseph L’05

Frederick H. Turner L’11

William Gervase Karazsia L’05

Panravee Vongjaroenrat L’95

Susan Kelley Koeppen L’90

Judith L. Walter L’80

Elizabeth Marie Locke L’05
Dan R. Mastromarco LL.M.’85

Jeffrey A. Wertkin L’02, M.A.’02,
Ph.D.’08

Hala S. Mourad L’10

Bruce Y. Wu L’10

Hemma B. Ramrattan LL.M.’10

Linda Lucille Murphy L’75

the firm’s global regulatory enforcement practice. His practice includes
assisting bank and non-bank clients
in housing/mortgage, banking,
financial services and international
trade issues before Congress,
regulatory agencies and the executive
branch.
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JOAQUIN SOSA/THE HILL

Newsmakers

Pierre Hines (L’15), Kathryn Zyla (L’14), Mike Sacks (L’10), Eric Tars (L’04), Francis Q. Hoang (L’03)

Vicki Arroyo (L’94), executive director of the
Georgetown Climate Center, was quoted in multiple articles regarding the release of President
Obama’s Clean Power Plan, including one in
Bloomberg Business entitled “Obama’s Climate
Push Sets Up Battle Reminiscent of Obamacare,”
and on Public Radio International’s “The World.”
She and Kathryn Zyla (L’14) co-authored the
chapter “Transportation Policy” in a new book
called Climate Change and Public Health (Oxford
University Press, July 2015).
“‘You Have Shaped This Building’,” a profile of
retiring Cook County (Illinois) Circuit Judge Paul
P. Biebel Jr. (L’67) appeared in the Chicago Daily
Law Bulletin.
“App For Natural Disasters Could Help Houstonians In Future Floods,” coverage by Houston
Public Media in July, featured Saundra Brown
(L’87) and the Georgetown Law students who
developed the Disaster Assistance and Recovery
Tool (DART) for the Iron Tech Lawyer competition.
A student commentary by guest columnist B.
Shaw Drake (L’15) — discussing how the use of
torture may be counterproductive to American
military efforts — appeared in Jurist in January.
“Hollywood Intern Case Dealt Setback by Federal
Appeals Court,” coverage in the Los Angeles
Times and other outlets, featured Eric Glatt
(L’15).
Justin Hansford (L’07) was quoted in the New
York Times Magazine in May in an article entitled
“Our Demand Is Simple: Stop Killing Us.” The
story focused on online activists working against
police brutality and excessive force. Hansford,
a law professor at St. Louis University, helped
publish the This Is the Movement newsletter
scrutinizing the daily news out of Ferguson. “The
newsletter was a crucial part of helping to lay the
groundwork for the #BlackLivesMatter movement out of Ferguson,” Hansford explains. And
a piece by Hansford entitled “I went to Ferguson
to protest the protesters. I got arrested instead”
appeared in Vox in October.
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“Black Philanthropy Month celebrates charity and
giving,” coverage by the Arizona Republic in July,
featured Pierre Hines (L’15).
Francis Q. Hoang (L’03) has joined the board of
directors of the Stimson Center. Hoang currently
serves as chief strategy officer of Momentum
Aviation Group (MAG) and as a partner at Fluet
Huber + Hoang, which recently celebrated its
sixth anniversary. Hoang was also featured in an
article in the American Lawyer in April entitled
“From Saigon to Big Law and Back Again” and
also penned an op-ed for the Wall Street Journal
entitled “An Immigrant’s Tale, from Saigon in ’75
to American Entrepreneur,” describing how his
family was evacuated to the United States from
Vietnam 40 years ago.
Sarah E. Hunt (LL.M.’12) was quoted in a
Scientific American article in August entitled “Republican Candidates Avoid Climate Change in
First Debate.” Hunt, who is an energy policy analyst and general counsel at Niskanen Center, was
also recently named an Atlantic Council “2015
Emerging Leader in Environment & Energy.”
“Mexico is deporting record numbers of Central
American children,” coverage in Fusion in April,
cited a Georgetown Law Human Rights Institute
report and quoted student Lindsey Keiser
(L’16).
Natalie Khawam, MBA, M.S. (L’05), the
founder and president of the Whistleblower Law
Firm in Tampa, Fla., was featured on the front
page of the Tampa Tribune in July. The article
covered Khawam’s work and representation of
the American Federation of Government Employees Local 556 (12 airports in Florida) and other
Transportation Security Administration officers
across the country.
An op-ed by Ian Kysel (L’11) entitled “End Solitary Confinement for Teenagers” appeared in the
New York Times in December. Another column
called “Solitary confinement makes teenagers
depressed and suicidal. We need to ban the practice” appeared in the Washington Post in June.

William J. Lansing (L’85), the chief executive
officer of FICO, was interviewed by FOX Business
in April regarding changes to the FICO score in
“FICO announces new credit score based on
alternative data” (video) and “What FICO’s New
Credit Score Means for You.”
A feature on Heather Lennox (L’92), mentioning her first year at Georgetown Law, appeared
in Crain’s Cleveland Business in July. She is a
partner at Jones Day.
“Odd living: A peek inside ‘Wolf’s Museum of
Mystery,’” coverage in the St. Augustine Record,
featured Wolf Mertz (LL.M.’02).
Michael Millemann (L’69) was profiled in a
July Baltimore Sun article entitled “Legal activist
Mike Millemann has spent his career striving to
provide ‘access to justice.’” Millemann is the
Jacob A. France Professor of Public Interest Law
at the University of Maryland’s Francis King Carey
School of Law.
“Representing Freddie Gray’s family: A venerable
lawyer in cases involving race, police and death,”
coverage in the Washington Post in July, mentions Hassan Murphy (L’94) and his attorney
father Billy Murphy.
Richard H. Orman (L’91) was featured in
an article on kdvr.com (Fox 31, Denver TV) in
February regarding his role as a member of the
prosecution team in the Aurora, Colo., theater
shooting trial. Orman is an Arapahoe County
senior deputy district attorney; see his “Alumni
Essay” on page 71.
“Pipeline to Prison Crammed With Girls of
Color,” coverage in the National Journal in July,
featured the Georgetown Law Center on Poverty
and Inequality and Malika Saada Saar (L’01).
A separate article entitled “Sexually abused girls
face pipeline to prison in U.S.: report” appeared
in Reuters.
Mike Sacks (L’10) was named to The Hill’s 2015
list of “50 Most Beautiful.” He is a congressional
correspondent for the National Law Journal.
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In Memoriam

Seth Williams (L’92), Heather Lennox (L’92), Richard H. Orman (L’91), Barbara Underwood (L’69)

Jack Shane (L’88) was featured in a July Washington Post article, “NCAA title opening doors
for Virginia’s Ryan Shane,” regarding his son’s
goal of becoming a professional tennis player.
Eric Tars (L’04) was featured in various articles
relating to homelessness, including one in
Salon entitled “‘Worst nightmares that we
are becoming’: Why America’s treatment of
homeless people is a disgrace” and one in
the Huffington Post entitled “How a Traveling
Consultant Helps America Hide the Homeless.”
He was also quoted in an Associated Press story
that appeared in the New York Times, “High
Housing Costs Hurt Effort to Aid Homeless in
Hawaii.” Tars is a senior attorney for the National Law Center on Homelessness & Poverty.
Gary Thorne (LL.M.’76), the Baltimore Orioles
play-by-play TV announcer on MidAtlantic
Sports Network, was featured in a pressboxonline cover story in June, “The Calling of the
Game.”
Moses Weisberg (L’16) was featured in a
Washington Post article in August entitled
“This 390-year-old bonsai tree survived an
atomic bomb, and no one knew until 2001.”
Andrew Whitman (L’16), the head of
Georgetown Law’s Contemplative Law Society,
was quoted in a Washington Lawyer cover
article in March called “Keep Calm and Practice
Law: Mindfulness in the Legal Profession.” The
article also quoted Jewish Chaplain Michael
Goldman (L’69), who helped found the Law
Center’s “Lawyers in Balance” program.
“Passing Bill Would Boost Aid to Child Abuse
Victims,” an opinion piece co-authored by R.
Seth Williams (L’92), the district attorney of
Philadelphia, appeared in Philly.com.
Kathryn Zyla (L’14), deputy director of the
Georgetown Climate Center, was quoted in a
ClimateWire article in May entitled “McConnell’s Clean Power Plan warning — a stumbling
block, or empty threat?” and one in August entitled “EPA rule includes ‘panoply’ of changes
to help states trade carbon emissions.” Other

summer articles appeared in ClimateWire,
Politico, EcoSystem Marketplace and Scientific
American. She and Vicki Arroyo (L’94) coauthored the chapter “Transportation Policy” in
a new book called Climate Change and Public
Health (Oxford University Press, July 2015).
And a piece written by Zyla and Professor Peter
Byrne called “Koontz and Climate Exactions”
appeared in Planning magazine.

ACROSS CLASSES
“Two lawyers work to get juvenile offenders
back in school,” coverage in the Philadelphia
Inquirer in April, featured Maheen Kaleem
(F’07, L’13), Elana Baurer (L’13) and Professor
Kris Henning (LL.M.’97).
A pro bono case worked on by Britt Haxton
(L’09) and Andrea Alegrett (L’10) of McDermott Will and Emery received coverage in the
Washington Post in June, “To settle lawsuit,
U.S. Park Police throws out dated policy on
pregnant officers.”
“Celebrating DC’s Trending 40: Lawyers
Under 40,” coverage by Bisnow.com on July
23, 2015, featured Adjunct Professor Alvaro
Bedoya, executive director of the Center on
Privacy and Technology, along with Michelle
Mitchell (L’09), Ria Williams (C’04, L’09),
Brian Ashin (L’08), John W.F. Chesley (L’05),
Loren AliKhan (L’06) and Paul R. St. Lawrence III (C’99, L’03).
Nine alumnae were selected to the National
Law Journal’s (NLJ) list of the most accomplished female attorneys working in the legal
profession. Chosen from hundreds of nominations, Kathryn Fritz (L’85), Meghan Ludtke
(L’95), Janet McDavid (L’74), Erin Murphy
(L’06), Linda Myers (L’89), Obrea Poindexter
(L’93), Kathryn Ruemmler (L’96), Kara Farnandez Stoll (L’97) and Barbara Underwood
(L’69) represent excellence in private practice,
corporate counsel work, public interest representation, legal education and the judiciary. A
report appeared in the NLJ in May.

Stephen Wade Adkins (LL.M.’84)
Samuel J. Buffone Sr. (L’71)
William L. Carpenter (L’75)
Mario Cooper (L’87)
Guadalupe R. Flores (L’75)
Glenn S. Gately (L’50)
Edward J. Gallagher Jr. (L’50)
Alfred Gergely (L’53)
Jonathan R. Karis (L’83)
Robert Douglas Lynd (L’73)
James M. McCullough (L’77)
Charles J. Myler (L’55)
Edward L. O’Brien (L’73)
Charles A. Reese (L’55, LL.M.’57)
Theodore R. Saker (L’47)
Joseph W. Sanscrainte (L’95)
Harold J. Sarbacher (L’58, LL.M.’61, S.J.D.’67)
James J. Skeffington Sr. (L’67)
Harry E. Stowers Jr. (L’54)
James F. Wyatt Jr. (L’49)

Helen Steinbinder (L’55, LL.M.’56) of
Butler, New
Jersey, died July
2 at the age of
92. Steinbinder
was the first
female professor
at Georgetown
Law, teaching
her first course
in 1957. She
was also the first woman to graduate from
what was then called the “afternoon class.”
Steinbinder taught classes in real estate and
property and was a faculty adviser for Res
Ipsa Loquitur for several years. She retired
from the Law Center in 1988. “I taught in a
big classroom on the second floor [of the E
Street Building]. There were 202 students,”
she said in a 2007 article in Georgetown
Law magazine. The room was wired for a
microphone but Steinbinder didn’t always
use it. “I have a strong voice,” she said. “I
can still remember the look on Pete Weidenbruch’s (L’56, LL.M.’57, H’86) face when he
saw me lecturing on property law. ‘You don’t
have the microphone on,’ he said.” To which
Steinbinder replied, “I don’t need it.”
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Andrew Eustace Anselmi’s (L’90) first novel, The Autumn Crush (2015),
has been published by Inkwater Press. It’s the story of Guy Bennett, a successful son of Italian immigrants who finds himself accused of the double
murder of his business partner and his partner’s wife. “For his debut,
Anselmi has written an ambitious and downright old-fashioned novel,” says
Kirkus Reviews. Anselmi has been in private practice for 25 years. He lives in
Chester, New Jersey.
Joan Biskupic (L’93, H’14) was among those honored by the Green Bag
Almanac & Reader for exemplary legal writing in 2014. Biskupic won in
the category of “books” for Breaking In: The Rise of Sonia Sotomayor and
the Politics of Justice (Farrar, Straus & Giroux/Sarah Crichton Books, 2014).
Biskupic’s book follows the rise of Sonia Sotomayor to the Supreme Court,
situating that rise in the recent struggle for civil rights and justice for Latinas
in the United States. An editor at Reuters News, Biskupic has covered the
Supreme Court for 25 years, has written several books on the judiciary and
regularly appears on television and radio as a commentator on the Supreme
Court.
Susan Smith Blakely (L’79) has written Best Friends at the Bar: Top-Down
Leadership for Women Lawyers (Wolters Kluwer/Aspen Publishers, 2015),
part of a three-book series. “The case for the retention of women lawyers
and the positive relationship to law firm succession plans and the future
of the legal profession is clear,” Blakely explains, adding that the book will
help initiate the conversations between law firm leaders and young women
lawyers. “This is what young lawyers need to know and what seasoned
leaders need to know how to tell them.”
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Carol McCabe Booker (L’75) has edited a new edition of the autobiography of a journalism pioneer. Alone atop the Hill: the Autobiography of Alice
Dunnigan, Pioneer of the National Black Press (University of Georgia Press,
2015) is the story of the first black woman to break into the national press
corps. Born in rural Kentucky in the early 20th century, the sharecropper’s
daughter climbed from Depression-era poverty to the White House press
corps, becoming the first female journalist of her race to travel with a U.S.
president. Dunnigan covered the 1948, coast-to-coast, whistle-stop tour of
President Harry S. Truman for the Associated Negro Press. Her self-published
autobiography had been largely forgotten until rediscovered by Booker, a
former journalist herself, and edited with historic annotations for a general
audience, as well as students of civil rights, journalism and women’s history.
Rebecca Cook (L’82) has co-edited Abortion Law in Transnational Perspective: Cases and Controversies (University of Pennsylvania Press, 2014). The
book looks at transnational legal developments in recent years, examining
judicial decisions, constitutional texts and regulatory reforms.
Grant Dawson (L’99), who works as the deputy legal adviser for the
Organisation for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons in The Hague, has
co-edited and authored a chapter in The Protection of Non-Combatants
During Armed Conflict and Safeguarding the Rights of Victims in PostConflict Society: Essays in Honour of the Life and Work of Joakim Dungel
(Brill, 2015). The book is a collection of essays in honor of Joakim Dungel,
who was murdered in Afghanistan while working for the United Nations.
Dawson is also the co-author of Forcible Displacement Throughout the
Ages: Towards an International Convention for the Prevention of the Crime
of Forcible Displacement (Brill, 2012).

ALUMNI

Robert W. Doubek (L’74) has penned a memoir called Creating the
Vietnam Veterans Memorial: The Inside Story (McFarland & Co., 2015).
“Doubek in his insider narrative details the arduous and turbulent process
that brought the chevron-shaped, polished black granite monument —
etched in poignant tribute with the names of the 58,000-plus who died
— to fruition,” the publisher’s press release states. Doubek, who served in
Vietnam in 1969 as an intelligence officer in the U.S. Air Force, co-founded
the Vietnam Veterans Memorial Fund in 1979 and served as its executive
director and project director. He is currently with the U.S. State Department,
for which he buys and sells real property worldwide for diplomatic use.
Kevin Dunne (L’66) has written The Chairman (Author House, 2014), a
legal thriller that asks whether justice can persevere despite corruption at
the bench and bar. Dunne is the chair of Sedgwick, a firm that has grown
from 23 to 400 lawyers during his decades-long tenure there. His book
Dunne on Depositions (Thomson West) has been updated annually for the
past 15 years. Dunne lives in San Francisco with his wife, Heather. He has
four children and 11 grandchildren.
Nanette (Loebenberg) Fridman (MPP’97, L’00) has published her first
book, On Board: What Current and Aspiring Board Members Must Know
About Nonprofits & Board Service (Fridman Strategies, 2014). Fridman,
who has more than 20 years of nonprofit experience, wrote On Board to
provide current and prospective board members with the information they
need to help their organizations thrive. Fridman is the founder and principal
of Fridman Strategies, a nonprofit consulting firm specializing in strategic
planning, financial resource development, board governance and leadership
coaching.

Robert M. Galford (L’81) and his co-authors Bob Frisch and Cary Greene
have published Simple Sabotage: A Modern Field Manual for Detecting and
Rooting Out Everyday Behaviors That Undermine Your Workplace (Harper
Collins, 2015). The book is based on a classified manual prepared by the
U.S. Office of Strategic Services (a predecessor to the CIA) during World
War II. Its mission: to destroy the Axis powers from within. Turns out that
these tactics — such as “refer all matters to committee” and “haggle over
precise wordings of communications” can disrupt all sorts of organizations
by blocking decision-making, decreasing productivity and hampering innovation. The book exposes these behaviors and suggests remedies to guard
against them. Galford is the managing partner of the Center for Leading
Organizations and co-author of The Trusted Advisor, The Trusted Leader and
Your Leadership Legacy.
Neal P. Gillen (L’64) participated in signings of his latest book, Moments
of Truth (Woodside Press, 2014), in Washington D.C.; Maryland’s Eastern
Shore; New York City; San Antonio, Texas; and recently at the Kensington,
Gaithersburg and Baltimore book fairs and festivals. Moments of Truth is a
collection of more than 100 true and untold stories about such people as
Lucky Luciano, Peter Ustinov, Alger Hiss, Pope John Paul II, Ernesto “Che”
Guevara, Ralph Nader and others.
Phillip A. Hubbart (LL.M.’62) has recently published Making Sense
of Search and Seizure Law: A Fourth Amendment Handbook (Carolina
Academic Press). “The primary purpose of the book is to restate existing upto-date Fourth Amendment law, as announced by the [more than] 430 U.S.
Supreme Court decisions on the subject, in an organized and lucid manner,
true to its historical origins,” the publisher’s news release states.
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Kenneth Jost (L’81) has published Trending Toward #Justice (Ironwood
Books), collected columns on the Supreme Court and legal affairs from
2005-2014. He continues to write the annual series Supreme Court Yearbook and the one-volume encyclopedia Supreme Court A to Z. His blog is
“Jost on Justice.”
Eddie Joyce (L’01) has written Small Mercies (Viking, March 2015), which
chronicles an Irish-Italian family dealing with the aftermath of 9/11. The
borough of Staten Island plays a major role in the novel. “I always knew
that the place was going to be an extremely important part of the book,
that in some ways it would almost define the book,” Joyce told the New
York Times. Pulitzer Prize-winning author Richard Russo calls Small Mercies
“a terrific first novel,” and the New York Times says, “Joyce’s first novel is
a paean to his native borough, Staten Island, and the resilience of the Italian- and Irish-Americans who call it home . . . The book revitalizes the once
widely discussed idea of the ‘Sept. 11 novel,’ making that communal horror
a pivotal part of an intimate family portrait.”
Michael J. Kelly (LL.M.’96) has co-edited The International Law of Disaster Relief (Cambridge University
Press, 2014) with David C. Caron and Anastasia
Telesetsky. “The book offers critical insight into the
nature and array of problems faced by societies as they
recover from natural and man-made disasters — a
theme encapsulated in the foreword by the Hon. Fumio
Kishida, Foreign Minister of Japan, writing about the 2011 tsunami,” Kelly
writes. At a book launch co-hosted by Cambridge University Press and
the British Red Cross at King’s College, London, last year, the editors led a
panel discussion with 30 invited experts in the field of disaster law from the
private sector, civil society and academia. Kelly is professor and associate
dean for faculty research, graduate and international programs at Creighton
University School of Law.
Patrick W. Lee (L’62) has written Kickers: a Novel of the Secret War (CreateSpace, 2014). “In 1961, the United States begins a covert war that lasts
thirteen years. Communism threatens to overwhelm the tiny Asian nation
of Laos. With Cold War tensions high, newly-elected President Kennedy
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fears that direct military confrontation will lead to nuclear escalation, so he
instructs the CIA to fight a secret counterinsurgency,” the author’s website
states. “The civilian pawns chosen for this war are barefoot Meo tribesmen
and brash college-age firefighters recruited from their jobs as summertime
smokejumpers. For smokejumpers Dog, Charlie and Thanasis, the CIA offers everything adventurous twenty-year-olds could desire. … Life is good,
at least until the three learn the CIA will sacrifice smokejumpers and Meo
alike.”
Darrell D. Miller (L’90) has published The Sixteenth
Minute of Fame: An Insider’s Guide to Maintaining Success Beyond 15 Minutes of Fame (Dunham
Books, 2014). “Author Darrell Miller characterizes
fame as that defining point in your life or career
— whether you are a celebrity or not — that has
the potential and capacity to actually take you to a
higher level of success and to reach your personal
or business goals…” Amazon.com states. “Miller’s
primary goal is to make people stop and give real consideration to some
of these issues in an effort to motivate them to understand that once they
have reached a certain level of fame and fortune, it is extremely important
to spend quality time, energy and research on developing basic plans and
strategies in order to sustain their success.” Miller serves as the chair of the
entertainment law department at Fox Rothschild and managing partner of
the firm’s Los Angeles offices.
Sen. George J. Mitchell (L’61, H’89) has penned The Negotiator: A Memoir (Simon & Schuster, 2015). “Compelling, poignant, enlightening stories
from former Senate Majority Leader George Mitchell about growing up in
Maine, his years in the Senate, working to bring peace to Northern Ireland
and the Middle East, and what he’s learned about the art of negotiation
during every stage of his life,” Amazon.com states. “It’s a classic story of
the American Dream.”

ALUMNI

Isvari R. Mohan (L’17) was featured in an article in
the San Jose Mercury News in January, entitled “UCBerkeley grad and law student at 18 adds war novel
author to list of talents.” According to the article,
Mohan — recognized as a Global Law scholar at
Georgetown — wrote the novel, The Eyes of Mikra
(December 2014), at the age of 15. “San Jose native
and big thinker Isvari Mohan has published her first
novel that dives into the chilling aspects of war and the human psyche,”
the reviewer begins, noting that the book explores the effects of war on the
human condition.
Mike Pace (L’72) recently released his new legal thriller, One to Go (Oceanview Publishing, 2014). The book asks the question: Would you become a
serial killer to save your child? When a young Washington lawyer accidentally causes the death of five innocents, including his own daughter, he’s
given a chance for a “time re-wind.” All he has to do is kill five random
strangers instead, Pace writes. Early praise includes “terrific,” “ripping
good,” “devilishly clever” and “wildly imaginative,” from best-selling
thriller writers Steve Berry, Douglas Preston, Gayle Lynds and Jon Land.
Kathryn A. Pincus (L’91) has published a legal thriller called Long Hill
Home (Köehler Books, 2015) in which the lives of three strangers collide in
the aftermath of a brutal attack. The victim (Kelly Malloy), a falsely accused
good samaritan (Chad McCloskey), and a reluctant witness (Maria Hernandez) all endure adversity in the wake of the crime, and they discover that
their lives and their fate are inextricably linked. Reviewers have described
Long Hill Home as a “page turner” that readers “cannot put down,” an
“emotional” read and “an incredible novel, all the more so as a debut
work.”
Peter Smirniotopoulos (C’78, L’81), adjunct professor of real estate in the
business schools at both George Washington University and George Mason
University, is wrapping up his work on a graduate-level textbook for Routledge entitled Real Estate Law: Fundamentals for the Development Process
(March 2016). This textbook is intended primarily for real estate master’s
degree students and MBA candidates seeking a concentration in real estate.
Real Estate Law: Fundamentals for the Development Process will serve as

the companion textbook for Smirniotopoulos’ real estate law course, which
he first developed while on the faculty at Georgetown’s School of Continuing Studies.
Samantha (Turian) Vamos (L’89) recently published her fourth children’s picture book, Alphabet Trains (Charlesbridge, 2015; illustrated by
Ryan O’Rourke), the companion to the Children’s Book Award-nominated
Alphabet Trucks (2013). The rhyming text features 26 different trains from
A to Z from around the United States and the world. Alphabet Boats,
the third book in the alphabet transportation series, will be published in
2017. Samantha’s second book, The Cazuela That the Farm Maiden Stirred
(Charlesbridge, 2011; illustrated by Rafael López), received a 2012 Pura
Belpré Illustrator Honor and starred reviews from Kirkus Reviews and School
Library Journal.
Shoba Sivaprasad Wadhia (L’99) has
written Beyond Deportation: The Role of
Prosecutorial Discretion in Immigration
Cases (New York University Press, 2015).
Wadhia, the founder and director of the
Center for Immigrants’ Rights at Penn State
Law, also wrote op-eds for The Hill in July
and November. Wadhia has appeared on national television and radio stations, including
MSNBC and C-SPAN, and has been quoted
or featured by international, national and
local publications, including the National
Law Journal, Wall Street Journal, Washington Post, NBC News and the Associated Press, among others. Wadhia, a
Samuel Weiss Faculty Scholar and clinical professor of law at Penn State, is
one of the nation’s leading scholars on the role of prosecutorial discretion in
immigration law.
Mark Wisniewski’s (L’84) third novel, Watch Me Go (Penguin Random
House Putnam, 2015) has been called “irresistible” by Salman Rushdie and
also praised by Ben Fountain, Daniel Woodrell and many others. The novel
dramatizes the nexus of contemporary racism, gun violence and criminal
justice in America,Wisniewski says. He and his wife live in Manhattan.
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Barry J. Pollack was sworn in as
president-elect of the National Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers
(NACDL) at the association’s 58th
annual meeting in Denver, Colo., on
July 26. Pollack previously served
NACDL as its first vice president,
second vice president, secretary,
parliamentarian and member of its
board of directors. He has served as a
chair of the association’s White Collar
Crime Committee and its Department of Justice Dialogue Committee and as vice chair of its National
Security Committee. He is a member
at Miller & Chevalier in Washington,
D.C., where he represents individuals
and corporations in criminal investigations, trials and other government
enforcement proceedings.

1993
Robert J. Kline
(LL.M.) was
recognized in
Florida Trend
magazine’s 2015
Florida Legal
Elite. He is the
senior partner
practicing in Quarles & Brady’s
estate, trust and wealth preservation
practice group in Tampa, Fla.,
focusing on estate planning, probate,
taxation, probate litigation, trust
litigation, beneficiary litigation, and
fiduciary liability, including the
representation of trustees, personal
representatives, executors and other
fiduciaries.

1995
Greg Cortés is
retiring as the
president and
chief executive
officer of Hugo
Neu Americas —
an affiliate of
Hugo Neu
Corporation, which is a privately
owned 60-year-old corporation that
brings strong experience to managing,
building and investing in the
recycling and real estate businesses.
“Beyond his professional accomplishments, he has dedicated his life to
helping others, like the day he arrived
in Haiti following the devastating
earthquake there in 2010,” a
colleague writes, adding that Cortés
spent two months working with the
Catholic Church saving lives in Haiti,
has worked tirelessly with environmental causes in Puerto Rico and has
sponsored young people all around
the world. “From his son to his
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grandkids all he keeps saying is ‘Go
Hoyas.’… His hero is Dean Everett
Bellamy, who told Cortés that in
order to make it he would have to
work 10 times harder than others.
And he has!”

1996
James P. Chou
recently joined
Moritt Hock and
Hamroff as a
partner in the
firm’s litigation
practice group. He
concentrates his
practice on all facets of complex
commercial litigation for hedge funds,
private equity funds, financial
institutions and multinational
corporations. Chou is an accomplished trial lawyer who has litigated
major cases before various courts and
tribunals. He also advises leading
investment fund clients and their
portfolio companies in managing and
assessing litigation risks relating to
highly sophisticated transactions.

1997
Melissa Miller
Proctor (LL.M.)
has joined the
national law firm
Polsinelli as a
shareholder in its
Phoenix office.
Proctor has
extensive experience negotiating and
advising manufacturers, retailers
(including online retailers), importers
and exporters on complex international trade issues involving customs
law, export controls, embargoes and
economic sanctions, anti-boycott
compliance, federal and state agency
requirements affecting imports and
exports, and trade issues involving
non-U.S. jurisdictions.

Atlantic Media as general counsel
and executive director of human
resources. For eight years, he served
as executive director of City Year
Washington, D.C., a local chapter
of the AmeriCorps national service
program.
Frank Paganelli
has joined Lane
Powell as a
shareholder in the
business
department.
Paganelli works in
the firm’s startups
and emerging companies practice
group, focusing his practice on social
impact companies and investments.

1999
Juan C. López-Campillo (LL.M.)
formerly of Jackson Lewis, is of counsel in the Orlando office of Wilson
Elser. He is a member of the firm’s
national employment and labor and
Latin America practices.
John J. Mahon has joined the Washington, D.C., office of Schulte Roth
& Zabel as a partner in the investment management group, resident in
the firm’s Washington, D.C., office.
Joseph R. Waala was promoted on
June 1 from senior counsel to assistant general counsel at Talen Energy,
the fourth largest publicly traded
independent power producer in the
United States.

2001
Shawn Pearson recently moved his
law practice to Oberman Thompson
in Minneapolis, where he focuses on
preventing and resolving employment-related legal disputes.
Ralph Winnie
(LL.M.) was
selected by USA
Wrestling to be
part of the United
States delegation
to Havana, Cuba,
for the Cerro
Pelado International wrestling
tournament. He spoke about his visit
to Cuba at a Defense Intelligence
Forum gathering in McLean, Va., in
June and described it in an article
called “On the Mat in Cuba” on the
USA Wrestling website (www.
USAwrestling.com). He also gave a
speech in April on doing business in
China at the Defense Intel Alumni
Association and spoke at a Tai
Initiative conference in July on
U.S.-China subnational relations.
Media appearances include an
interview by Phoenix Satellite
Television in May regarding Chinese
investment in the United States; a
June interview on wsRadio.com on
China, Cuba and Russia; and one by
“Window to China” in March
regarding the Eurasia Center. Winnie
is vice president for business
development at the Eurasia Center.

THE BURTON AWARDS
The Burton Awards and the Burton Foundation were created by William
C. Burton in 1999 to reward attorneys and law students for effective
legal writing. The awards program is run in association with the Library of
Congress. The following alumni were honored with Burton Awards:
Kimberly Peretti (L’96), “Cybersecurity: What Directors Need to Know
in an Era of Increased Scrutiny”

1998

Anthony C. Biagioli (L’09), “Trade Secret Traps for the Unwary: Potential
Corp. Criminal Liability as U.S. Trade Secrets Enforcement Accelerates”

Chris Murphy (L’98) was named
Georgetown University’s new vice
president for government relations
and community engagement in
August. Murphy served for four years
as chief of staff to Washington, D.C.,
Mayor Vincent C. Gray, where he
managed the mayor’s executive office
and furthered his major education,
economic and community initiatives.
Prior to that, Murphy served in the
Obama administration as deputy
chief of staff to the secretary of Housing and Urban Development and at

Joel S. Feldman (L’79), “Comcast’s Lasting Impact: Crystallization and
Affirmation of the 23(b)(3) Predominance Requirement”
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Stefan Mentzer (L’01), “9th Circuit Made 3 Errors in ‘Innocence of
Muslims’ Ruling”
Ralph J. Caccia (L’86), “Telecommunications Industry in the Government’s FCPA Crosshairs”
Jonathan Uffelman (L’08), “A Practitioner’s Guide to Post-Octane Fitness Decisions: The New Landscape of Section 285 Attorney Fees”
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Alumni Essay

To Hell And Back:

A Career Prosecutor Reflects on the Aurora Theater Shooting Trial
By Rich Orman (L’91)
hen I went to law school at Georgetown, I never thought that I would
do criminal law. I thought maybe I would
do transactions. Maybe environmental
litigation. After a few years in practice, I
found that I wanted action. I wanted to
be in the courtroom. So I took a different
path, and have been a prosecutor since
1997. I have prosecuted everything from
“dog at large” to sexual assault to murder. But my life as a prosecutor, and the
memory of my career as a lawyer, will be
defined by one case and one case only: the
Aurora Theater shooting case.
I have handled many murder cases. I
have been to gruesome crime scenes, and
I thought that I had seen the worse that
humanity had to offer. Nothing in my experience prepared me for July 20, 2012. That
was the worst day in the history of my city
— Aurora, Colorado. On that day a man
entered the Century 16 theater — a theater
I had visited many times to watch a movie
— armed with an assault rifle, a shotgun,
a handgun and over 700 rounds of ammunition. He aimed to kill 400. By happenstance or dumb luck or the intervention of
divine providence (who can know which?),
his rifle jammed. He “only” killed 12, and
he “only” injured about 70 others.
When I was asked to be part of the
team that would prosecute this case, I
volunteered without hesitation. I knew the
pain, the heartache and the deprivations
that would be involved, but any prosecutor
who would not want to take a case like this
with every fiber of his being should find
another line of work.
I thought that my previous professional
experience had hardened me and prepared
me for this case. I thought going to murder
scenes, standing next to detectives looming
over dead bodies in the middle of an Aurora
side street at 6:00 on a Sunday morning,
going to autopsies, dealing with victims’
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families, that all of it had made me ready
to deal with what was ahead. It didn’t. It
couldn’t. Nothing could have.
The horror inside the theater was like
a battlefield. The injuries to the deceased
and surviving victims, caused by a militarystyle weapon with military-surplus ammunition, were horrific beyond imagination.
Law school, experience and training can
never prepare you for dealing with that
reality, or for living that reality for two and
a half years of trial prep and six and a half
months of trial. Working on a case like
that changes a person. Looking at those
photographs, watching those videos and
talking to the survivors changes a person. It
changed me.
Prior to the trial, I had always thought
that I could have no greater honor than to
stand in front of a jury and tell them that I
represent the People of the State of Colorado. But I was wrong. There is a greater
honor in helping victims, who never ceased
to amaze me with their fortitude. Just
watching them testify with poise, emotion
and determination, recounting details of
events that nobody should ever experience
with such grace, amazed and inspired me
on a daily basis. There is a greater honor in
working with first responders, who never

failed to impress me. There is a greater
honor in working with my colleagues, who
put aside their lives and put in so much
work on the longest criminal trial in the
history of Colorado.
We started our trial on January 20,
2015, and ended it on July 7, 2015, about
six and a half months in total. Attorneys
ask me what it is like to work on a trial of
such a length. It is unlike any other trial. It
is hard to remember what you said, what
you did, who you called as a witness in late
April when you are still in trial mid-June.
Attorneys ask how you can keep your composure when watching a mother describe
her 6-year-old daughter getting mowed
down beside her in a dark movie theater.
To the extent that you can, it is a sham. I
found that the only way that I could avoid
bursting into tears was to devote myself to
writing detailed notes. That was my salve,
my crutch. You figure out your crutch, you
lean on it hard, and you remind yourself
why you are there. And you try to seek
justice, which is all you can ever hope to do
as a prosecutor.
Rich Orman is a senior deputy district attorney
with the 18th Judicial District in Colorado, covering Arapahoe, Douglas and Lincoln counties. He
lives in Aurora, Colorado.
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THE ENTERING CLASS
A diverse and accomplished group of first-years joined Georgetown
Law this fall, including students from 44 states and 23 foreign
countries; when LL.M. students are added, there will be 68 different
nationalities on campus this fall. Our J.D. class represents 235 different colleges and universities worldwide; 68 students are the first
in their families to graduate from college. More than 50 percent of
the entering class is female (for the second consecutive year), and
30 percent are members of minority groups. The median LSAT score
of the day division is 167 and the median grade point average is
3.77, our highest ever. Eight percent of the entering class graduated
summa cum laude. To recruit this amazing group, we were assisted
by the 655 alumni who interviewed 939 applicants in 44 states and
14 countries. The class includes:
57
students who graduated Phi Beta Kappa
54
with advanced degrees, including 10 doctorates
38
varsity athletes, including 2 All-Americans and 2 Academic
		 All-Americans
20
teachers, including 12 from Teach for America
		 (55 in three years)
10
AmeriCorps volunteers (22 in three years) and
		 8 Peace Corps volunteers (30 in three years)
20
members of the military (40 in three years) who have
		 collectively earned 12 Bronze Stars
7
patent examiners and 2 patent agents
7
journalists
3
actresses
1
former police officer
1
former member of the U.S. figure skating team
1
professional model

viduals in matters involving complex
commercial litigation, white-collar
compliance and criminal defense,
government and internal investigations, regulatory affairs and insurance
disputes.

2005
Melissa Messina has been elected
a principal of Miles & Stockbridge.
Messina practices in the areas of
public and commercial finance and
regularly represents banks, mezzanine
lenders, issuers, underwriters, developers and trustees in various types of
financial transactions.
Edward C.
Renenger, a
shareholder at
Stevens & Lee,
presented at the
National Center
for Employee
Ownership’s
annual employee ownership
conference held April 21-23 in
Denver, Colo. Renenger co-presented
“Navigating Internal Trustee Waters
— Best Practices from the Perspective of an External Trustee and
Counsel.” Renenger is an employeebenefits attorney who concentrates
his practice on ERISA and qualified
retirement plans.

2006
2002
Brian Turoff has
been elected to
the partnership of
Venable, effective
January 2015.
Turoff is a member
of Venable’s
nationwide labor
and employment group. He is based
in the firm’s New York office.

2003
Lonnie Giamela, a
partner at Fisher
& Philips, has
been named to the
2015 Southern
California “Rising
Stars” List. Giamela, who practices
in the firm’s Los Angeles and Irvine
offices, has extensive experience
representing local, regional and
national clients in class-action
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wage-hour lawsuits as well as
representative lawsuits brought under
California’s Private Attorneys General
Act. He has presented more than 200
seminars to executives, human
resource professionals and others on
topics including fair employment,
medical leaves, mass layoffs, FMLA/
CFRA compliance, independent
contractor classification matters and
wage and hour compliance.
Dontai L. Smalls married Jennifer
S. Mauskapf (L’04) on April 19 in
Washington, D.C. Smalls is vice
president of global public affairs at
United Parcel Service. Mauskapf is
a partner at a federal education law
firm, Brustein & Manasevit. They
reside on Capitol Hill.

2004
James C. Clark is a partner in Fox
Rothschild’s litigation practice group,
working in the firm’s Warrington, Pa.,
office. He represents corporations,
global investment banks and indi-
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Becky Baker has
been named
partner at
Bracewell &
Giuliani. Baker
counsels and
represents
employers in all
areas of employment law. She
represents employers involved in
federal and state court litigation and
advises and represents them with
respect to administrative claims. In
addition to litigation, she works with
management clients to draft
employment policies and address
employee issues.
Doug Bend has co-founded AgentFound, a site that connects buyers
and sellers with their ideal real estate
agent. He lives in San Francisco,
Calif.
John F. Butler (C’01) was appointed assistant attorney general
for the Commonwealth of Virginia in
December. He previously served eight
years on active duty as a Navy Judge
Advocate General (JAG). Butler is

part of the Virginia attorney general’s
Major Crimes and Emerging Threats
Unit. He is also cross-designated as a
special assistant U.S. attorney for the
eastern district of Virginia where he
prosecutes federal criminal cases in
Norfolk, Va.
Natalie Nanasi has joined the faculty
at Southern Methodist University’s
Dedman School of Law, where she
will serve as the director of the newly
created Judge Elmo B. Hunter Legal
Center for Victims of Crimes Against
Women.
Gordon R. Smith
was recognized in
the 2015
Chambers and
Partners Guide in
the area of
environmental law.
He practices in
the Portland, Maine, office of Verrill
Dana.

2007
Tarnetta Jones has launched
boutique firm ACATA, a resource
for early stage and startup company
founders and entrepreneurs. “We act
as an attorney, adviser and advocate
for companies — offering a pragmatic, business-oriented approach
to solving legal problems, executing
strategies and accessing sources of
capital at every stage of a company’s
life cycle,” she writes. Jones was
previously a partner at Kirkland & Ellis, working on corporate transactions.
For more information, see www.
acatasolutions.com.
Ben Karpf (G’03),
an attorney at
Bouhan Falligant,
has been named to
the board of The
Creative Coast, a
Savannah, Ga.,
nonprofit that
stimulates economic growth,
employment and business development. As a board member, he serves
as an advocate for the entrepreneurial
community of the creative coast
region by supporting, mentoring and
connecting local businesses. At the
firm, Karpf ’s practice focuses on
intellectual property law and
commercial transactions, including
drafting and negotiating commercial
contracts, corporate matters and
intellectual property litigation. He
also advises clients on matters related
to copyright law, the Internet, mobile
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devices, social media and related
technology, and the clearance and
prosecution of trademarks and service
marks.

2008
Daniel N. Mills joined Newell Rubbermaid as senior counsel in March.
Andrea S. Tazioli
(G’03) has been
elected to the
upcoming class of
Suns Charities 88.
Founded in 2012,
Suns Charities 88
is comprised of 88
professionals who give back to the
community through the Phoenix Suns
Charities. Tazioli is a member of
Quarles & Brady’s litigation and
dispute resolution and white-collar
crime and internal investigations
practice groups. She has significant
experience in handling internal
investigations conducted by federal
and state agencies that encompass
allegations of fraud, health care
violations, immigration violations and
criminal misconduct.

2009
Rebecca Brodey, an associate in
Cozen O’Connor’s criminal defense
and internal investigations practice
group, has been named to Global
Investigations Review’s 2015 “Women
in Investigations: One Hundred
Investigation Specialists from Around
the World.” The inaugural list,
featured in the magazine’s April 2015
issue, highlights 100 women selected
by GIR’s editorial team in recognition of “achieving great things in a
competitive and notoriously tough
area of law.”
Thanh Tran, husband of the late
Sarah Tran, reported that the Southern Methodist University School of
Law graduating class of 2015 voted
to present her with a posthumous
“teacher of the year” award. “Three
years ago, more than 80 of these
students were in their first semester
of law school and had Sarah as one
of their first professors,” he writes.
“During this first semester, Sarah was
diagnosed with cancer and was immediately hospitalized. However, she
relentlessly continued her lectures
through Skype from her hospital bed.
Weeks later when she returned to the
classroom, the class praised her with
a standing ovation. Over the next
year, Sarah continued teaching more
classes while fighting cancer and even

tried her hardest to finish grading
exams in her final days. I am touched
that Sarah left such an impression on
her students that they would further
distinguish her in this way.” Thanh
accepted the award for Sarah at the
SMU Law hooding ceremony on
May 16.

2011
Stephen
Grothouse (G’11)
has joined the
Indianapolis office
of Hall, Render,
Killian, Heath &
Lyman. His
practice focuses
on counseling clients regarding health
information technology. He assists
health systems, hospitals, physician
groups and other organizations in
acquiring a variety of technology
products and services, including
software licenses and subscriptions,
telecommunications systems and a
range of consulting and professional
services.

2012
Sarah E. Hunt
(LL.M.) is general
counsel at the
Niskanen Center,
a libertarian think
tank. She also
directs Niskanen’s
energy policy
program, where her policy work
focuses on market-based solutions to
climate change. Previously, she was
the manager of state issues and an
ethics officer at the management
consulting firm Stateside Associates.

2013
Behzad Gohari (LL.M.) and Karen
E. Woody (LL.M.) have co-authored
“The New Global Financial Regulatory Order: Can Macroprudential
Regulation Prevent Another Global
Financial Disaster?” The article appears in the Winter 2015 issue of the
Journal of Corporation Law.

2014
Aaron E. Reichlin-Melnick is a
2014 fellow of the Immigrant Justice
Corps, the country’s first fellowship
program dedicated to meeting the
growing need for high-quality legal
services for immigrants. While participating in Georgetown Law’s Center
for Applied Legal Studies, Reichlin-

Melnick prevented a client from
being returned to a country where he
would face political persecution. As
an Immigrant Justice fellow placed at
the Legal Aid Society’s Immigration
Law Unit, Reichlin-Melnick currently
represents immigrants who face deportation as a collateral consequence
of a criminal conviction.
Dave Wilkins (C’11) is a 2014 fellow
of the Immigrant Justice Corps, the
country’s first fellowship program
dedicated to meeting the growing
need for high-quality legal services
for immigrants. Wilkins represented
detained immigrants while working in
the Center for Applied Legal Studies
clinic at Georgetown Law and at
the Capital Area Immigrants’ Rights
Coalition, and has interned with the
Department of Justice, Executive Office for Immigration Review.

2015
Matthew Boaz was named a 2015
fellow of the Immigrant Justice
Corps, the country’s first fellowship
program dedicated to meeting the
growing need for high-quality legal
services for immigrants. During law
school, Boaz successfully represented
a detained client through Georgetown
Law’s clinical program, and he has
worked with Kids in Need of Defense
and the CAIR Coalition in Washington, D.C.

Kristen Cates (C’11) was named a
2015 fellow of the Immigrant Justice
Corps, the country’s first fellowship
program dedicated to meeting the
growing need for high-quality legal
services for immigrants. A native of
Georgia, Cates worked as a bilingual
advocate for domestic and sexual
violence survivors before attending
Georgetown Law. She then continued
to advocate for marginalized immigrants, serving individuals seeking relief from predatory business practices
and providing trauma-informed legal
services to immigrant women fleeing
gender-based persecution.
Abraham Shanedling has won a
2015 Burton Distinguished Legal
Writing Award for his paper “Removing Weapons of Mass Destruction
for the World’s Most Volatile Region:
How to Achieve a WMD-Free Zone
in the Middle East.” Shanedling and
other winners from law schools and
law firms around the country received
their awards at a ceremony at the
Library of Congress on June 15. In
his paper, which was published in the
Georgetown Journal of International
Law, Shanedling analyzes historical
and present challenges of making
the Middle East a WMD-free zone.
Drawing from other world regions
that have already established nuclearweapons-free zones, the paper
recommends measures for breaking
the impasse in creating a Middle East
WMD-free zone and presents a set of
core components for a future treaty.

2015 William King
William King was selected to receive the first
Dick Wolf Memorial Lecture Prize by the Capitol Hill Restoration Society. As the winner, King
delivered the inaugural Dick Wolf Memorial
Lecture on Friday, March 27, in Washington,
D.C. In his talk, “Do We Need More Objective
Criteria for Evaluating Demolition Permits for
Historic Properties?” King suggested a modification of D.C. historic preservation law that
would provide objectively defined criteria for
the mayor’s agent to apply when deciding whether to approve demolition permits. Following King’s lecture, Professor Peter Byrne (the current
mayor’s agent) and Adjunct Professor Tersh Boasberg, former chair of
the Historic Preservation Review Board, joined King and members of
the audience to discuss King’s proposal.
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Development News

Gifts in Action

Law and Technology: The Man Behind
the Professorship
On April 1, Professor Julie Cohen was installed as
the Mamolen Professor of Law and Technology. This is the
story of how the professorship came to be.

Mark Mamolen

T

he late Mark Mamolen was not a stellar student during his undergraduate
years. In fact, if the college student Mark
Mamolen had been given a glimpse of the
Mark Mamolen whose bequest to his alma
mater made possible both the PattersonMamolen Opportunity Scholarship and the
Mark Claster Mamolen Professor of Law
and Technology, he might have laughed his
trademark laugh, which was long and genuine. And then, he might have told a story.
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“I applied to a bunch of law schools,
and I’m gonna tell you the truth, I got
turned down at American, Catholic and
George Washington,” said Mamolen in an
October 2013 interview just months before
his death at age 67. One dean told him,
“I wouldn’t be able to face myself in the
morning if I let you into this law school,”
an admonition that only fueled Mamolen’s
determination to get into a better one.
At that point Mamolen had yet to hear
from Georgetown — and he had high
hopes. He wrangled an interview with Jerome “Jerry” Patterson (L’72), then assistant
dean and director of admissions. (Patterson
is the husband of Professor Elizabeth H.
Patterson, a longtime Georgetown Law
faculty member who retired in December
2013.) Though Mamolen’s grades were
poor, he had good LSAT scores and a lot of
pluck. While still an undergraduate he had
started a business that published student
telephone directories; he even challenged
an advertisement he thought was racist,
taking the matter all the way to the topbrass client, a Marine Corps general in
charge of recruitment. The general agreed,
and the ad was changed.

Mamolen took the ad, and the story,
to Patterson. “He was impressed, but no
promises were made,” Mamolen recalled.
Instead, Mamolen was wait-listed for
admission. “Once I got on the wait list, I
thought, ‘I’ve got a shot at this.’ ” Which
is why when Mamolen had gotten no firm
answer by late summer, he came to campus
and again wormed his way into Patterson’s
office. “‘You’re the guy with the low grades
and the good LSAT,’” Mamolen recalled
Patterson saying when the would-be student once again appeared at his door.
“He remembered everything. So I asked
him for two minutes and pitched him
again.” Mamolen said. He told Patterson, “I
know you really listened to me or I wouldn’t
be on the wait list.” In the end, Patterson
did admit Mamolen — albeit at the last
possible minute, on registration day. “He
was trying to give me a little humility,”
Mamolen quipped.
The lackluster undergraduate did well
his first year of law school — “if I’d been a
micron better I would have been on the law
review,” he said — studying Civil Procedure with Adjunct Professor Steve Umin,
Contracts with Professor Richard Alan Gordon, Torts with Professor Frank Flegal and
Criminal Law with Professor Sam Dash.
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“For generations to come there will be students exposed to law
and technology because of Mark.”
Dean William M. Treanor

It was important to Mamolen to do
well because Patterson had taken a chance
on him. “I was very grateful to Jerry … he
stuck his neck out.” But after his first year,
Mamolen learned of a business opportunity
out of state. “I found a deal out in Chicago
for a start-up furniture business,” he explained. Umin convinced him that he had
to continue his legal training, and Mamolen
transferred to the University of Chicago
Law School, where he received his J.D. But
before Mamolen transferred he told Patterson what he was doing. “[Jerry] said you’ve
acquitted yourself, you’re off the hook.”
Mamolen never forgot Georgetown,
though — even after he embarked upon
what he modestly called “an entrepreneurial career that worked out moderately well.”
Mamolen was the principal non-family
financial adviser to Pritzker and Pritzker
Financial Group, where he was responsible for underwriting such investments as
TransUnion Corporation and TicketMaster. Later, he was an independent private
investor in a number of businesses, a key
principal in the buyout of Bendix Engine
Products and Deflecta Shield Corporation,
which manufactures accessories for light
trucks.
“Though he never practiced law, his
experience of law school and his law school
training never left him … and that started
at Georgetown. Mark never forgot that

great and somewhat fortuitous beginning,”
said Mamolen’s sister, Julie Bleicher, speaking at a dinner following the installation
of Professor Julie Cohen as the first Mark
Claster Mamolen Professor of Law and
Technology.
Bleicher also talked about Mamolen’s
upbringing in Westernport, Maryland. “He
often said he learned much of what he
needed to know about people from growing
up in a small town,” she said. “There you
saw everything in a sort of microcosm …
[with] religious, racial and social differences worked out and played out on a small
scale with people you actually knew by
name.”
Mamolen was a constant learner, an engaging storyteller and “definitely a character,” Bleicher said. Most of all, “Mark was
incredibly generous in both large and small
ways. His philanthropy has been shown
not only through his generosity to Georgetown but also to many individuals during
his life. He particularly enjoyed helping
and mentoring promising young people [he
was close to his nephews, Bleicher’s sons
Zac and Noah]. … So the scholarships in
honor of Jerry Patterson and the creation
of the professorship will continue here at
Georgetown a commitment that he truly
did have in his life.”

Patterson says he is honored by and
appreciative of Mamolen and his family for
including his name in the bequest. “Mark
was very kind in his memory of my admission of him to Georgetown and my subsequent advising him on his career choices.
What I did for Mark was what Georgetown
wanted for him and other applicants. I am
pleased that he felt his professional career
was helped by our relationship. Both he
and I benefited from this relationship and
now Georgetown has benefited from his
generosity.”
Dean William M. Treanor thanked Bleicher for her comments and said that “for
generations to come there will be students
exposed to law and technology because of
Mark.” A comment that Mamolen, had he
been there, might have deflected, turning
the conversation once again to the man
who gave him a break more than 40 years
ago. “You think Jerry had a little bit of courage?” Mamolen said, referring to the lastminute admission that changed his life. “I
want to make Georgetown glad they made
that decision.”
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Letters to the Editor
Delighted to receive my
copy of Res Ipsa Loquitur,
Georgetown Law magazine’s
Spring/Summer 2015 edition
and read about the Veterans Day celebration and the
$20,000 grant toward tuition
and fees. I started in 1967 at
the “old law school at 5th and
E,” completed three semesters
and received my “invitation”
[draft notice] from my fellow citizens at my Capitol Hill apartment
to join my colleagues in January 1969 in Newark N.J. … I “volunteered” a few times and eventually was honorably discharged as a first
lieutenant U.S. Army Artillery (Pershing Missiles) in April 1972. I
returned to Georgetown at the “new law school on New Jersey Avenue” and completed the last semester in January 1974. I continued
at night in the LL.M. (Tax) program until 1978. I often tell people
that I may hold the record for attendance at the Law Center since my
time in the Army was deemed to be a leave of absence, thus crediting
me with 11 years of attendance!...
My time at Georgetown was remarkable since my professors
included Bob Shoshinski (fellow Notre Damer and Marine officer),
Sherman Cohn, Don Wallace and my mentor Dean Paul Dean, who
was also of counsel to the law firm I joined. Interestingly, perhaps
because it was the Vietnam era, the first-year class of the law school in
1967 was probably in excess of 90-percent male — but the school to
which I returned in 1972 was very close to 50/50 male-female.
Again, kudos for the Veterans programs!
Thomas J. Cholis (L’73, LL.M.’78)
Managing Director, Chevy Chase Trust Investment Advisors

My name is Louis Scolnik, class of ‘52. I
just read the Spring/Summer edition of
Georgetown Law magazine. I must
be one of the few surviving members of
my class.
Georgetown was such an important factor in my career in the law.
Although when I was an undergrad
at Bates College I did not have a good
scholastic record, Georgetown admitted
me to the law school under the G.I. Bill
of Rights. I had served in the Pacific during World War II and was
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released from active duty in 1946 as Captain of LCI(L) 776. After
the war, I returned to Bates for one more semester and received my
LL.B. in February 1946. After working for about a year, on the recommendation of my late brother, William (L’39), I applied and was
admitted to the law school. When I graduated in 1952, 12th in a class
of more than 300 law students, I followed the advice of then Dean
Paul Dean (of course he was called Dean Dean), who said, “If you
come from a small town in Maine, go back there and practice law; do
not get a job working for the federal government.”
I practiced law in Lewiston, Maine, from 1952 until 1974,
when I was appointed to serve on the Maine Superior Court, and after serving for nine years was elevated to the Maine Supreme Judicial
Court. I retired in 1988. ...
I am writing this because, in perusing the magazine, I wondered how many of my Georgetown Law ‘52 classmates are still
around. I would like to contact them and say hello. On Feb. 14, 2015,
I turned 92, and thankfully, although I do not drive any longer,
I am in good health for my age, play jazz tenor sax with a trio at
senior living centers in the Andover, Mass., area where I moved from
Maine, and also play at a traditional jazz jam session once a month
in Lincoln, Mass.
I never got over the positive experience I had at Georgetown
Law. I will never forget Paul Dean, Walter Jaeger (Contracts), Ed
Williams (Evidence), Professor Kronstein (Corporations) and others.
I met my then future wife, Paula, while I was in law school. Her
father ran the Alban Towers Hotel at Massachusetts Avenue and
Wisconsin before it was sold to Georgetown University.
The Hon. Louis Scolnik (L’52)

P.S. I have been a loyal financial contributor since my graduation,
and have included the law school in my will. I feel that I owe a lot to
the school and was indeed lucky they decided to let me study law there.

CORRECTION
Georgetown Law magazine regrets the omission of Marilyn
Nelson (L’85) from its Fall/Winter 2014 Development News/
Gifts in Action article “The ‘Founding Mothers’ Help Others.”
Nelson was a founding member of Women in Law as a Second
Career.
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CLE Update Corporate Counsel Institute Features Legal Luminaries
“In the end, it is people, not institutions,

pro bono, counterbalancing the notion that

who engage in unlawful conduct,” White

only the wealthiest businesses with the best

said, noting that “the greatest disincentive

lawyers appear before the Court.

for wrongdoing occurs when people believe
that their own liberty, reputations and livelihoods are on the line … a critical priority of
our enforcement program is to hold respon-

White

Verrilli

As he has done in the past three years, Verrilli helped Professor Steven Goldblatt of
Georgetown Law’s Supreme Court Institute

sible individuals accountable.”

discuss the cases on the Court’s docket —
the health care and same-sex marriage

At an enforcer’s roundtable that followed,

blockbusters as well as business-related

Georgetown’s 19th-annual Corporate Coun-

representatives of the most powerful white-

cases involving employment, environmental

sel Institute last March presented an ambi-

collar criminal enforcement agencies — the

law and patents. “I don’t know where else

tious agenda exploring some of the greatest

SEC, the Commodities Futures Trading

in the CLE world you would be able to ask

legal challenges facing corporations today.

Commission and the Department of Justice

an almost unlimited number of questions of

And according to Securities and Exchange

— confirmed a trend of bringing cases

the solicitor general of the United States,”

Commission Chair Mary Jo White, the SEC

against individual executives (as opposed

said Assistant Dean Larry Center.

has a similarly ambitious agenda, one that

to institutions) as they work to combat

includes safeguarding investors from compa-

financial fraud, protect consumers and other

nies with a history of financial misconduct.

priorities.

ter, Dean William M. Treanor and Thomas F.

White’s keynote address explored how the

On the second day of the conference, U.S.

years of service as the Corporate Counsel

SEC and other authorities may disqualify

Solicitor General Donald Verrilli said that the

Institute’s advisory board co-chair.

these wrongdoers from engaging in busi-

lawyers of the Supreme Court bar — and

ness activities — and how to keep mis-

law school Supreme Court clinics — often

conduct, particularly by the executives of

seek out cases to bring before the Court

The two-day event was introduced by CenO’Neil III (L’82), who was recognized for his

financial institutions, from happening in the
first place.
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5-6
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Workshop

Summit

LAW CENTER

LAW CENTER
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6

Global Antitrust Enforce-

Patent Law and Policy

ment Symposium

Conference (co-sponsored

LAW CENTER

by the Berkeley Center for
Law and Technology)

OCTOBER

LAW CENTER

9

16-20

Bankruptcy: Views from

Academy of WTO Law and

the Bench (co-sponsored

Policy

by the American Bank-

LAW CENTER

ruptcy Institute)
LAW CENTER

19-20

10-11

28-29

Advanced eDiscovery

Corporate Counsel

Representing and

Institute 2015

Institute 2016

Managing Tax Exempt

J.W. MARRIOTT,

LAW CENTER

Organizations

WASHINGTON, D.C.

MARRIOTT MARQUIS,
APRIL

FEBRUARY

WASHINGTON, D.C.

6-8

MAY

25-26

Advanced Commercial

International Trade Update

Leasing Institute

25-26

2016

20 F. STREET CONFERENCE

Cybersecurity Law Institute

LAW CENTER

CENTER, WASHINGTON,

LAW CENTER

D.C.
MARCH

JUNE

27

4-6

Nonprofit Governance

5-10

Law Firm Leadership:

LAW CENTER

eDiscovery Training

Developing Effective Skills

Academy

for Leading and Managing

LAW CENTER

Lawyers
LAW CENTER
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Alumni Events

WOMEN’S FORUM
The Georgetown Law Women’s Forum was held at the Law
Center on February 27. From left, Deven McGraw (L’94, LL.M.’02),
Kimberly Anne Moore (L’94) and Anne Beth Stebbins (L’86); Dean
William M. Treanor (center) with the 2015 Alumnae Awardees
Terrell McSweeny (L’04), left, and Elizabeth Abdoo (C’80, L’86);
Susan Smith Blakely (L’79) (not pictured), Judith Barnett (L’85),
Smruti Patel (L’04) and Buffy J. Mims (L’96) led a panel discussion
at the event.

SUPREME COURT DINNER

MELISSA RYAN DORN (3)

Supreme Court Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg hosted a dinner at
the Supreme Court on April 6 in honor of Visiting Professor David
Schizer, a former Ginsburg law clerk. In attendance were Lloyd
DeVos (L’73), Vice Dean Jane Aiken and Michael Boston; Appellate
Litigation Clinic Fellow Ruthanne Deutsch (L’04, LL.M.’19) with
Miguel Aliaga, Dan Nathan and Supreme Court Institute Director
Dori Bernstein (LL.M.’89). Deutsch and Bernstein are also former
Ginsburg law clerks. Visiting Professor David Schizer, Justice Ruth
Bader Ginsburg and Dean William M. Treanor.

OPPOSITE PAGE:

SCHOLARSHIP RECEPTION
Georgetown Law’s annual Scholarship Reception was held on
March 19. In attendance were Mindy Sibenaler Bopp (Georgetown
University Development staff) and Carl Northrop (L’76); David Simmons (L’84), Brandi Howard and J.P. Howard (L’10); Chris Duffner
(C’13, L’16), Kaitlin Kines (L’17) and James Pinto (C’73, L’76); and
Satoru Murase (L’83) with a student.

D.C. ALUMNI LUNCHEON
Alumni enjoyed the 2015 D.C. Alumni Luncheon with John Podesta (L’76) at the St. Regis Hotel on May 14. Patrice Lyons (L’69),
Jim Taronji (L’76), Dean William M. Treanor, John Podesta (L’76)
and David Muchow (F’66, L’71); Nanne Davis Elliot (L’00) and Kobie
Flowers (L’00).

CAPITOL HILL LAW ALUMNI RECEPTION
A Capitol Hill Law Alumni reception was held at the home of Rep.
John K. Delaney (L’88) and April McClain-Delaney (L’89) on May
20. Middle of page, far right, Stephen Dwyer (L’11) chats with
fellow alumni; Rep. Lois Frankel (L’73), D.-Fla.; Rep. Ted Lieu (L’94),
D.-Calif.; and, bottom left, Jeannette Quick (L’07).

HOME COURT

HILARY SCHWAB (3)

The Hoya Lawya team emerged victorious at the 28th-annual
Home Court charity basketball game on March 25, raising
$621,000 for the Washington Legal Clinic for the Homeless.
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MELISSA RYAN DORN (4)

BILL PETROS (2)

BILL PETROS (4)
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In the Public Interest

Students Give Detroit (and Other Cities)
Some Love
F

or years, plenty of public-interestminded Georgetown Law students
have voluntarily given up their plans of
spring break on the beach to lend their
legal or other talents to nonprofits helping
people in New Orleans and other cities in
need. When deciding where to volunteer
last year, Samuel Goldsmith (L’16) looked
around and settled on Detroit.
Why Detroit? It has also “been hit by a
disaster, an economic disaster, not a hurricane, but it’s been hit by disaster particularly hard,” said Goldsmith, who led teams
of law students to that city this March
and last. “I felt like Detroit needed to have
some love.”
Goldsmith approached the Sugar Law
Center for Economic and Social Justice
in that city to ask if they needed the help.
“I wanted to do labor law, because that is
what Detroit is most known for, some of
the most powerful unions in the country,
the auto workers,” he explains. “I wanted to
have almost a cultural experience, to learn
what it’s like to be a worker in Detroit right
now and fight for the workers in Detroit,
because workers built that city.”
The nonprofit, he said, was glad to get
six Georgetown Law students (mostly 1Ls)
last year and also happy when five seasoned
students (mostly 2Ls) returned in 2015,
working on wage-and-hour issues, unemployment insurance, Title VII discrimination and water shutoffs.
Aileen Nguyen (L’16), who runs the
Habitat for Humanity student chapter at
the Law Center, led a team of three other
students to Delaware last March over
spring break for a literal “hands-on” experience alongside a single mother of two who
was to inhabit one of the houses. “It’s nice
to work on something that has an immediate result,” Nguyen says.
Students also returned to New Orleans. A group of 28 students headed by
Andrew Shindi (L’16), Nicole Tatz (L’16),
80
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Georgetown Law 2Ls who volunteered at the Sugar Law Center in Detroit included, top row, Samuel Goldsmith (L’16) with attorney Tony Paris and, bottom row, Vijay Kasschau (L’16), Director Rashida Tlaib, Alan
Gocha (L’16), Jessica Faustin (L’16), Tyler Lloyd (L’17) and Executive Director John Philo.

Students who helped on a Habitat for Humanity Build in Delaware included Andrei Pineda (LL.M.’15),
AmeriCorps-Habitat volunteer Barb Carter, Meghan Breen (L’17), Neiloy Sircar (L’17), Aileen Nguyen (L’16)
and a homeowner.

Nikhil Vashee (L’16) and Rebecca Williams
(L’16) worked for the New Orleans Public
Defender, the Louisiana Capital Assistance
Center, the Louisiana Center for Children’s
Rights and the Pro Bono Project.
Approximately 60 Georgetown Law
students gave up their breaks to volunteer
this year, says Sara Jackson of the Office of
Public Interest and Community Service.
In addition to those on the three trips,
approximately 24 other students provided
legal assistance to local nonprofits and
service providers in Washington, D.C.

Even in a single week, students were
able to accomplish a lot, says Goldsmith,
who wants to do public interest work in the
future. For Andrei Pineda (LL.M.’15), who
hails from Colombia, working at the spring
break build in Delaware meant giving
back — since he considers himself lucky
to be a student at Georgetown. “I believe
in karma,” he says. Good actions will result
“in many blessings.”

Spotlight: Kary Antholis (L’89)

I

n 1994, Kary Antholis left a director position at Home Box
Office to pursue his dream of making a film. The resulting
documentary told the story of Holocaust survivor Gerda
Weissmann Klein, who endured a six-year ordeal at the hands of
the Nazis during World War II, losing her family, her home and
all her friends. In 1995, Antholis’s film won an Academy Award.
“It was surreal,” says Antholis, who produced and directed
“One Survivor Remembers,” which won the Oscar for Best
Documentary Short Subject
as well as an Emmy for
Outstanding Information
Special. With many opportunities to choose from after
that, Antholis returned to
HBO in 1997 as an executive. Today, he’s president
of HBO Miniseries and
Cinemax Programming.
Antholis’s good fortune
did not come out of the
blue but was the result
of many interests coming
together. He sharpened
an interest in history and
French at Bowdoin College,
studying European imperial history in Paris before returning to
Bowdoin to craft an honors thesis on French and British military
expeditions in Africa in the late 1800s. That led to a master’s
degree in history at Stanford, where he wrote about the French
recruitment of Africans to fight in World War I.
He wasn’t sure what he wanted to do with his education
— except he didn’t want to be an academic. His dad, John K.
Antholis (L’62), was a Georgetown Law alum, so he came to the
Law Center in the fall of 1985.
Though he enjoyed such courses as a human rights class
taught by the late Father Robert Drinan, S.J., he still had what
he calls a “crisis moment” in his second year of law school.
Questioning his career path, he took a year off to study acting at
the Studio Theatre on 14th Street and the Folger Shakespeare
Library. Distance from the Law Center, as it turned out, gave
him some perspective.
“I recognized my limitations as an actor, first of all, and secondly I realized that I had spent most of my life around lawyers
because my father was an attorney,” Antholis says. “I realized
that the legal and political thinking that my mind had developed
as a skill might be useful in breaking into the film and television
business behind the camera rather than in front of the camera.”
With a renewed sense of purpose, he returned to the Law
Center and enrolled in transactional classes that would be useful in the film business. One such course in small business law

was particularly helpful. “I became interested in the process by
which one raises money to make an independent feature film,”
he says. “This was the golden age of independent cinema. You
had Spike Lee. You had the Coen brothers. You had these really
exciting individualized voices, and coincidentally the producers
of the Coen brothers movies were based in D.C.”
Antholis reached out to their lawyer to learn more about the
work. “I started thinking like a film executive, started to understand what it is that film and television producers do.”
STORYTELLING
After graduating in 1989, Antholis practiced law for a year and
worked in business affairs for an L.A. production company
for two more before heading to New York to work with HBO.
When the head of the documentary group wanted to do a film
to commemorate the 50th anniversary of the end of World War
II, she and Antholis chose the story of Weissmann — who after
suffering incredible tragedy at the hands of the Nazis, met her
husband, a member of the U.S. Army, when the liberating forces
rescued the group of skeletal women from an abandoned factory
in Czechoslovakia. When attempts to find a suitable filmmaker
for the story failed, Antholis left his job to make the movie himself, returning to HBO in 1997.
Eighteen years later, his law degree has proved invaluable,
both in terms of thinking like a lawyer and piquing his interest in
criminal-law-related subject matter. His many projects include
an exploration of the criminal justice system in New York and
racial and civil unrest in the city of Yonkers in the 1980s. “One
of the great gifts of working at HBO is that I get paid to work on
stuff that I would work on for free,” he says.
He returned to Georgetown on April 10 as the recipient
of the GEMALaw Alumni Achievement Award. But that’s not
the first time he’s been back. In 2008 Kary and his wife, Karen
Coburn-Antholis, a Catholic University graduate, returned to
Washington for the premiere of HBO’s “John Adams” miniseries
— swinging by Georgetown Law to visit, of all places, a parking shack across from the Hart Senate Office Building. Because
as it turns out that’s a great story too. The Antholises met there
as students in 1988 when both were working as parking attendants for the U.S. Senate: she as an undergraduate, he as a law
student. Today, they have two children, Evie and Jack. And of
course, Antholis recorded their return to the place almost 20
years to the day after they met. “The parking shack had been
rebuilt and it was late at night, but we persuaded a Capitol Hill
police officer to take our picture in front of the shack,” Antholis
says. “So we have that as a souvenir.”
							
— By Ann W. Parks
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